<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5451674</td>
<td>THE MISSING CHUMS.</td>
<td>By Franklin W. Dixon</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>8¼x10¾</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>March 3, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55582678</td>
<td>HORSES STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK</td>
<td>By John Green</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>Grosset &amp; Dunlap</td>
<td>7½x9½</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58219X</td>
<td>STUCK ON STAR TREK.</td>
<td>Ed. by Betsy Henry Pringle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>10¼x8¼</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5734746</td>
<td>MY RULES FOR BEING A PRETTY PRINCESS.</td>
<td>By Heath McKenzie</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>10¼x8¼</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4591038</td>
<td>IMAGINATION ACCORDING TO HUMPHREY.</td>
<td>By Betty G. Birney</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>9½x12½</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5727944</td>
<td>STUCK ON THE PRESIDENTS.</td>
<td>By Lara Bergen et al.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>8¼x10½</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipments are normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Activities & Games
- Animal Stories
- Arts & Crafts
- Biography
- Children's Classics
- Children's Movies
- Children's TV and TV Characters
- Contemporary Stories
- Cooking
- Disney
- Education and Learning
- Fairy Tales
- Fantasy
- Folktales
- History
- How Things Work
- Learning Books
- More Children's Stories
- Music
- Parenting, Pregnancy & Childbirth
- Pop-Up Books
- Reference
- Rhymes & Poetry
- Science & Nature
- Sports
- Story Collections
- Young Adult Fiction

Current titles are marked with a ★

★5399985 DOLL'S HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll's house, then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it just the way you want it! Help the family furnish their rooms with fabulous furniture with simple instructions. No glue or scissors required! CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Hinkler. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

SOLD OUT


7648839 WITCHES STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK. By Carol Schmidt. Sixteen ready-to-color “stained glass” portraits of famous witches include characters from The Wizard of Oz, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, and other magical tales. Color the images in crayon or marker, then hold them up to a window for dazzling effects. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95


2737110 PRESIDENTS: Ultimate Sticker Book. Learn all about U.S. presidents with this informative and fun sticker book. Choose the stickers to make your own book of presidents. Stickers can be used more than once. CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

2737094 THE ULTIMATE OCEAN GLOW IN THE DARK STICKER BOOK. By Claire Ellioton. Create your own book and explore the world of awesome ocean creatures with this collection of over 60 full-color, reusable stickers! CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

6748226 CARS & TRUCKS STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK. By Peter Donahue. These imaginative “stained glass” illustrations will thrill kids who are fascinated with cars and trucks. Ranging from hot rod to an ice cream truck, 16 easy-to-color drawings cover a spectrum of vehicles, including a taxi and double-decker bus as well as a dump and low trucks. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

5738621 STICKER STYLE STUDIO RUNWAY FASHION. Ed. by Bryony Jones. Do you have an eye for fashion? Four busy models need you to mix and match more than 300 reusable stickers to create outfits for their glamorous appearance. Dress them for a runway show, a cabaret, a circus, and more. CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 9x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $2.95

3668172 STICKER STYLe STUDIO FANCY STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. By Beth Landis. Learn all about famous witches include characters from The Wizard of Oz, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, and other magical tales. Color the images in crayon or marker, then hold them up to a window for dazzling effects. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

3601110 1000 CHRISTMAS STICKERS. Little ones can make the holiday season last with a fun-filled collection of sticker, drawing, and coloring activities. Includes over 1,000 stickers Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Make Believe Ideas. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

569021X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougall Dixon. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of dinosaurs. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs! Contains more than 600 full-color, easy to peel, reusable stickers, 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

433570 ANIMALS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Andrea Pinnington. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of animals. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of animals: put the extra stickers wherever you want! Over 600 full-color stickers in all. Gradeschoolers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

274824X MY DESIGNER DOLL’S HOUSE TO MAKE AND DECORATE. Punch out and build a gorgeous paper doll’s house, complete with paper dolls and outfits! Each room features easy to fold furniture with simple instructions. No glue or scissors required! CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Hinkler. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99


★5399995 DOLL’S HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll’s house, then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it just the way you want it! Help the family furnish their rooms with fabulous furniture with simple instructions. No glue or scissors required! CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

SOLD OUT


See more titles at erhbc.com/971
**Activities & Games**


**7648669 THE REAL MOTHER GOOSE STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK.** By P. Donahue & B.F. Wright. From "Mary, Mary, quite contrary," to "Peter, Peter, Pumpkin eater," these 16 colorful "stained glass" vignettes re-create Blanche Fisher Wright's original Illustrations of Mother Goose characters. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

**5862922 ANIMAL FRIENDS: Hide-and-Seek Puzzles.** By Marilee Harrald-Pilz. Be on the lookout for the hidden objects in twenty-four picture puzzles as kittens cuddle, bunnies burrow, and porce gallop around. The search is on in a classroom, on a farm, in a small pond, at a pet store, and in a backyard. Can you find them all? Ages 3-5. Fully illus. 64 pages. Sterling. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**2736622 DINOS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Roam the land of the dinosaurs with this awesome sticker and activity book featuring over 1,000 stickers; fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching; tons of dinosaur facts; and more. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. National Geographic. 7¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

**3650413 EYE-POPPING ILLUSIONS ACTIVITY BOOK.** By Pat Jacobs. Welcome to the eye-popping, brain-boggling world of visual illusions! This activity book is packed with impossible objects, 3D wonders, and images that seem to shimmer and shake as you look at them. You can even create your own astonishing images! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arturus. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.98

**KIT 5810582 ROBOTIC SCORPION: Build a Walking Scorpion with Light-Up Eyes and Moving Stinger!** By Melissa Stewart. Discover the fascinating world of scorpions, learn how they inspired the design of robots, and build your own hidden-imaging scorpion with this kit. Includes 32-page book, 24 fact cards, 15"x20" poster, plastic case with motor, 18 plastic pieces, 5 screws, screwdriver, and 8 rubber tips. Age 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Silver Dolphin. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $14.99

**5738881 FIERCE ANIMALS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Fierce animals are everywhere in this fun-tastic and activity book. Includes 1,000 stickers of fierce animals and more, fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching activities and games, and tons of amazing fierce animal facts. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**5738895 AMAZING ANIMALS SUPER STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Let cool rule in this fun-tastic sticker and activity book. Includes two sticker activity books, 2,000 stickers, fun skill-building puzzles, activities and games, animal facts, and more. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. National Geographic. 6x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**5813506 BELLY LAUGH JOKES FOR KIDS.** By Kylie Brien. Filled to the brim with both classic and original jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. That’s 350 jokes in all, accompanied by young readers introductions by Bethany Straker and even a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**3555615 BIG MAGIC FOR LITTLE HANDS.** By Joshua Jay. Dazzle your family and friends with 25 astonishing illusions specially designed to require little prep time and dexterity, yet guaranteed to deliver big applause and big fun—including impromptu effects that can be performed anywhere, anytime! Ages 7-11. Fully illus. 100 pages. Workman. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**5459716 WILDFLOWERS: Peterson Field Guide Coloring Books.** By Roger Tory Peterson et al. Collects detailed illustrations of 146 lovely wildflower species, each with a corresponding color sticker to serve as a reference while you color. Gradeschoolers. 64 pages. HMH. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

**5738903 SPOT THE DOT.** By David A. Carter. Discover a world of colors—dot by dot. Based on an award-winning pop-up, this is an interactive, search-and-find concept book that introduces colors on every page through engaging hands-on puzzles that are perfect for young readers. Ages 3-5. Scholastic. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**5863058 CARS, TRUCKS & THINGS THAT GO: Hide-and-Seek Puzzles.** By Rebecca Thornburgh. Be on the lookout for the hidden objects in twenty-four picture puzzles as cars zoom, airplanes zoom, motorcycles whiz by! The search is on in the circus, on a city street, at a construction site, and even on a snowy mountain. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. 64 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3650502 INCREDIBLE 3D EYE TRICKS.** By G. Levine & G.W. Priester. Discover the magic of pictures within pictures with this eye-popping activity book. Relax your eyes and wait as your consciousness hidden jumping from the page in a series of realistic photographs, from a smile emerging from a bowl of cereal to gears hidden inside of a clock. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arturus. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**5562740 SEA LIFE GEMGLOW STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK.** By Llyn Hunter. This GemGlow stained glass coloring book features backgrounds of blue and green, adding eye-catching surprises to a multitude of fish and other sea life that you color yourself! These 16 images include sea horses, humpback whales, clown anemone fish, magnificent sea anemone, and more. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


**5783879 MY BIG BOOK OF CHRISTMAS COLORING, SONGS & ACTIVITIES.** Celebrate the season with a collection of festive holiday games, puzzles, and activities—organized by young readers introductions by Bethany Straker and even a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 6-8, 96 pages. Ulysses. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
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**5716888** EYELIKE HORSES. Over 400 irresistible, reusable, and collectible stickers to mix, match and trade, all centered around that most majestic of animals and the sport of horse-riding. Decorate your windows, notebooks, and lunchboxes with Champion ribbons, horse shoes, hay bales, and more! Ages 6 & up. Workman. Paperback. $5.95

**3576620** DISNEY FROZEN ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By L. Nesworthy & S. Reuben. Join your favorite Frozen characters on their amazing icy adventure. Explore the kingdom of Arendelle and learn Eric’s powerful magic. Includes more than 1,000 stickers for you to create your own scenes. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Price Stern Sloan. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $9.95

**5930693** FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to make—and they really fly! Just press along the perforations, fold according to the instructions, add a penny or a dime for weight, then slide them inside the long, straight glides or looping swoops. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**5558586** BETTY BOOP BOO PIPE DOLLS. By David Cutting. This collection of cut-out iconic character Betty Boop includes 2 dolls and a wardrobe of 30 outfits, including cheerleader, pirate, doctor, hula girl; geisha; mermaid; and more. Mix and match for some hilarious possibilities. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. In color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**2753650** FOLD-AND-PLAY FIREHOUSE. By Louise A. Gikow. Get ready for a fun time at the firehouse! Build your firehouse and place it on the play mat, punch out the firehouse pieces, read all about a fun day at the firehouse, and your adventure will begin. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PIECES. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE YEARS. Running Press. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95

**5850487** MAURICE PLEDGER’S BUG WORLD STICKER BOOK. By Rod Green. Discover the wonderful world of insects! Make your own pictures with 300 reusable stickers of ants, butterflies, spiders, ladybugs, moths, beetles, grasshoppers, and more. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Silver Dolphin. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

**5825423** BIBLE ACTIVITIES. By Ronnie Randall. This bright activity book introduces young children to the best-known Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments, with over 150 fun things to doodle, color, and do along the way. Includes 192 coloring stickers and 1 full-color 192-page coloring book. Parragon. 8¼x11½. Paperback Import. $4.95


**5712238** PLAYTIME PUZZLES: Highlights Hidden Pictures. Can you find the slice of pizza on the merry-go-round? Spot the toothbrush in the toothbrush alley? See the Christmas tree at the birthday party? Includes more than 50 Hidden Pictures puzzles and 280 stickers. Ages 3-6. Fully illus., some color. 96 pages. Highlights for Children. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**5825121** ROALD DAHLS FANTASTIC MR. FOX STICKER BOOK. Based on the hit stop-motion film by director Wes Anderson. Join Mr. Fox for your very own fantastic adventure, filled with great games, lots of coloring, and over 100 reusable stickers! Ages 3 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Price Stern Sloan. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $2.95


**1870300** DORA THE EXPLORER MUSIC PLAYER STORYBOOK. By Christine Ricci. This storybook and play CD pack offers little ones a chance to sing and read along with their favorite girl explorer. The four discs feature tunes from Dora the Explorer, plus a selection of popular Spanish-language songs. Includes a special music player for the discs. CHOKING HAZARD NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER TWO YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 38 pages. Reader’s Digest. 11¼x12. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**5704782** DISNEY FROZEN STICKER IT. Over 400 stickers with more than 50 activities, and four sticker scenes, this fabulous book will keep Disney fans busy for hours. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Parragon. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**4521065** OLIVIA PAPER DOLLS. By John Kurtz. These paper dolls of Olivia, her brother Ian, and Francine come with a colorful wardrobe that promises hours of imaginative fun. Dress them in a host of outfits, including costumes for a soccer player, a doctor, an explorer, the artist, and others. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**4585682** CASTLE STICKER BOOK: Complete Your Own Mighty Medieval Fortress! Use more than 150 reusable stickers to bring a castle to life and make it ready for battle! Help the lord equip his fortress with chains for the dungeons, weapons for the battlements, medieval food, and brave knights on horseback for a joust. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carolr. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


Activities & Games

5846021 CHRISTMAS STICKER ACTIVITIES. The perfect way to enjoy a creative Christmas. Packed with activities and colorful photographic stickers, it provides hours of holiday fun. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Tiger Tales. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5782872 ULTIMATE KNIGHTS ACTIVITY BOOK. Contains a collection of previously published Dover books: How to Draw Wizards, Dragons and Mythical Creatures; Medieval Knights Stained Glass Coloring Book; Knights and Armor Coloring Book; and a selection of pages from Camelot Paper Dolls and Knights Activity Book. Lots of activities for ages 4-10. Fully illus. Dover. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5736420 THE FIELD GUIDE TO RAINFOREST ANIMALS. By Nancy Honovich. Join the adventure of a lifetime as you explore the Amazon rainforest. Follow the trail of the jungle’s most magnificent creatures, including silent jaguars, leaping monkeys, and pink river dolphins. Then assemble your own animals with the included pieces for a museum-ready display! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

582575X SNOWMEN AT WORK. By Carolyn Buehner. Kids know that snowmen come alive at night while we humans sleep. When you're sleeping does your snowman work as a baker? A dentist? Maybe even a magician? Discover how jobs are fun, especially when they’re done the Snowman way! Includes hidden pictures on every page. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Dial. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


5807662 REMARKABLE ANIMALS: Mix & Match to Create 1000 Crazy Creatures. By Tony Meeuwissen. Flip the pages and see ten remarkable animals become 1,000 crazy creatures, taking on new names and astonishing new identities as their heads, bodies and tails are swapped around. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Frances Lincoln. 12x9x½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

4570747 LEGO BRICKMASTER LEGENDS OF CHIMA: The Quest for Chi. By Hannah Dolan. Enter the magical world of LEGO: Legends of Chima with this thrilling and interactive set. Join Lennox and Crawley as they venture off and into six thrilling adventures in the quest for Chi! Includes thrilling comic book stories, as well as instructions for building sets with the 187 included pieces for a museum-ready display. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

5825552 DISNEY GIRLS’ BIG BOOK OF FUN: Time for Friends. Step into a world of adventure with the Disney Characters! Help Tinker Bell and friends complete fun puzzles, let Minnie and Daisy teach you to draw, and join Aurora as she helps an old friend learn to be brave. Includes more than 125 activities, games, and comic stories. Age 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Parragon. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

5825504 DISNEY BOYS’ BIG BOOK OF FUN: Time for Adventure. Step into a world of adventure with the Disney characters! Complete a Toy Story quiz, race with Dusty and Ripslinger, color in Mater, and read about Donald’s adventure in a vampire’s castle. Includes more than 125 activities, games, and comic stories. Age 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Parragon. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

5824859 EASTER FUN: Hidden Pictures Sticker Stories. Young ones will find lots of Easter fun as they find all the hidden pictures at Easter treats. Then they can decorate the pages with over 75 reusable stickers! Ages 3 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Grosset & Dunlap. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99 $2.95

5810132 DRAW IT! Learn to Draw from Real Life with This Exciting Step-by-Step Guide. Learn how to draw anything and everything with this fun step-by-step guide. Start by looking at a photo and then bring it to life on the page in easy, follow-up steps. Once you’ve mastered the technique you’ll be able to draw anything! Ages 6. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

581000X DISNEY PRINCESS THE LITTLE MERMAID: OCEAN’S TREASURES. Features a paintbrush, 16 different watercolors, and 64 scenes to paint starring the beloved mermaid, Ariel. A must for Disney Princess fans. Ages 3-7. Golden. 8x10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 579529 JOKEL-opedia, 3RD EDITION: The Biggest, Best, Silliest, Dumbest Joke Book Ever! Compiled by Ilana Weitzman et al. Enjoy an all-encompassing, gut-busting collection of more than 1,700 jokes for all occasions. From teacher jokes and gross jokes to practical jokes and even joke-telling pointers, this side-splitting assembly is the mother of all joke books. Ages 7 & up. Illus. 278 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

4582093 THE AMAZINGLY AWESOME ACTIVITY BOOK. By Lisa Regan. Packed with puzzles and amazing artwork, this jam-packed activity book will provide hours of entertainment. Tickle your brain with mad mazes, secret codes, anagrams, word searches, and tons more. Over 300 puzzles in all! 352 pages. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

365004 THE TOTALLY BRILLIANT SUPER PUZZLE BOOK. By Lisa Regan. Loaded with classic puzzles like mazes, anagrams, word searches and more, plus lots of great new puzzles like magic squares, riddles, and riddles. Spot all the jungle animals, solve the sums to help the superheroes, explore the wild west town and more! Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 208 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

★ 3618447 LEGO AWESOME IDEAS. By Daniel Lipkowitz. Beautiful colorful photography and informative text demonstrates how entire models are built up while also providing step by step visual breakdowns and offering alternative ways to build models. Learn how to make a Wild West Train; Outer Space Aliens; a Castle Wall; and more. Ages 7-10. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95

★ 5767032 LEGO STAR WARS BUILD YOUR OWN ADVENTURE. By Daniel Lipkowitz. Discover a thrilling adventure from a galaxy far, far away with this complete LEGO kit. It includes a guide with more than 50 amazing building ideas; a Rebel Y-Wing minifigurine; and instructions and 73 pieces for making your own Y-Wing Starfighter. CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
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Activities & Games

5825679 PETER AND FRIENDS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Hop into some fun with Peter and his friends with this sticker activity book, with games, puzzles, mazes, stickers, and more! Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. F. Warne & Co. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

5819547 TWO PLAYER BIG FUN BOOK. By Lydia Crook. With hidden object games, mazes to race through, word games, drawing games, and much more for 112 pages of fun. Some activities require teamwork, while others will unleash your competitive streak! Either way, all of these games are made for two players to enjoy together. Fully illus. Barron’s. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95


5810264 PETER RABBIT HOP TO IT! STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Celebrate Easter with your favorite rabbits. Peter, Benjamin, and Little more coloring Easter eggs, having a picnic, making a bunny bird’s nest recipe, and much more. Ages 3-7 Fully illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

5810051 DISNEY PLANES AIR POWER! Over 1000 Stickers! Kids who love the high-flying adventure of Disney’s Planes will soar with this activity book that features scenes from the movie, activities to complete, and over 1,000 stickers of Dusty and all of his airplane friends. Ages 3-7. Color illus. Golden. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

★ 5767423 SPACE—LEGO TIPS FOR KIDS: Cool Projects for Your Bricks. By Joachim Klang. Create your own spaceships and characters using a minimum number of bricks from your LEGO collection. Whether you choose Wall-E, the Starfighter, or the Enterprise, this book will help you produce your favorite modelbrick by brick. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 8x10. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

5819172 CHRISTMAS: Little Hands Creative Sticker Play. By Stephen Clarkson. Meet Santa, Mrs. Claus, and Ronnie the Reindeer and get ready for Christmas with festive sticker fun. Help Mrs. Claus decorate the house, give the reindeer shiny bells, and fill Santa’s sleigh with wonderful gifts. Over 1,000 bright and beautiful stickers provide hours of fun and frosty sticker activity book. Help the stickers stay warm by dressing them up in their winter outfits, including their cozy hats and mittens, and much more. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Little. Brown. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

★ 5630666 CHALLENGING WHODUNIT PUZZLES. By Jim Sukach. Join famed Professor of Criminology Dr. J.J. Quicksolve and his son Junior in solving more than 40 devious crimes. Match wits with kidnappers, safecrackers, thieves, and murderers. All the clues you need to solve the crime can be found within each mini-mystery story. Ages 9-12. Illus. 96 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $5.95

5825695 PINKABELLA: 2000 Stickers. Finish each pindtastic picture, and complete the activities with your cute little pets. Take your pick from over 2,000 pretty things, and stick on something pink! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 9½x11½. Paperback. $4.95

5816645 POP-OUT & PAINT DOGS & CATS. By Cindy A. Littlefield. Pop the blank animal templates out and paint on their furry coats and friendly faces. Practice fun techniques like adding trails that make each animal unique, and when the paint is dry, stand your pets up with paper-clip paws. Includes 13 dogs and 5 cats. Ages 8-12. Illus. in color. 88 pages. Storey. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

5816653 POP-OUT & PAINT FARM ANIMALS. By Cindy A. Littlefield. Fill a farm with 26 sturdy animals that you pop out of the book, paint, and embellish with tails and pcrapicot feet. You can also build a barn, a pig pen, a feeder, and a milking stand to create different farm scenes—including a cow pasture and a sheepfold—for your barnyard pals. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. Storey. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


5810043 DISNEY PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN—ON STRANGER TIDES, GLOW-IN-THE-DARK STICKER BOOK. Captain Jack Sparrow is back on the big screen in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides, searching for the fabled Fountain of Youth! Features big, full-color scenes and activities to complete, with over 40 reusable glow-in-the-dark stickers that can be used again and again. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. Parragon. 9½x12½. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $2.95

5736404 EYE-POPPING 3-D PETS. By Barry & Betsy Rollstein. Pop on the included 3-D glasses and see 27 amazingphantogram pets, everything from dogs to lizards to a polka-dotted puppy! You’ll think you can just reach out and touch them! Ages 6-13. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. Chronicle. 10x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

5810057 IT’S TIME FOR CHRISTMAS! Bubble Guppies. Neelecoo Bubble Guppies are ready to celebrate the holidays. Color in the pictures and use stickers to help them celebrate in style. Includes 50 stickers and a handle for holiday travel. Ages 3-7. Golden. 14½x11. Paperback. $3.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99


**See more titles at erhbc.com/971**
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**586634 PAPER DOLLS FASHION WORKSHOP** By Norma J. Burrell. Create your own paper doll fashions, from seasonal styles to holiday outfits! In addition to learning how to create your own variety of dolls, a variety of patterns and projects will show you how to turn your own doodles, tangles, and designs into fabulous paper dolls. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**583769 STUCK INSIDE CREATIVITY: CREATIVE BOOK** By Mandy Archer. Jam-packed with projects, games, and activities that let you explore the world from your own home. Perfect for rainy days, sick days, or just plain any day, it includes puzzles, games, stencils, cut-outs, coloring pages, and more than 150 reusable stickers! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. National Geographic. 9¼x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**5827205 365 THINGS TO DO WITH LEGO BRICKS** By Simon Hugo. Be inspired every day of the year with this volume packed with ideas. Use the timer to race against the clock while you go on a LEGO treasure hunt; create and perform LEGO magic tricks; make a LEGO stop-motion movie; or challenge your friends to build the tallest LEGO tower. WARNING: CHEWING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


**5810590 SANTA ON THE LOOSE! A Seek and Solve Mystery!** By Bruce Hale. Santa’s sleigh is ready to go—except for one thing—the presents aren’t. Find Santa needs your help to find out who took the toys. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**5809894 BARBIE BUILD THE DREAM HOUSE**. Follow the simple step by step instructions, and slot together the press-out pieces to make your very own Barbie Dream House! Realistic furniture and room decorations are included to bring your BARBIE house to life. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 8x10¹/2. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


**5851033 AROUND-THE-WORLD COLORING BOOK: A Puzzle-Trail Adventure.** Embark on a puzzle-trail adventure and color your way around the world. As you color in the busy scenes, read amazing facts, watch out for things to spot, and look out for animals to rescue, all hidden in the pictures. Ages 8 & up. Sterling. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**5819466 PARTY TIME STICKER BOOK: Star Paws Animal Dress-Up.** It’s party time and the Star Paws animals need your help to get ready. Stick a moustache on a hamster, a wig on a cat, a poncho on a guinea pig, a party hat on a puppy, and much more! Ages 4 & up. WARNING: CHEWING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Barron’s. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95


**5820818 LEGO STAR WARS: CHRONICLES OF THE FORCE.** By Adam Bray et al. A fun and informative guide to a LEGO universe far, far away. An up-to-date companion to LEGO Star Wars, with detailed information about the latest sets and minifigures and illustrated with extensive photography. Includes an exclusive minifigure. WARNING: CHEWING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Workman. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**5851106 TIME TRAVELER COLORING BOOK: A Puzzle-Trail Adventure.** By Penny Worms. Are you ready to color your way through time? As you color in the busy drawings, read amazing facts, locate historical misfits, and look out for animals to rescue, all hidden in the scenes, you’ll embark on a puzzle-trail adventure! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**5810442 SPOOKY STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK: Moshi Monsters.** By Arkady Roytman. This coloring quest features 16 “stained glass” images of warriors battling for survival. Bring to vivid life a medieval dwarf brandishing a spiked flail, an elfin soldier readying his bow and arrow, along with a troup of other fighters. Gadgets and booby traps are hidden in the pictures. Ages 8 & up. Sterling. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95

**7646413 FANTASY WARRIORS STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK.** By Arkady Roytman. This coloring quest features 16 “stained glass” images of warriors battling for survival. Bring to vivid life a medieval dwarf brandishing a spiked flail, an elfin soldier readying his bow and arrow, along with a troup of other fighters. Gadgets and booby traps are hidden in the pictures. Ages 8 & up. Sterling. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**5809916 BARBIE TICKET TO FABULOUS! Jet-Set Story & Activities.** Join Barbie and her pals for a movie story set in Italy then complete your dream travel and movie journal. Comes with a carry handle and velcro-closed flap. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 9¾x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95
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5807638 THE PAINT BOOK: Loads of Things You Can Make or Do With Paint. By Min Flower. Packed full of fun things to do without you or them spending a rainy day at home, or playing with friends, these 70 paint projects will give you plenty of art ideas. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

5807646 THE PENCIL BOOK: Loads of Things You Can Make or Do with a Pencil. By Min Flower. There’s plenty of things you can draw with a pencil, but this fun-filled book also offers lots of ideas for playing games, having adventures and making craft projects. Find out how to send a secret drawing, make a spinning top, design a maze, do a 3D drawing, and more! Ages 8 & up. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


★ 5882914 AMAZING WORD SEARCH PUZZLES FOR KIDS. By Mark Danna. Some words you’ll have to hunt for in a rocket ship, an iguana, or a tepee. Other times we’ll use pictures instead of letters to complete a word. Finish each puzzle and then you can uncover a secret message! Ages 12 &amp; up. 94 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. $5.95

5837804 THE BIG BOOK OF ANORAK. By Cathy O’Mellidillas. The “Happy Mag” for Kids, Anorak offers up a huge variety of selection of stories, coloring pages, and activities. Kids will meet Leonardo, a tiger who is obsessed with shopping; Harold, a very cheeky hiccup; Gary, a lovelorn giant; and many other galactic characters in this amazing compendium of fun! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Gibbs Smith. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 588270X LEGO WINTER WONDERLAND ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Eleanor Rose. Celebrate the winter holidays with all your favorite LEGO minifigures. Take a sleigh ride with Santa; see LEGO City transformed into a winter wonderland; and visit a winter holiday market with more than 1,000 ice-cool stickers! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. $9.95

5810106 DOODLE ALL AROUND THE WORLD WITH HELLO KITTY. Take a trip around the world with Hello Kitty inside this fun-filled doodle book. You can visit the Eiffel Tower, go snowboarding, and get to know the animals on a wild safari. When you’re traveling with Hello Kitty, anything is possible! Ages 3-7. Grosset & Dunlap. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 5785364 CAN I HAVE A KITTEN? Press Out, Fold and Glue Your Own Kitten and His Friends. Who says you can’t have a kitten? With this paper-crafting collection, anyone can have their very own feline companion. Simply pop out the no-cut, pre-scored templates, then fold them up to create your adorable new friend. Includes lots of pop-out accessories, too! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. Paperback. $4.95

★ 577473X STAR WARS—THE FORCE AWAKENS MASK BOOK. By Adapted by Benjamin Harper. Reenact exciting adventures and play along with your favorite characters! Featuring highlights from The Force Awakens, this engaging, interactive storybook includes press-out masks for hours of creative playtime fun. Fully illus. 24 pages. Studio Fun. 9x11. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 5773944 MARVEL SUPER HEROES SECRET WARS ACTIVITY BOOK FACSIMILE EDITION. Ed. by Avalon Books. This material originally published as Secret Wars: The Crime of Centuries and Escape from Doom coloring books; Secret Wars: The Secret of Spider-Man’s Shield and the Tower of Doom sticker books; Secret Wars: Stamp Fun and Spider-Man’s Stamp Fun stamp books; and Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #1. Ages 6 & up. Marvel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 5842611 PARIS EIFFEL TOWER. By Amy Sterling Casil. Build and customize your own collectible model in three simple steps. Punch out the parts, then follow the illustrated instructions to put together the 3D model. No glue or tools are required. Then follow the coloring tips to give your TIE fighter a unique spin. Ages 12 and up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. Paperback. $14.95

★ 5395860 STAR WARS—TIE FIGHTER. Inside the Empire’s Winged Menace. By Michael Kogge. Build your own TIE fighter with the included do-it-yourself wood model in three easy steps. Punch out the parts, then follow the illustrated instructions to put together the 3D model. No glue or tools are required. Then follow the coloring tips to give your TIE fighter a unique spin. Ages 12 and up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. Paperback. $14.95

★ 5842204 STAR WARS—X-WING. By Michael Kogge. Offers kids the ultimate guide to this distinctive Star Wars ship and its abilities, offering a behind-the-scenes look at how it was created by the film’s creators. After learning all about the X-Wing, build your own assembling the included wood pieces—no glue or tools are required. Ages 12 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. Ages 12 & up. Paperback. $19.99 $14.95

★ 5835852 STAR WARS—R2-D2: An Inside Look at the Ultimate Astromech Droid. By Michael Kogge. Construct your own R2-D2 with the included do-it-yourself wood model in three easy steps. Punch out the pieces, then follow the illustrated instructions to put together this 3D puzzle. No glue or tape required. Then follow the coloring tips to give R2-D2 your own unique spin. Ages 12 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. Paperback. $19.99 $14.95

★ 5842190 STAR WARS—MILLENIUM FALCON. By Michael Kogge. It’s the most beloved vehicle in the Star Wars universe—a vessel with as much personality as its legendary pilot, Han Solo. This deluxe book and model kit first gives a behind-the-scenes look at the Falcon and its abilities, then provides easily assembled wood pieces and instructions so you can build your own—no glue or tools needed! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. Ages 12 & up. Paperback. $19.99 $14.95


Activities & Games

**57080X** LEGO NINJAGO CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Claire Sipi. Meet all of the LEGO NINJAGO minifigures, from Brave Ninjas to Bad Guys and Shadow Puppets. This updated and expanded guide will tell you everything there is to know about the LEGO NINJAGO minifigures. Includes an exclusive mini figure. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

**5704786** DISNEY PIXAR LOTS TO DISCOVER. With over 300 pages and more than 40 stickers, this is the ultimate coloring book for any Disney Pixar fan. Add color to each of Riley’s Emotions, brighten up Arlo the Apatosaurus and his dino buddies, and so much more! Then use your awesome stickers to decorate the pages. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 9x11½. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

**5710161** THE SNOW QUEEN COLOURING BOOK. Read the classic story of The Snow Queen while you color in the journey. Bring to life the mesmerizing world of icy adventures with your colored pencils as you follow the perilous quest from the city rooftops to the frozen land, from the Southern Lights to the palace of the Snow Queen herself. Ages 6 & up. Pushkin. 8½x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**5869145** NIFFLER: Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. By Ramin Zahed. Build and customize your own collectible model in three simple steps: punch out the laser-cut FSC-certified wood pieces; build the 3D puzzle with the illustrated instructions; and color using colored pencils, markers, watercolors, and more. Ages 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. CONTAINS SMALL PARTS. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95


**5810752** WHERE IS STRAWBERRY MERMAID MOSHI? MoshiMoshkiKawaii. Strawberry Mermaid Moshi has been invited to the Snow Queen’s palace to help save the queen’s frozen sister and restore the palace to its former glory! Find clues, solve riddles, and follow the perilous quest from the city rooftops to the snows of Laponia, from the northern lights to the palace of the Snow Queen herself. Ages 6 & up. Pushkin. 8½x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**5810450** DOODLE BOOK: Moshi Monsters. Grab your coloring pencils and pens and get doodling. This fun-filled activity book has tons of pictures to create, complete, and color, and features all your favorite Moshi Monsters and Moshlings! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. 8½x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

**5802275** WHAT SOUND DOES IT MAKE? The Animal Memory Game. An instructive and fun game that adds a twist of education to the traditional Memory game, teaching children the names of animals and their sounds. Eye-catching illustrations decorate the 63 Memory cards, which are accompanied by a colorful poster and a booklet in which you learn new facts about the animals in the scenes in the book, then build your own Paperboard Import. Pub. at $12.99.

**5753627** PLAY AND COLOR IN BLACK AND WHITE. By Marie Fordacq. Hours of creative fun and imaginative play are in this magical activity book. Use crayons and the included stickers to give a witch a haircut, trim a pirate’s beard or make a monster’s fangs! Ages 5 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 96 pages. Twirl. 8½x8½. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

**584214X** HARRY POTTER HOUSE-ELVES. By Jody Revenon. Build and customize your own collectible model in three simple steps: punch out the laser-cut FSC-certified wood pieces; build the 3D puzzle with the illustrated instructions; and color using colored pencils, markers, watercolors, and more. Ages 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. CONTAINS SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**5866693** HARRY POTTER—QUIDDITCH. By Jody Revenon. Participate in everyone’s favorite wizarding sport with this deluxe book and model set. Get a behind-the-scenes look at how Quidditch was imagined and brought to life for the Harry Potter films, then build your own Golden Snitch using the included punch-out wood pieces—no glue or tools required! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**5869153** SWOPPING EVIL: Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. By Jody Revenon. Build and customize your own collectible model in three simple steps: punch out the laser-cut FSC-certified wood pieces; build the 3D puzzle with the illustrated instructions; and color using colored pencils, markers, watercolors, and more. Ages 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. CONTAINS SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 24 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95


**5835836** FINDING DORY: An Ocean Full of Friends. By Barbara Bazaldua. Create and customize your own Dory with the included do-it-yourself wood model in three simple steps. Punch out the precut pieces. Follow the illustrated instructions to put the 3D puzzle together using glue or tape required! Finally, follow tips on coloring to give this friendly fish your own spin. Ages 12 and up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 32 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**5802679** MUSTACHE UPE: A Playful Game of Opposites. By Kimberly Ainsonworth. Mustaches of all shapes and sizes fill the pages of this interactive book that comes complete with 12 moustaches. Decorate faces of a pirate, a male wrestler, and more. The press-out ‘staches are also perfect for playing dress-up. Which one is your favorite? Ages 4-6. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. Little Simon. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95
**Activities & Games**

**580258X DISNEY INFINITY OFFICIAL STICKER BOOK**. By Catherine Such. Explore the worlds of Disney and Disney/Pixar films, and meet the Disney Infinity heroes including Mr. Incredible, Captain Jack Sparrow, Sulley, and many more. Complete the activities and create your own sticker scenes with over 1,000 awesome stickers. Ages 4-7. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. $9.95

**5810085 DISNEY JUNIOR BIG BOOK OF FUN, VOLUME 1: The Ultimate Collection of Comics and Activities from Disney Junior Magazines**. By Melinda La Rose et al. Step into a world of fun with the Disney Junior characters! Play beach volleyball with Jake and the Never Land Pirates; draw with Doc McStuffins; and explore the forest with Sofia the First. Includes over 125 activities, games, and comic strips. Ages 4-7. $12.99


**5827264 DISNEY MOANA ULTIMATE STICKER BOOK.** By Julia March. Sail away to the exciting world of Moana! Learn about Moana’s epic adventure across the ocean, discover what it takes to become a wayfinder, meet Moana’s new friend Maui, and beware of foes along the way! Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. $12.99

**NEW! 5635644 CAPTAIN AMERICA: A Guide to the Ultimate Super Soldier.** By Richard Barba. Create a wooden model of Captain America’s iconic shield in three simple steps. Punch out the precut parts, then follow the illustrated instructions to put together the 3D puzzle. No glue or tape required. Finally, follow the tips on coloring your shield. Ages 12 and up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**NEW! 5802655 PORTAL OF PUZZLES STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK: Skylanders Universe.** Do you have what it takes to be a Portal Master? Now’s your chance to prove it! The newest heroes of Skylands need your help. Lead Fright Rider to his next joust, give Bouncer a tune-up, and lend Pop Fizz a hand with his latest magic potion. Guide Master Eon’s adventurers through this collection of fun activities using your stickers along the way. Ages 4-7. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. $4.95

**7581512 THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS: Christmas Sticker & Activity Book.** With puzzles, dot to dots, sticker games, spot the difference and step by step activities, there's plenty of fun to be had in this fantastic activity book. It even includes over sixty stickers and press-outs like your very own Christmas decorations! Ages 3 & up. Iglo. 8½x10½/. Paperbound Import. $9.95

**1857134 FANCY NANCY’S GLORIOUSLY GIANT STICKER-TIVITY BOOK.** By Jane O’Connor. Follow Nancy into a world of fantastically fun sticker-tivities! Filled with dozens of word-play activities and hundreds of the fanciest, Nancy-est stickers ever, this book lets you create your own stories, build star constellations, learn about butterflies, and more. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Harper. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

**5889133 DODPLELL DOLLS: Over 300 Outfits to Design and Decorate.** By Jessie Eckel. Two delightful dolls with hundreds of outfits to wear and share for every occasion. Every item of clothing has two sides: one to color in, and one to complete with your own designs. Gradeschoolers. Running Press. 8x8/. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


**2682311 HALLOWEEN ULTIMATE STICKER AND ACTIVITY COLLECTION.** By Jane Bull. Have a hair-raising Halloween! Discover how to perform magic tricks, rustle up thrilling treats, create scary decorations, and more. Decorate your creations with over 300 stickers. Some activities may need mom and dad’s help. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. $12.99

**1886223 HOMEMADE FUN: 101 Crafts and Activities to Do with Kids.** By Rae Grant. Filled with dozens of family-friendly activities! The projects allow young crafters to try their hand at classic and imaginative crafts with moderate adult supervision. Stitch a wallet; build a tool box; make paper sailboats; bake pretzels; host a bubble race; and more. Ages 6 and up. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $3.95

**4606507 SCRATCH & DRAW GLOW IN THE DARK.** By Anton Poitier. This activity set includes glow in the dark scratch paper, stencils, and tons of ideas for things you can create and draw. There are gifts to make, greetings cards, and more. Each page has easy to follow instructions and ideas for your own creations. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Running Press. 8x8/. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $3.95

**2736586 COOL ANIMALS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Unleash your wild side with this awesome sticker and activity book with 1,000 stickers of cool animals; fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching; tons of amazing animal facts; and more. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. National Geographic. 7x10½/. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

**4532341 THOMAS & FRIENDS STICKER BOOK TREASURY.** Created by Britt Allcroft. With over 350 colorful stickers, this six-in-one sticker book offers simple and fun activities that introduce children to shapes, colors, and numbers with the help of Thomas and his friends. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Phidal. 9½x12¼/. Paperbound Import. $8.95

**5808832 DO IT YOURSELF: STARTUP KIT FOR KIDS.** By Barbara Soloff Levy et al. All the tools you need your kids have to create are featured in this activity book. With over 350 colorful stickers, this six-in-one sticker book offers simple and fun activities that introduce children to shapes, colors, and numbers with the help of Thomas and his friends. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Phidal. 9½x12¼/. Paperbound Import. $8.95

**SOLD OUT 276067X MY LITTLE BOX OF GARDENING: Startup Kit for Kids with Green Thumbs.** By Louise Rooney. This fun-filled box is bursting with everything all little gardeners need: two books; a pair of gardening gloves; a plastic trowel; two pots; plant labels; a pencil; stickers, and a packet of “magic” beans (real beans) so kids can discover how plants grow! Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 315 pages. Dover. 4x6¼/. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**SOLD OUT 7541481 AT THE ZOO ACTIVITIES: Dover Chunky.** By Barbara Soloff Levy et al. All the animals that kids love to feature are engaged in these engaging activities. Explore winding mazes, find a tiger in its jungle habitat; solve an assortment of animal word and number games; and more! Includes solutions. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 315 pages. Dover. 4x6¼/. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
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**5705320 DISNEY ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS ULTIMATE STICKER BOOK.** By L. Nesworthy & E. Dowdell. Step into the incredible world of Tim Burton’s film based on the fantasy classic. More than 60 easy-to-peel reusable stickers feature all the movie’s most enchanting characters (Johnny Depp as the Mad Hatter, Helena Bonham Carter as the Red Queen) plus (the Chronosphere, the Royal Crown), and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **$4.95**

**456511X A FAIRY ADVENTURE ACTIVITY BOOK.** Find your way through the fairy maze, design a pretty costume, and make enchanting sticker scenes for hours with this fun Fairytale Activity book. Ages 5 & up. 48 pages. Arcturus. 9 1/4 x 12. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. **$4.95**

**5705436 LEGO STAR WARS ULTIMATE FACTIVITY COLLECTION.** By Ellie Rose et al. Learn all about LEGO’s take on the Star Wars universe with a collection of fascinating facts and fun activities. Includes more than 500 reusable stickers of ships, creatures, and characters from the galaxy far, far away. Plus puzzles, amazing mazes, coloring pages, draw-your-own comic panels, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. Dorling Kindersley. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. **$7.99**

**572651X I CAN DRAW MACHINES.** By C. Love & L. Mack. Find out how to draw all kinds of powerful vehicles with this step by step guide. Starting with simple outlines to create your own amazing drawings you’ll also find expert advice on tools and techniques. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **$4.95**

**3658314 ENCHANTED KINGDOM STICKER & ACTIVITY BOOK.** Meet fantastic characters, including pretty princesses, beautiful ballerinas, and fantastic fairies in leads of enchanting activities. Use over 400 stickers to complete over 25 pictures, from flowery meadows and amazing ballet shows to majestic ballrooms and much more. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Giglo. 8 1/2 x 10 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **$6.95**

**3655724 MONKEY AND ROBOT IN THE GARDEN.** By Felix Hayes. Monkey and Robot are best friends. One day they receive a box of seeds. Monkey’s seeds quickly start growing, but Robot’s seeds grow much more slowly. Can Robot be patient? Perhaps his seeds will yield a patient? Perhaps his seeds will yield a]

**7588836 FUN AND GAMES/ANIMAL FUN: A Spot-It Challenge.** By J.L. Marks & S.L. Schuette. This board book two-pack is loaded with fun spot-it puzzles, challenging kids to dip into colorful photographs to find hidden objects. Preschoolers. Capstone Press. 5 x 5.

**5852022 HELLO KITTY SUPER-CUTE STENCILS.** Hello Kitty loves to play and have fun with her friends. You can join her with this adorable book, filled with dozens of stickers and stencils. What super-cute scenes will you create? Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**3583449 PIRATE SHIP ADVENTURE CRAFTS.** By Anna Limos. Get ready for adventure on the high seas! Using easy to follow instructions, you can create these fun crafts including a pirate crew, a treasure chest, a pirate ship, and more. Use your own imagination to act out an exciting pirate story! Graderschoolers. 32 pages. ENSLOW. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. **$2.95**

**3618684 AMAZING PUZZLE FUN.** Ed. by Annabel Stone. Get ready for hours of puzzling fun! This fantastic collection includes terrific dot to dots, splendid shadow matches, wacky word searches, amazing mazes, super spot the differences, and much more. Graderschoolers. Fully illus. 143 pages. Anna. Paperback Import.

**5816548 MICKEY MOUSE CLUBHOUSE SCHOOLHOUSE FUN: Write Your Letters & Numbers.** This fun-filled pack has everything your child needs to get a jump-start on learning letters and numbers. Includes activities, flash cards, stickers, and even a wipe-off practice board. Ages 3-5. Fully illus in color. Studio Fun. 10 11/16. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**5742312 ALIEN INVASION 3-D MAZES.** By Chuck Whelon. Guide some misguided aliens around our big blue planet with this fun-filled collection of 33 mazes. Full of enclosed 3D glasses and watch brilliantly colored laminaths pop right off the page! Includes solutions. Graderschoolers. 32 pages. Dover. Spiralbound. Pub. at $5.99. **$2.95**

**5738439 FREAKY FUN ACTIVITIES.** By Jay Stephens. Help Scribble, Doodlebug and their friends wind through mazes, solve puzzles, battle freaky characters and more as they race to save the city. Twenty-six 3-D mazes with step by step activities include coloring, puzzles, crosswords, mazes and other projects. Ages 4-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Impact. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**5742313 INVASION 3-D MAZES.** By Chuck Whelon. Guide some misguided aliens around our big blue planet with this fun-filled collection of 33 mazes. Full of enclosed 3D glasses and watch brilliantly colored laminaths pop right off the page! Includes solutions. Graderschoolers. 32 pages. Dover. Spiralbound. Pub. at $5.99. **$2.95**

**7642146 ABC STAINED GLASS COLORING BOOK.** By Freddie Levin. Your kids can learn the alphabet with this “stained glass” coloring book that matches letters with easy words and endearing images. They’ll learn that G is for Goat, R is for Robot, V is for Violin, and more! Preschoolers. Fully illus. Dover. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. **$2.95**

**2737019 SUPER SPACE STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Blast off in this awesome activity book with fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching, and activities and games that make you smart, tons of facts and photos, and over 1,000 stickers! Graderschoolers. 40 pages. National Geographic. 7 3/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. **$3.95**

---
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**5705371 DISNEY PIXAR FINDING DORY ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION.** By Glenn Dakin. Join Dory, Nemo, and Marlin on their ocean adventures with this colorful, sticker-filled volume. More than 1,000 reusable stickers transport youngsters into the underwater world of Finding Nemo and Finding Dory, capturing all the characters and locales of the celebrated Pixar films. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 10¼x16½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$16.95**

**642886X SUPERHERO STORY PRESS-OUT BOOK.** By Nick Wells. Join super heroes Red Bullet, Cheetah, Digital Shadow, Box Boy, Owl, and Blue Gal as they embark on an exciting adventure with this easy to use press-out activity book. After constructing each paper model (no tape or glue needed!), set up your own adventure in the four scenes provided. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Flame Tree. 9x12½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**2759527 NOW I AM A PIRATE.** By Catherine Osborne et al. If you want to captain your own ship, this book tells you all you need to know about becoming a pirate. Create pirate accessories, with projects on how to make a hat and eye patch, map, telescope, and pirate flags. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**3670902 NURSERY RHYMES: Highlights Hidden Pictures.** Join your favorite nursery rhyme characters as you puzzle your way through each rhyme. With the accompanying marker and the write-on wipe-off pages, you can enjoy each puzzle countless times! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 8x4½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$6.95**

**5730959 MY DOG, BOB.** By Richard T. former. Truffles the dog can fetch and sit and speak on command. Bob can’t do any of those things—but he sure can make a great pizza! A humorous and heartwarming story for little dog lovers. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Holiday House. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $16.95. **$2.95**

**5732765 SOPHIE’S ANIMAL PARADE.** By Amy Dixon. Everything Sophie draws comes to life, and she’s searching for a new friend. But the bear cub she draws finds her room much too warm, the duck wants to swim in a pool full of water, and the giraffe is too small for her tiny home! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Sky Pony. 9¼x9¼. Pub. at $16.99. **$2.95**

**5837995 PRINCESS BUGS.** By David A. Carter. Join Bitty Bee as she explores a fairy-tale kingdom filled with Jewel Flower Bugs, Cotton Candy Cloud Bugs, a Unicorn Bug, and more. Features fancy textures to touch and feel on each spread. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**5810248 THE GOLDEN EGG BOOK.** By Margaret Wise Brown. Once there was a little bunny. He was all alone. One day he found an egg and he could hear something moving inside the egg. What could it be? Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $8.99. **$3.95**

**5810736 A VERY MARLEY CHRISTMAS.** By John Grogan. With all the excitement of Christmas approaching, it’s no surprise that Marley, the lovable pup with a nose for trouble, wants to get in on the action. But will Marley’s good intentions ruin everything before Christmas begins? Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 9¾x11¼. Pub. in $9.99. **$3.95**
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**5734843 OLIVER’S TREE.** By Kit Chase. Oliver, Charlie, and Lulu love to play outside together. But hide-and-seek is not fun for Oliver when his friends hide in the trees—he can’t reach them! So Oliver’s friends set off to find a tree that Oliver can play in. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Putnam. Pub. at $16.99. **$2.95**

**457852X FUN IN THE SUN.** By David Catrow. Grab your tube, your kite, your umbrella and your hat and let’s go to the beach! Fun! David Catrow’s zany illustrations are sure to incite story time giggles. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Holiday House. Pub. at $16.95. **$1.95**

**5843172 CHARLIE PLAYS BALL.** By Ree Drummond. Charlie the basset hound participates in a variety of sports on the ranch: football, basketball, soccer and lots more! Ages 4-8. Harper. Pub. at $17.99. **$2.95**

**5379959 PRINCESS BUGS.** By David A. Carter. Join Bitty Bee as she explores a fairy-tale kingdom filled with Jewel Flower Bugs, Cotton Candy Cloud Bugs, a Unicorn Bug, and more. Features fancy textures to touch and feel on each spread. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**5760774 DISNEY PIXAR STICKER IT!** Packed with over 400 colorful stickers, more than 50 activities, and four sticker scenes, this awesome book will keep Disney Pixar fans busy for hours. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Parragon. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**5738230 THE GOLDEN EGG BOOK.** By Margaret Wise Brown. Once there was a little bunny. He was all alone. One day he found an egg and he could hear something moving inside the egg. What could it be? Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $8.99. **$3.95**

**5801389 HOW TO MAKE A PAPER AIRPLANE.** By Wanda remplis. Step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow illustrations tell you how to make a variety of paper airplanes: Olympic Express, the Illustrated Paper Plunge, the Comet, the Super Sonic, and more! Ages 6 & up. 90 pages. Holiday House. 9½x11½. Pub. at $16.95. **$4.95**
**ANIMAL STORIES**

4593421 LULU AND THE RABBIT NEXT DOOR. By Hilary McKay. When Lulu discovers that her new next-door neighbor isn’t interested in her pet rabbit, she and her friend Melvie find some very inventive ways to show him that rabbits are a lot of fun. Ages 6-10. Illus. 102 pages. Albert Whitman & Company. $8.99. Pub. at $13.99

$3.95

5810434 MERRY CHRISTMAS, PETER! Peter Rabbit. This Christmas Peter, Benjamin, and Lily are delivering everyone’s presents. But Mr. Tod is after them for his Christmas dinner! These clever rabbits better hurry! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Frederick Warne. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $8.99

$4.95

6474845 PREHISTORIC PALS. By Dawn Bentley et al. Offers a collection of thrilling adventure stories that feature the world’s foremost prehistoric creatures as they once again rule the earth. Tales include the Woolly Mammoth, Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus Rex, and others. Ages 3 to 7. Fully illus. in color. Soundprints. 4¼x5½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.50

$3.95

5737141 POPPY’S BEST PAPER. By Susan Eaddy. When her teacher asks everyone to write a paper, Poppy is sure that hers will be the best. But when Mrs. Rose reads Lavender’s paper to the class, Poppy is outraged. It’s not fair! Poppy worked so hard... didn’t she? Ages 4-6. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $15.95

$2.95

5734592 PET RESCUE CLUB. By Catherine Hapka. In A New Home for Truman, Janey, Lolli, Adam, and Zach want to help a homeless dog—and maybe start a pet rescue club to help other kids do the same. In The Very Pony, the kids in the Pet Rescue Club want to help a lonely pony that has lost its companion horse. In No Time for Hallie, a pet rabbit is after them for his next-door neighbor! Ages 7 and up. Illus. Studio Fun. Paperbound.

$4.95

5457525 THANK YOU BEAR. By Greg Foley. When a little bear finds a box, it leads to some fun adventures. Preschoolers. Illus. in color. Viking. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

* 5502423 RICHARD SCHARRY’S BUXTOWN TREASURY. Six classic books, now together for the very first time. Includes Bedtime Stories; Please and Thank You Book; A Day at the Fire Station; A Day at the Police Station; A Day at the Airport, and Nicky Goes to the Doctor. Also includes 12 pages of busy activities. Ages 4 & up. 174 pages. Random. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95


$4.95

5457709 STICK! By Andy Pritchett. Poppy wants to play, but nobody will play with him. The cow wants her grass, the chickens want their worm, and the pig wants to play in his mud. But when another dog gets into the act, suddenly everybody wants to play! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 10x10¼. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

5735254 SNOOZFEST. By Samantha Berger. Snuggleford Cuddlespin is a champion sleeper. And so she decides to go to Snoozefest. But when she knows it the nuzzling, snuggling, and dreaming are over—and Snuggleford has slept through it all. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Dial. 10x8½. Pub. at $16.99

$3.95

5846013 THE LITTLE FISH THAT GOT AWAY. By Bernadine Cook. A little boy goes fishing every day, but he never catches anything—not a single fish. So he waits and waits, and one day, a GREAT, GREAT big fish swims by. Persistence pays off and patience is rewarded in this wisty twist on an old fisherman’s tallies. Ages 4-8. HarperCollins. Pub. at $17.99

$5.95


$4.95


$5.95

* 4635160 ANIMALS: Knowledge You Can Touch. Ed. by Fleur Star et al. Written in both print and Braille, with brilliantly-colored illustrations which have a tactile element of their own. The illustrations are slightly raised so that outlines can be traced, and textures of the illustrations vary in ways reminiscent of the animals they portray: fur-bearing animals feel furry, while reptiles and fish feel smooth to the touch. Ages 4-7. 31 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $22.99

$17.95


$4.95

5825202 WHY DO I SING? Animal Songs of the Pacific Northwest. By Jennifer Blomgren. The natural world of the Pacific Northwest is alive with sounds: mountain goats’ whistle, Pacific tree frogs’ ribbit, and crickets singing as twilight falls. This richly illustrated celebration of animal calls and noises surveys the region from summit to field to ocean to backyard. Ages 5-8. Sasquatch. 10x½x11. Pub. at $16.99

$4.95

5824869 EDGAR GETS READY FOR BED. By Jennifer Adams. Little Edgar the Raven is having a tough time minding his mother. Dinnertime, cleanup-time, and bedtime are all met with one word: Nevermore! Join the mischievous little bird with charmingly simple text and captivating gothic illustrations, all inspired by Edgar Allan Poe’s timeless poem. Preschoolers. Gibbs. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95


$4.95

580261X HENLEY ON SAFARI. By Julie Muszynski. Ms. Lulu Ziminski and her adorable Japanese Chin, Henley, accept an invitation to embark on a scintillating safari. Having conquered New York society in Henley, A New York Tail, the whimsical dog has just one wish: to meet the fercious King of Beasts so he can learn how to roar. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Pub. at $20.00

$8.95
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5810639 SPROUT STREET NEIGHBORS: Five Stories. By Anna Alter. Meet the Sprout Street neighbors. Henry, Violet, Emma, Wilbur, and Fernando are neighbors in the same apartment building and they are also friends—though they have very different personalities and interests. Learn how they work to overcome their differences, Ages 6-9. Fully illus. 103 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


3555925 WHEN AUNT MATTIE GOT HER WINGS. By Petra Mathers. When Aunt Mattie dies, best friends Lottie and Herbie console each other and celebrate Aunt Mattie’s life by scattering her ashes and preparing her favorite snack: peanut butter and jelly sandwiches (with bananas). Ages 4-8. S&S. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95


5802652 THE LOUD BOOK! By Deborah Underwood. A comprehensive compilation of many different kinds of loudness, charmingly illustrated with whimsical animal characters who illuminate the varieties of loud, like “burr during quiet time loud,” and “dropping your lunch tray loud.” Ages 2-5. HMH. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

3555925 WHEN AUNT MATTIE GOT HER WINGS. By Petra Mathers. When Aunt Mattie dies, best friends Lottie and Herbie console each other and celebrate Aunt Mattie’s life by scattering her ashes and preparing her favorite snack: peanut butter and jelly sandwiches (with bananas). Ages 4-8. S&S. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

5812020 HUMBUG! By David Kirk. It’s winter solstice night, and every good gobbie in Sunny Patch is awaiting a visit from the Dream bug. But will Spiderius return his humbug attitude in time for a night of sweet dreams? Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Callaway. 11½x9¾. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

5809940 BILLY AND GOAT AT THE STATE FAIR. By Dan Yaccarino. A visit to the state fair cements the friendship between a boy and a goat who are very different from one another. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Knopf. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

NEW! 5810213 FLY! By Karl Newsmn Edwards. A young fly imitates his garden insect friends to try to figure out what he’s best at. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Knopf. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

4595017 THE BIGGEST THING IN THE WORLD. By Kenneth Steven. Little Snow Bear had been asleep for 97 and a half days. Now spring time was coming at last. He peeped out of the den to look at the great big world, then sets out with his mother for a wonderful day of discovery. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Lion. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

2747987 CAPTAIN CAT. By Inga Moore. Captain Cat loves cats. He has lots of them, which is how he earned his name. He is a trader, and not a very good one—because mainly he just gets more cats. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $15.99

4575679 NIGHT-NIGHT, SPOT. By Eric Hill. When bedtime comes, Spot just isn’t sleepy. Even a warm bath and a bedtime story read twice don’t send him off to dreamland. Some vigorous playing of pretend finally does the trick, and Spot’s mom tucks him into bed at last. Ages 2-4. Fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

579935X POLAR BEAR’S UNDERWEAR. By T中华 sea Lo. Polar bear has lost his underwear! Help him find it in this adorable, giggle-inspiring picture book, and the bewildled bear looks for his pair, young readers meet all his animal friends in their colorful undies. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

571852X JET THE RESCUE DOG: And Other Extraordinary Stories of Animals in Wartime. By David Long. A collection of astonishing stories of courageous dogs, cats, birds, and even a bear, that went to war alongside mankind. Ages 9-11. 232 pages. Holt. $8.95

HORSE BREEDS POSTER. By Lisa H. Hiley, photos by B. Langrish. Contains thirty full color, pull out, poster size beauty shots of your favorite horses, running, jumping, grazing, and working; enough to wallpaper your whole room. Gradeschoolers. Storey. 9¾x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

3647420 THE HORSE BREEDS POSTER BOOK. By Lisa H. Hiley, photos by B. Langrish. Contains thirty full color, pull out, poster size beauty shots of your favorite horses, running, jumping, grazing, and working; enough to wallpaper your whole room. Gradeschoolers. Storey. 9¾x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

2758393 CARL’S CHRISTMAS. By Alexandra Day. Carl the big black dog is babysitting once again, this time on Christmas Eve, where the canine and his charges have a wonderful time. Written and illustrated. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Macmillan. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95
7624425 THE FLY FLEW IN. By David Catrow. A fly flies into a concert hall wreaking havoc. Will he be able to find his way out before he gets into trouble? Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. Pub. at $15.95 $2.95

2745364 SALLY'S SNOW ADVENTURE. By Stephen Huneck. Sally, a black Labrador retriever, becomes lost in the woods while on winter vacation. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. Pub. at $15.95 $2.95

2774155 MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DRAW. By Alex Beard. Elephant leads a troop of monkeys into a cave they have been afraid to explore, and after admiring the paintings found on the walls they make their own art with mud, squabbling over whose painting is the best until Elephant explains that this is not a game of all! Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. Pub. at $15.95 $2.95

5795327 SEW WITH SARA: PJs, Pillows, Bags & More—Fun Stuff to Keep, Give, Sell! By Sara Trail. Sara shows you how easy and fun it is to sew cute clothes and accessories and make money from your sewing. Nine beginner friendly projects include PJs, pillows, a tote bag, a cell phone or MP3 player cover, an apron and more. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95


164478 AUTUMN SCENE STENCILS. Mix and match seasonal stencils to create a dazzling array of scenes and even add holiday elements with Halloween or Thanksgiving stencils. Simple step by step instructions show children of all ages how to spruce up windows or decorate wrapping paper. Ages 8 & up. Full color. Hinkler. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

3616630 FUN FUN FUN—AMAZING MONSTERS COLORING. Ed. by Christina Richards. Dozens of otherworldly creatures rise from the deep for you to color with the shades of your imagination. Enjoy hours of creativity with forty-seven dynamic coloring projects ranging from fantastical dragons and gargoyles to chilly sea monsters and aliens. Gradeschoolers. 48 pages. Impact. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $2.95

2721783 THE GREAT BIG ART ACTIVITY BOOK. By S. Nicholson & D. Robins. From simple projects, such as potato prints and straw painting, to more elaborate techniques, such as marbling and sculpting, this book is full of exciting ideas to help children develop their artistic skills. Ages 6 and up. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Hinkler. Burlington. 9¾x11¼. Spiralbound. $4.95

3615644 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5739012 YOU CAN DRAW ANIMALS. By James Maveac. Drawing is easy once you know the secrets! Who would have guessed learning to draw could be so easy? Step by step instructions show how to transform shapes and lines into all different kinds of animals. It's easier than ever to put pencil to paper and create a masterpiece. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Hinkler. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

5736544 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5849217 LEARN TO DRAW PEOPLE: How to Draw Like an Artist in 5 Easy Steps. Do you want to learn the secrets of becoming a great artist? Follow the five simple steps in this guide. Connect shapes, follow the lines, and you'll soon be developing your artistic talent. Each image has step by step, easy-to-follow directions. Sharpen your pencils and watch the illustrations come to life. Ages 6 & up. Racehorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

5794692 FINGER KNITTING FUN: 28 Cute, Clever, and Creative Projects for Kids. By Vickie Howell. Provides you with a wonderful resource on the basics of finger knitting, great for a child's activity, plus a variety of projects to make with the beautiful strands that you create. Includes step by step instructions for 28 projects like leather wristbands, fringe necklaces, and much more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

2740788 BUSY-BUSY LITTLE CHICK. By Janice N. Harrington. Mama Nsoso knows her chicks need a warm new house, but each day when they set out to collect sticks and mud she is distracted by good things to eat, while Little Chick stays busy gathering the building materials himself! Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. FSG. 10x10. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

275892X SAY HELLO TO ZORRO! By Carter Goodrich. Mister Bud, the family dog, has a satisfying routine to his life, but when another dog joins the family, it threatens to wipe out the ranch where he lives. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

5825334 THE WORLD'S GREATEST LION. By Ralph Heller. In this real-life story, an orphaned lion, unable to survive on its own in the African grassland, is rescued and taken to a sanctuary in the United States. But his life falls into jeopardy when a flash flood threatens to wipe out the ranch where he lives. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Philomel. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

2747078 COMPLETE KNITTING KIT. 5736544 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5714478 AUTUMN SCENE STENCILS. Mix and match seasonal stencils to create a dazzling array of scenes and even add holiday elements with Halloween or Thanksgiving stencils. Simple step by step instructions show children of all ages how to spruce up windows or decorate wrapping paper. Ages 8 & up. Full color. Hinkler. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

5794692 FINGER KNITTING FUN: 28 Cute, Clever, and Creative Projects for Kids. By Vickie Howell. Provides you with a wonderful resource on the basics of finger knitting, great for a child's activity, plus a variety of projects to make with the beautiful strands that you create. Includes step by step instructions for 28 projects like leather wristbands, fringe necklaces, and much more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

5795327 SEW WITH SARA: PJs, Pillows, Bags & More—Fun Stuff to Keep, Give, Sell! By Sara Trail. Sara shows you how easy and fun it is to sew cute clothes and accessories and make money from your sewing. Nine beginner friendly projects include PJs, pillows, a tote bag, a cell phone or MP3 player cover, an apron and more. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. Accord Media. 112 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3615644 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5794692 FINGER KNITTING FUN: 28 Cute, Clever, and Creative Projects for Kids. By Vickie Howell. Provides you with a wonderful resource on the basics of finger knitting, great for a child's activity, plus a variety of projects to make with the beautiful strands that you create. Includes step by step instructions for 28 projects like leather wristbands, fringe necklaces, and much more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

3615644 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5794692 FINGER KNITTING FUN: 28 Cute, Clever, and Creative Projects for Kids. By Vickie Howell. Provides you with a wonderful resource on the basics of finger knitting, great for a child's activity, plus a variety of projects to make with the beautiful strands that you create. Includes step by step instructions for 28 projects like leather wristbands, fringe necklaces, and much more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

3615644 KNIT ONE, PURL ONE: THE Complete Knitting Kit. By Zoe Halstead. Includes a manual of basic techniques and instructions for making five knitted toys, a knitting box includes everything you need to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf: knitting needles, yarn and stuffing. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Barron's. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5794692 FINGER KNITTING FUN: 28 Cute, Clever, and Creative Projects for Kids. By Vickie Howell. Provides you with a wonderful resource on the basics of finger knitting, great for a child's activity, plus a variety of projects to make with the beautiful strands that you create. Includes step by step instructions for 28 projects like leather wristbands, fringe necklaces, and much more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95
**5807699 TELL ME A PICTURE: Adventures in Looking at Art.** By Quentin Blake. Blake urges children to use their imaginations and look for stories in pictures everywhere. He shows a new generation the adventures that await them in looking at art. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Frances Lincoln. 10x10. Import. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

**3684725 MONSTER FACTORY: Draw Cute and Cool Cartoon Monsters.** By Ernie Hacker et al. Head inside the Monster Factory to learn how to draw 43 fun and feisty monsters. Each page features four kinds of monsters, including freestyle, alien, mash-ups and robots. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8\(\times\)8\(\times\)10\%. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**5845114 TRACE YOUR HAND & DRAW FARM ANIMALS.** By Maite Balart. Create 21 animals and characters simply by tracing your hand! Using only a pencil or crayon, your hand, and a few easy steps, learn to draw a cow, a rabbit, a sheep, and more. For each drawing, there are clear step by step instructions and a finished illustration to guide you. Age 3-5. 48 pages. Walter Foster. 8\(\times\)11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3671445 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY FAVORITE PRINCESSES.** This collection features a variety of characters from several Learn to Draw titles, including Disney Princesses, The Princess and the Frog, The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Mulan, and Pocahontas. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus., many color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8\(\times\)11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

---

**KIT 4559004 DISNEY SOFIA THE FIRST TRAVEL ART DESK.** Give your little princess the perfect travel companion with this compact on-the-go art desk, featuring glittery straps for holding paper; a cushioned underside for extra comfort; a convenient carrying strap; and useful side pockets with six crayons, four markers, and two sheets of stickers featuring Sofia the princess. WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Innovative Designs. 13x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

**5866618 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CLASIC ANIMATED MOVIES.** Discover the step-by-step tips and tricks to drawing some of Disney’s most beloved characters: Alice from Alice in Wonderland; Baloo from the Jungle Book; Captain Hook from Peter Pan; Olaf from Frozen; and Pocahontas, and lots more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8\(\times\)11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**5878497 MAKE IT! 12 Terrific Textile Projects for You to Try!** By Melanie Grimshaw. Need an extra gift for a friend? Full of strong instructions as a packet of crafts, hair tie bird, dino doorstep, burlap pot wrap, dog puppet and more. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. QEB Publishing. 8\(\times\)8\(\times\)10\%. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

---

**5894225 LEARN TO DRAW PETS: How to Draw Like an Artist in 5 Easy Steps.** Do you want to learn the secrets of becoming a great artist? Just follow the five simple steps in this guide. Connect shapes, follow the lines, and watch your artistic talent blossom. The 30 images included have step by step, easy-to-follow directions to help you learn to create cool illustrations. Racehorse. 8\(\times\)11\%\(\times\)10\%. Paperbound. Pub. $6.95

---

**KIT 4559290 GROSS ART.** Add a delightfully disgusting dash of gross to your artwork with this jam-packed kit. Includes a sketch pad; eight colored pencils and one graphite pencil; stickers and stencils featuring all sorts of cross-out designs; goopy eyes, fuzzy yarn and oozing green glue for embellishing artwork; a booger eraser; and a nose-shaped pencil sharpener. Ages 7 & up. SmartLab. 11x8\%. $11.95

**KIT 4599339 ROCK FASHION STUDIO.** Young rock stars and fashionistas can create their own performance ready outfits with this fun-filled kit. Using the designer’s table that really lights up, traceable templates, step by step instructions, glittery colored pencils and sketch paper; and 23-page inspirational guide, kids can create an endless number of amazing rock n’ roll creations. Ages 7 & up. SmartLab. 13x11. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

**3672001 1-2-3 DRAW PRINCESSES.** By Beatles Levin. Step by step instructions on drawing and coloring a range of princesses, from an Alien Princess to Nzinga of Africa, Eleanor of Aquitane, and more. There’s even instructions for drawing a King and a Prince, with inspiration for girl’s encouragement with positive female role models. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 64 pages. Peep Productions, Inc. 8\(\times\)8\(\times\)10\%. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

**361641X 1-2-3 DRAW OCEAN LIFE: A Step-by-Step Guide.** By Freddie Levin. This enticing collection of easy to follow, step by step lessons introduces budding artists to the wonders of the underwater worlds. Simple shapes are turned into dolphins, seahorses, squid, fish, and more. Gradeschoolers. Well illus. 64 pages. Peep Productions, Inc. 8\(\times\)8\(\times\)11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**5824779 COLORING CREATIVE CHARACTERS.** Not your ordinary coloring book, this volume features more than 60 dynamic faces and figures from 33 different mixed-media artists. Featuring a wide array of styles, the illustrations are sure to inspire, relax, and invigorate. Single-sided pages. Fully illus. in color. North Light. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


---

**5879435 THE BIG BOOK OF CARTOONING: An Adventurous Journey into the Amazing & Awesome World of Cartooning!** Provides young cartoonists in training with a comprehensive, colorful and creative guide to the art. Learn the basics of cartooning, including how to exaggerate figures, draw silly expressions, and create over-the-top gestures. Full of fun drawing and coloring lessons with step by step drawing lessons! Ages 5 & up. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 9x\(\times\)11\%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**KIT 4559282 GLITTER ART.** Create shimmering glitter art with less mess! Just sketch your creation using the glue pen and stencil sheet on one of 50 3x3-inch paper squares, place it in the less-mess glitterizer, and apply any one of the 48 colorful Glitter Glue bottles. The result? Dazzling glitter art with less mess! Ages 7 & up. SmartLab. 11x8\%. $11.95

**3664872 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY’S THE LITTLE MERMAID.** Learn to draw Ariel, Sebastian, Flounder, Ursula, and other favorite characters step by step! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 8\(\times\)8\(\times\)11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

---
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5824737 CHUNKY CHALK: Createivity. By Elizabeth Golding. Packed with amazing art projects to discover and draw using chalk. Kit includes a guide with over 50 art activities; 10 paper projects; 4 pieces of chunky chalk; over 100 stickers; 5 colored pencils; 3D frames and more! WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Running Press. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5824745 GOLD & SILVER SNOWFLAKES & STARS: Createivity. By Elizabeth Golding. Packed with amazing art projects to discover and draw using colored pencils. Kit includes a guide with a over 50 art activities; 10 paper projects; 6 colored pencils; over 500 stickers; 3D frames; and more. Ages 6 & up. WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Running Press. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5824753 PAINT, PRINT & ROLL: Createivity. By Elizabeth Golding. Packed with amazing art projects to discover, paint, and print. Kit includes a guide with over 50 art activities; 10 paper projects; a mini-roller with 4 pots of paint; over 175 stickers; 3D frames and more. Ages 6 & up. WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Running Press. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

★ 577585X BUILDING THE FASTEST PINewood DERBY CAR. By Troy Thorne. Cross the finish line in the fastest car with the designs and techniques included here. Written by an established Pinewood Derby authority, artist, and Scoutmaster, it presents eight speed-built car patterns, with expert advice on priming, painting, materials, and weighting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Fox Chapel. $11.95

5765447 FANTASTIC FACES TO PAINT YOURSELF! By Thaisamina Smith. Includes directions and fully explained techniques for 25 fantastic disguises to turn you into the zaniest characters. Become a pirate, a ghoul, a spooky clown, and more! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Armondillo. Import. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

5819245 THE EVERYTHING GIRLS ULTIMATE BODY ART BOOK. By Thaneeya McArdle. Art isn’t just for hanging on walls—you can be your own canvas! Try the step by step instructions for over 50 of the best projects ever for creating your own original temporary tattoos. Once you master the basics, you’ll be able to create your own unique designs. So grab some body art crayons and turn your skin into a fabulous fashion accessory! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Adams Media. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $3.95

5732693 CREATIVE CRAFTS FOR KIDS. By G. Dickinson & C. Owen. Practical, inspiring, and packed full with creative ideas for cards, gifts, decorations and accessories, it will appeal to both girls and boys of all ages and abilities. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Hamlyn. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

5736959 ALL ABOUT EMBROIDERY: Kid Made Modern. By Todd Oldham. Celebrates, demystifies and explores embroidery techniques through easy-to-follow projects. Step by step instructions for new, kid-friendly art and craft projects. Fully illus. in color. AMMO. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

4625765 FUN FAMILY CRAFTS: Projects for and with Children. By K-KeryDouss. Engage your entire family with more than 50 step by step craft projects to make at home with your kids, from cotton book bags and cozy soft-soled socks to tulle scarves, whimsical mobiles, special treasures to last a whole and much more. Illus. in color. 248 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

5738636 MY FIRST CRAFT BOOK. Ed. by Susan Akass. Over 35 fantastic ideas for things that kids can make themselves. Projects range from paper crafting, simple sewing, Venetian costumes, baking, sugarcraft, and holiday fun. All the projects have instructions and a grade so that you can start with the easiest projects and move on to more difficult ones later. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. CICO Books. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5744636 THE GRUMPY DOODLE BOOK. By Taro Gomi. For whenever the mood strikes, this ill-tempered little book encourages doodlers of all ages to doodle their grumpy sides. In this totally irreverent, crabby teapot, or a peevish snowman, then let your mind wander with an assortment of free-form doodle pages. Ages 3 & up. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

5732682 CRAFT CAMP: You’ll find many awesome things to do in this collection—and it doesn’t matter if it’s a sunny day or a rainy one. With a little help from an adult, you can up-cycle egg cartons and turn them into an eye-catching flower mobile; create a mini galaxy on a T-shirt with fabric spray paint, and much more with these 40 step by step projects. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

KIT 4559312 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 TRAVEL ART DESK. This perfect travel companion for young Spider-Man fans. It’s a one-on-the-go art desk features elastic straps for holding in paper; a cushioned underside for maximum comfort; a convenient carrying handle; and useful side pockets with six crayons, four markers, and two Spider-Man sticker sheets. WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Innovative Designs. 13x10 at. $12.99

5739451X THE COLOR OF THE NIGHT. By Helene Kerillis. Illustrated by Paul Gaugin. Vahine-Noa, queen of daylight, lives for happiness and color while her sister, Vahine-Po, queen of the night, lives for dreams, darkness and silence. In bringing the sisters together, a young boy named Tevaloa and his dog help to unite their village. Gradeschoolers. Prestel. 9x12¼. $5.95

3242409 DRAW MAGICAL CREATURES. By C. Love & L. Mark. Find out how to draw all kinds of fantastic pictures with this step by step guide. Start with a simple outline and create your own amazing drawings. Packed with advice on tools, techniques and tips, you can bring all your magical creatures to life with pencils and crayons. Ages 4-8. Illus. 48 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. $2.95

5732693 CREATIVE CRAFTS FOR KIDS. By G. Dickinson & C. Owen. Practical, inspiring, and packed full with creative ideas for cards, gifts, decorations and accessories, it will appeal to both girls and boys of all ages and abilities. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Hamlyn. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

5736959 ALL ABOUT EMBROIDERY: Kid Made Modern. By Todd Oldham. Celebrates, demystifies and explores embroidery techniques through easy-to-follow projects. Step by step instructions for new, kid-friendly art and craft projects. Fully illus. in color. AMMO. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

4625765 FUN FAMILY CRAFTS: Projects for and with Children. By K-KeryDouss. Engage your entire family with more than 50 step by step craft projects to make at home with your kids, from cotton book bags and cozy soft-soled socks to tulle scarves, whimsical mobiles, special treasures to last a whole and much more. Illus. in color. 248 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

5738636 MY FIRST CRAFT BOOK. Ed. by Susan Akass. Over 35 fantastic ideas for things that kids can make themselves. Projects range from paper crafting, simple sewing, Venetian costumes, baking, sugarcraft, and holiday fun. All the projects have instructions and a grade so that you can start with the easiest projects and move on to more difficult ones later. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. CICO Books. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5744636 THE GRUMPY DOODLE BOOK. By Taro Gomi. For whenever the mood strikes, this ill-tempered little book encourages doodlers of all ages to doodle their grumpy sides. In this totally irreverent, crabby teapot, or a peevish snowman, then let your mind wander with an assortment of free-form doodle pages. Ages 3 & up. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95
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**3621200** A STUDY IN SCARLET: Classics Illustrated No. 37. By Arthur Conan Doyle. When a man is found dead in a room, with only the word “Rache” scrawled on the wall as a clue, it is up to Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to solve the case. Also includes “The Speckled Band.” Told in colorful comic strip form, providing an excellent introduction for younger readers. Ages 10-14. 49 pages. CCS Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95

**2737191** EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED FROM A LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK. By Diane Muldrow. Christmas is coming! Are you ready to tackle the holiday traffic, hordes of visiting relatives, and excessive spending? Featuring all your favorite Little Golden Books characters this heartwarming storybook will guide you through a hectic and happy season. Ages 12 & up. Fully illus. $6.95

**5804988** EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CHRISTIANITY I LEARNED FROM A LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK. By Diane Muldrow. Muldrow, an editor of Little Golden Books, realized that there is hardly a situation these whimsical stories don’t address. Here, Muldrow’s humorous yet practical tips for getting the most out of life are paired with delightful images from these beloved children’s classics. Ages 12 & up. Fully illus. $4.95

**4611950** STEP INSIDE SNOW WHITE: A Magical 3-D Storybook. Retold by Ronan Randall. Step into the enchanting tale of Snow White and her magical world. Young readers will be swept away by her story and want to look at the beautiful 3-D pictures and again. Ages 4-8. Silver Dolphin. 5/16x6¼. Pub. at $6.95

**2748320** RETURN TO THE WILLOWS. By Jacqueline Kelly. The magic of Kenneth Grahame’s beloved classic The Wind in the Willows is revived in this timely sequel. With lavish illustrations by Clint Young, the venerable Mole, Ratty, Toad, and Badger are back—and as lovable and charming as ever! Fully illus. in color. 282 pages. Holt. Pub. at $19.99

**4589076** BABAR ON PARADISE ISLAND. By Laurent de Brunhoff. Babar and family are shipwrecked on a tropical island, where they soon make friends with the local inhabitants. Their exotic new friend helps make them comfortable on the island, and when they are rescued, he starts a new tradition of visiting them in Celesteville. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. 9½x12½. Pub. at $18.95

**763250** HORTON AND THE KWUGGERBUG AND MORE LOST STORIES. By Dr. Seuss. This follow-up to The Beginner’s Book contains familiar Seussian faces and places—including Horton the Elephant, Marco, Mulberry Street, and a Grinch—as well as an introduction by renowned Seuss scholar Charles D. Cohen. Adding to the fun are 6 Well illus. in color. 57 pages. Random. 8x10¼. Pub. at $15.00


**5724276** ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Down the Rabbit Hole. By Lewis Carroll. Follow the rabbit hole into a Wonderland more enchanting than ever before. Award-winning artist Eric Puybaret creates a magical Wonderland unlike any other, as well as a graceful young heroine through whose eyes children can relate to. The first half of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland for young readers, with the rest of Alice’s adventures yet to come. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Imag. 11⅛x10¼. Pub. at $17.95


**3663248** THE COUNTRY BUNNY AND THE LITTLE GOLD SHOES. By Du Bose Heyward. When eggs need to be delivered to all the world’s children the night before Easter, only the fastest bunnies are chosen for the job. Will country bunny Cottontail achieve his dream of being one of those five? A 75th anniversary edition of the seminal children’s classic. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Pub. at $14.99

**5782478** BLACK BEAUTY COLORING BOOK. Originally written as an appeal for the humane treatment of horses, this suspenseful and deeply moving account of a horse’s experiences at the hands of a variety of owners is retold here, accompanied by 35 ready-to-color scenes that depict the events of the story. Ages 5 and up. 46 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $2.95

**2772130** FROSTY THE SNOWMAN. By S. Nelson & J. Rollins. For decades, children have adored “Frosty the Snowman,” and now they can listen to Kenny Loggins’ enchanting version of the song on the accompanying CD, along with two bonus songs, “Fishing Blues” and “Cindy”—all newly recorded for this book. Combined with Wade Zahare’s spectacular art, this sparkling version is sure to captivate young readers. Fully illus. in color. Imag. 11⅛x10¼. Pub. at $17.95

**5768195** GRANDPA READ’S QUIET TIME TALES, COLLECTION 1, VOLUME 1. DVD. Sit down by the fireplace with Grandpa Read and Champ the golden retriever to hear gentle readings of children’s classics. Includes Three Bears; The Talking Fish; Puss in Boots; Cinderella; and Polly of the Circus, plus the original song Warm and Nice. 55 minutes. Ages 1-6. Quiet Time.

**2772129** ROBIN HOOD: Classics Illustrated No. 3. Adventures of Robin Hood, the great outlaw. Tells this wonderful tale in colorful comic strip form, providing an excellent introduction for younger readers. Includes theme discussions and study questions. Ages 10-14. 49 pages. CCS Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95


**5724276** ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Down the Rabbit Hole. By Lewis Carroll. Follow the rabbit hole into a Wonderland more enchanting than ever before. Award-winning artist Eric Puybaret creates a magical Wonderland unlike any other, as well as a graceful young heroine through whose eyes children can relate to. The first half of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland for young readers, with the rest of Alice’s adventures yet to come. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Imag. 11⅛x10¼. Pub. at $17.95
Children's Classics


2757158 A CHIPMUNK CHRISTMAS: Alvin and the Chipmunks. By Riley B. Bagdasarian & J. Karman. The Chipmunks discover the true meaning of Christmas when Alvin gives up his prized harmonica for a sick boy just before Dave has booked him to play at Carnegie Hall. Push the buttons to hear audio clips from Jingle Bells; The Chipmunk Song; Silent Night; and more! Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Running Press. Pub. at $16.99


5755514 PETER PAN. By J.M. Barrie. A thrilling adventure for all ages—the story of the boy who refuses to grow up is a tale that never gets old. This collector’s edition is bound with gilt edges and a ribbon bookmark. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 280 pages. Macmillan. Import. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

3554368 THE WATER-BABIES. By Charles Kingsley. After being chased from the home of an upper-class young girl called Ellie, chimney-sweep Tom falls asleep and tumbles into a river. There he is chased from the home of an upper-class young girl called Ellie, chimney-sweep Tom falls asleep and tumbles into a river. There he is

5816920 THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE: The Classic Library. By Wilbert Awdry. Collects all twenty-six of the original Thomas books in their original format. Small classic volumes, these are the Thomas tales as written by the Reverend Wilbert Awdry in 1945. Stored in an attractive Thomas the Tank Engine Box. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Random. 12x6. Pub. at $17.50

3641002 HARPERCOLLINS TREASURY OF PICTURE BOOK CLASSICS: A Child’s First Collection. By Margaret Wise Brown et al. From early classics such as Goodnight Moon and Harold and the Purple Crayon to such recent treasures as If You Give a Mouse a Cookie and Pete’s a Pizza, this collection assembles twelve of the greatest picture books ever published. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 461 pages. HarperCollins. 10x10. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

Contemporary Stories

450591 FIELD-TRIP FIASCO. By Julie Danneberg. Mrs. Hartwell is taking her class on a field trip to the zoo, and because of the fiasco last time she has prepared a list of tips to deal with anticipated disasters. But will they work? Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8x10x1/4. Pub. at $16.95. $1.95

5739691 DRESS ME! By Sarah Frances Hardy. This little girl can be a ladybug, a superhero, or a princess. She can be graceful, creative, brave, caring, silly, and even scary. There are infinite possibilities as to what she can be. And of course, there’s always the option for her to be “just me.” Ages 2-5. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

2766914 PINKALICIOUS MERRY CHRISTMAS. By Victoria Kann. Pinkalicious is on a search to find a pink pumpkin in this pinktastic lift-the-flap book! With 13 flaps that open to reveal hidden surprises on each page, Pinkalicious fans will be perfectly pleased! Ages 4 to 8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

2742274 PINKALICIOUS AND THE PINK PUMPKIN. By Victoria Kann. Pinkalicious is on a search to find a pink pumpkin in this pinktastic lift-the-flap book! With 13 flaps that open to reveal hidden surprises on each page, Pinkalicious fans will be perfectly pleased! Ages 4 to 8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

4590007 PEACE IS AN OFFERING. By Annette LeBox. Follow these neighborhood children as they find love in everyday things. Learn that peace is all around you, in sunlight shining through leaves and cookies shared with friends. You just have to look for it. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Dial. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

4590961 FARRELL FLOPPY. By Benjamin Chaud. As a playing companion, Floppy the rabbit has always been pretty useless. Useless at football, useless at wrestling. It doesn’t matter anyway. Now it’s time to let him go to live in the woods, like other rabbits. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. 7x12/1x. Pub. at $17.99. $2.95
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**5832888 DISNEY MOANA: Call of the Ocean.** By Lori C. Froeb. Join Moana on her epic quest across the sea to find Maui and return the heart of Te Fiti. Along the way she proves she is a master wayfinder—and a strong chief for her people. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. Pub. at $8.99

**5910695 THREE TOY TOONS: Disney Pixar Toy Story Toons.** By Buzz, Woody, and the rest of the toys from Toy Story as they plan a “Hawaiian Vacation,” meet a “Small Fry,” and encounter a “Parasaur Rex.” Three stories that pop off your 3D glasses that are included. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $9.99

**5827280 DISNEY PIXAR FINDING DORY: The Essential Collection.** By Glenn Dakin. Dive into the magical underwater world of Disney-Pixar’s Finding Dory! Read all about forgetful Dory and join her best pals Nemo and Marlin on an epic ocean adventure, meeting countless colorful characters along the way. Ages 7-10. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10¼. Pub. at $12.99

**5857197 DISNEY FROZEN—A SISTER’S LOVE.** By Lori C. Froeb. When Anna plans a special springtime picnic with her friends, things don’t go as planned. In the end, she and her sister Elsa learn that what matters most is spending time together. Includes a beautiful bonus necklace! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. Pub. at $14.99

**568874X DISNEY PIXAR FINDING DORY: Friends Forever.** By Bill Scollon. Everyone needs a little help from her friends, especially forgetful Dory! Dive into Dory’s world and discover the fun and furry friends who help her locate her long-lost mom and dad. This magical story captures all the charm of her pals—old and new. Ages 3-5 years. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. Pub. at $6.95

**3582655 DISNEY FROZEN ANNA AND ELSA’S BOOK OF SECRETS.** Anna and Elsa are loyal friends as well as sisters, and they’ll help keep your wishes, dreams, and photos safe in this special book of secrets! With a sparkly elastic strap. Ages 3 & up. Illus. in color. Parragon. Pub. at $8.99

**5613317 DISNEY FROZEN: A Year with Elsa & Anna (and Olaf, Too)!** By M.S. Foreman & E. David. An enthusiastic visitor to the kingdom of Arendelle lets you in on all that happens during a year with Anna and Elsa. Travel with the sisters to exotic lands, find out about Elsa’s favorite dessert (and even get the recipe), take your turn on the land to learn its secrets, and get more! Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. Pub. at $9.99

**5459954 DISNEY PRINCESS: A Magical Pop-Up World.** By Matthew Reinhardt. The ultimate pop-up for collectors, Disney fans, and kids of all ages spanning 11 films and princesses, including Belle, Snow White, Ariel, and Rapunzel. Through 27 pop-ups, the key moments from these beloved films leap from the page, and the pop-up text’s interactive reading experience book a wonderful interactive reading experience that families will treasure. Insight Editions. Pub. at $7.95

**5832820 DISNEY ALADDIN: With a Lamp Charm Necklace to Treasure Forever.** The beloved Disney classic, in storybook form! Aladdin is a poor woodcarver’s son, a patchwork urchin in search of a better life, until he finds a magical lamp that could change everything. Includes a lamp charm necklace. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 9½x10¼. Pub. at $15.99

**5852663 DISNEY FROZEN ANNA’S BOOK OF SECRETS.** Anna has lots of dreams—just like you! Let her help you keep them safe in this colorful book of secrets! Record memories, collect photos, and write down your magical dreams! Includes a sparkly elastic strap. Ages 3 & up. Parragon. Pub. at $8.99

**551983 DISNEY PRINCESS: A ROYAL CHRISTMAS.** By Bill Scollon. Everyone needs a little help from her friends, especially forgetful Dory! Dive into Dory’s world and discover the fun and furry friends who help her locate her long-lost mom and dad. This magical story captures all the charm of her pals—old and new. Ages 3-5 years. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. Pub. at $4.95


**455567X KINGDOM HEARTS: Chain of Memories.** By Tomoco Kanemaki. Novel. Based on the Kingdom Hearts videogame that unites Disney characters with manga-style animation. Sora, Donald, and Goofy have restored the world, but Riku and King Mickey reside beyond a dark door. The trio sets off to find Riku and the king. As they progress through Castle Oblivion, Sora and his friends begin losing their memories. Does it mean to hold certain memories dear? And in the end, what path will Sora choose? Ages 8 & up. Illus. 400 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

**4555524 WOODDY WOODYPECKER FAVORITES.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite wacky red-headed bird presents 15 of his funniest cartoon classics, including Knock Knock Knot; Pantry Panic; Sit for Two; The Nut Who’s Cookin’ Who?; and more, plus five bonus cartoons starring Woody’s friends and two full-length Woody Woodypecker Show episodes! English SDH. 135 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
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**DVD 3570959**  THOMAS & FRIENDS ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS. In this special collection of seasonal favorites, you’ll experience firsthand the joy and magic the holiday season brings to Thomas the train and the rest of the Island of Sodor. Includes nine fun-filled episodes, two sing-along songs, four DVD games, and a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 60 minutes. Anchor Bay. $5.95

**DVD 4600126**  THE PENGUINS OF MADAGASCAR—OPERATION: Antarctica. Widescreen. Batten down the hatches and set sail for a thrilling holiday adventure to Antarctica in seven laughter-filled episodes. Watch as the wacky Penguins discover that being cute and cuddly isn’t enough to pull off their coolest caper yet. CC. 88 minutes. All ages. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 3570986**  JAMES GOES BUZZ BUZZ. Steam into adventures with Thomas and his friends on the Island of Sodor. James boasts his new ally—a female Ninja Turtle named Venus De Milo! Eight hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

**DVD 3570916**  THOMAS’ SNOWY SURPRISE & OTHER ADVENTURES. On Sir Topham Hatt’s railway, all the engines work extra hard to make the holidays special. But it’s not always easy, especially if some villagers don’t get their Yule tree! Plus five more stories. Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 60 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

**DVD 5701783**  TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: Season One. The heroes in a half shell embark on their first adventures with Season One of the animated TV hit. Witness the origins of Leonardo, Michelangelo, Raphael, and Donatello and join them as they take on villains like the evil Shredder in Tuttle Tracks; Enter the Shredder; A new enemy is on the horizon, as is a monstrous army led by the sinister Grimlord. Includes four never-seen bonus episodes! CC. DVD. $4.95

**DVD 4600142**  THE PENGUINS OF MADAGASCAR—OPERATION: Get Ducky. Widescreen. The wacky Penguins are back for eight more adventures featuring their newest pal, Ducky, and a collection of outrageous critters. The Penguins put Ducky into “Penguin” training, but a jealous King Julien wants to raise him as the second in command! CC. 92 minutes. All ages. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 4555236**  WOODY WOODPECKER & FRIENDS: Holiday Favorites. Fullscreen. Celebrate the season with seven favorite adventures featuring Woody Woodpecker, Chilly Willy, Wally Walrus, Buzz Buzzard and more! Collects the theatrical shorts Ski for Two; I’m Cold; Toyland Premiere; Jolly’s Chocolate Factory. Plus five more stories like Middle Engine; Faulty Whistle; and Tomato Train a la Rusia. Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 36 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

**DVD 3570878**  JAMES & THE RED BALLOON. Fullscreen. It’s summertime, and for James, this means rescuing a hot air balloon that is about to make an unexpected station stop. But how high can you keep a balloon aloft all by himself? Plus five other stories. Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 36 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

**DVD 3570894**  PERCY’S CHOCOLATE CRUNCH. Join Percy and watch as his hard work for Sir Topham Hatt leads him on an unusual “up-close and personal” tour of Mr. Jolly’s Chocolate Factory. Plus five more stories like Middle Engine; Faulty Whistle; and Tomato Train a la Rusia. Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Lions Gate. $3.95

**DVD 3630682**  MONSTER FORCE, VOLUME ONE. Fullscreen. It’s the year 2000 and the six teenage members of the Monster Force are standing toe to toe with Dracula, the Mummy, and a sinister collection of criminals called Creatures of the Night. Follow the thrilling adventures of the Wolfman, Martial Artist, Powerhouse, Marksmen, Psychic, Doc and Frankenstein in these seven action-packed animated episodes. English SDH. 155 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

**DVD 3600118**  THE THORNBEY’S: Season Three. The Thornberrys are back for another season of earth-saving expeditions! After an encounter with a mysterious shaman, Eliza Thornberry is granted the magnificent power to talk with animals. Along with her eccentric and adventurous family, she travels the world to help the animal kingdom in ways never before possible. All 20 Season Three hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. $8.95

**DVD 4600118**  THE PENGUINS OF MADAGASCAR: Happy King Julian Day! Widescreen. You’re invited to help the Penguins and the whole zoo gang celebrate the biggest holiday of the year, King Julian Day. He’s the leader of the lemus, lord of the ringtails, and he’s here to stay in eight fun-filled animated episodes. CC. 88 minutes. All ages. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 3570908**  RAILWAY FRIENDS. It’s full steam ahead for adventure and fun in this Thomas & Friends collection featuring CGI animation. Join Thomas, Percy, Gordon, and the engines as they’ve never been before! Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 46 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

**DVD 5716385**  NINJA TURTLES—the NEXT MUTATION: The Complete Series. Everyone’s favorite turtles are back in live action with these 26 tubular episodes. Once again, Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and Michelangelo are fighting crime under the tutelage of Master Splinter. A new enemy is on the horizon, as is a new ally—a female Ninja Turtle named Venus De Milo! Eight hours on 4 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93. $14.95

**DVD 3570940**  TRUST THOMAS & OTHER STORIES. On the Island of Sodor, fun and adventure lies around every bend. See how Thomas, the cartoon animation’s top tooting and puffing engine, makes friends in his adventures. Seven stories in all includes a bonus toy train. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 40 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

**DVD 3620646**  TRIP TROOPERS: Season Two, Volume Two. The children’s adventure series comes to an exciting conclusion as three teens with extraordinary powers—Ryan Steele, Katlin Star and J.B. Reese—battle the monster army led by the sinister Grimlord. Collects the final 20 episodes. CC. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
**DVD 3619931 WOODY WOODPECKER AND FRIENDS HOLIDAY FAVORITES.** Fullscreen. Seven memorable cartoons spread the joy of the holiday season in adventures featuring Woody Woodpecker and his friends Chilly Willy, Wally Walrus, Buzz Buzzard, and more. Includes two full-length holiday TV episodes, plus theatrical shorts like Ski for Two: I’m Cold; Toyland Premiere; and Candyland. English SDH. 83 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3570932 TRACKSIDE TUNES.** Travel the Island of Sodor with Thomas, Percy, James and the rest of your Sodor friends on this musical, musical adventure. Follow the bouncing steam cloud and sing along to six delightful musical adventures. Includes a bonus toy train! CC. WARNING: CHO KING hazard—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS, Anchor Bay. $3.95

**DVD 5701813 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: The Complete Season 8.** Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and their sensei, Splinter, battle enemies from our time and beyond in all eight radical episodes from Season Eight. Banishing arch enemies Shredder to Krang to Dimension X, the Heroes in a Half Shell take on all new theme song and tone in this groundbreaking season. CC. Ages 5 & up. Nearly 3 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**DVD 5701821 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: The Complete Season 9.** Join the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles as they face off against all-new opponents—the evil Lord Dregg and Hi-Tech—while also fighting their own uncontrollable mutations in the mind-bending Season 9! Paired by a new ninja ally, our green heroes bring nonstop animated action across 8 shell-busting episodes. CC. Ages 5 & up. Nearly 3 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**★ DVD 3620328 DANNY PHANTOM: The Final Season.** Danny Phantom, the world’s only hope is the flying island known as Care-a-Lot, a magical land in the clouds, comes everyone’s favorite furry friends, The Care Bears! Across all 22 Fullscreen. Out of Care-a-Lot, a magical land in the clouds, comes everyone’s favorite furry friends, The Care Bears! Across all 22 classic episodes, they travel all over the world to help children through the power of caring. All Ages. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $8.95

**★ DVD 3620271 10 THINGS I HATE ABOUT YOU: Season One, Volume Two.** Based on the hit movie, this hilarious TV comedy follows Kat and Bianca, two very different sisters who want to control his incredible powers and fighting off the spooks haunting our world—all while facing the challenges of being a kid! All 12 Season Three episodes. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $18.95

**DVD 3651681 CARE A LOT: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Out of Care-a-Lot, a magical land in the clouds, comes everyone’s favorite furry friends, The Care Bears! Across all 22 classic episodes, they travel all over the world to help children through the power of caring. All Ages. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $18.95

**★ DVD 4605713 10 PACK CAR COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Join the Little Cars as they go on their most exciting speed-racing adventures yet. From the racetrack to off-road racing in the mountains and desert, this collection includes all 10 episodes of the fun filled computer animated series. Over 6 hours. Gaiam. $5.95

**★ DVD 5716373 POWER RANGERS—WILD FORCE: The Complete Series.** An ancient evil has reawakened. The world’s only hope is the flying island known as Anaimuur, inhabited by giant beasts known as Wozod's. To stop the evil One, the Wild Zords recruit five heroes from the modern world as Power Rangers—beginning an adventure of wild proportions. Collects all 40 episodes, CC. Over 4 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $14.95

**★ DVD 3620414 HEY DUDE: Season 4.** Fullscreen. Join the coolest ranch. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.98 $8.95

**★ DVD 3620417 HEY DUDE: Season 4.** Fullscreen. Based on the hit movie, this hilarious TV comedy follows Kat and Bianca, two very different sisters who want to stand out; and Bianca is a sweet social butterfly who just wants to fit in. Eleven Season Two episodes. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**DVD 4605713 10 PACK CAR COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Join the Little Cars as they go on their most exciting speed-racing adventures yet. From the racetrack to off-road racing in the mountains and desert, this collection includes all 10 episodes of the fun filled computer animated series. Over 6 hours. Gaiam. $5.95

**★ DVD 5716373 POWER RANGERS—WILD FORCE: The Complete Series.** An ancient evil has reawakened. The world’s only hope is the flying island known as Anaimuur, inhabited by giant beasts known as Wozod's. To stop the evil One, the Wild Zords recruit five heroes from the modern world as Power Rangers—beginning an adventure of wild proportions. Collects all 40 episodes, CC. Over 4 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $14.95

**THE WILD THORNBERRYS: The Final Seasons.** After an adventure with a mysterious bird, Eliza Thornberry is granted the magnificent power to talk with animals. Along with her eccentric and adventurous family, she travels the world to help the animal kingdom in danger. CC. WARNING: CHO KING hazard—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 4 YEARS. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $8.95

**DVD 5716381 SUPER SENTAI—NINJA SENTAI KURANGER: The Complete Series.** See the worldwide phenomenon of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers began with the original Japanese series! Monstrous, long-dormant spirits have been revived once more. It’s time to look to the Kankarangers, along with the Three God Generals, to defeat the sinister Daimaou and his Youkai army before they destroy the Earth! Collects all 48 episodes. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over 16 hours on ten DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.98 $44.95

**DVD 5701791 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES, VOLUME 3.** Cowabunga! Get ready for some total Turtle Power with this collection of 12 animated Ninja Turtles adventures. Michelangelo, Raphael, Donatello, and Leo get bashed in the head by the Krang, Shredder, Bobep and Rocksteady in episodes like Turtles on Trial; Sky Turtles; April’s Fool; and Enter the Rat King. CC. Ages 5 & up. Over 4 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**DVD 5701805 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES, VOLUME 4.** Join the coolest mutants the sewers have ever seen in 12 awesome animated adventures. Sit back, relax, and grab a slice of pepperoni pizza as the turtles unleash their kung fu skills in Four Musketeers; Invasion of the Turtle Snatchers; Return of the Fly; and Casey Jones. CC. Ages 5 & up. Over 4 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**DVD 570183X TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: Season 10.** Donatello, Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael leap into their final kung fu adventures in all eight animated episodes of Season Ten! Determined to enslave mankind, Lord Dregg unleashes his most nefarious plots yet, bringing a piece of the Sun crashing to the Earth, opening a giant portal to Dimension X, and even draining the life energy from the Turtles! CC. Ages 5 & up. Nearly 3 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98 $8.95

**DVD 3620417 HEY DUDE: Season 4.** Fullscreen. Based on the hit movie, this hilarious TV comedy follows Kat and Bianca, two very different sisters who want to stand out; and Bianca is a sweet social butterfly who just wants to fit in. Eleven Season Two episodes. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**DVD 3620425 HEY DUDE: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. These 13 final season episodes kick off at full-gallop when Melody becomes obsessed with a beauty contest, Ted mysteriously begins shrinking, Kyle and Ted get lost in the desert, and Jackson is threatened by a wild guest! Stars David Brisbin, Christine Taylor, David Lascher, and others. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $14.95

**DVD 3619923 WOODY WOODPECKER AND FRIENDS: HALLOWEEN FAVORITES/FAVORITES.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite red-headed bird stars in a two-pack of animated adventure. Woody Woodpecker Favorites includes 20 digitally rendered episodes, plus bonus clips starring Woody’s friends. Then, Woody Woodpecker and Friends: Halloween Favorites offers up a set of seven spooky English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. $5.95
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350798 THOR—THE DARK WORLD: The Movie Storybook. Adapted by A. Lowenstein & T. Palacios. A thrilling picture book version of the Marvel movie adventure! The Mighty Thor and his band of friends, the Warriors Three and Lady Sif, strive to restore order across the Cosmos. But an ancient race led by the vengeful Malekith is plotting to plunge the universe back into darkness. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. $3.95

2756315 SESAME STREET TRICK OR TREAT WITH ELMO. By Brian Hookihan. Little readers love to ring the doorbell. This book lets them enjoy Elmo’s Halloween adventure as they ring the doorbell again and again. Read along and press six sound buttons. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 8x8. $3.95

3618943 FASHION AND FRIENDSHIP: My Little Pony. Adapted by Lori C. Froeb. When Rarity meets a famous fashion photographer named Photo Finish, she sees an amazing opportunity! Pop out the ponies, accessories, and other pieces to make your own Carousel Boutique, Spa, and more! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

Education and Learning

3635066 PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, AND PERCENTS. By Erin Muschla-Berry. If your student needs help with fractions, decimals, and percents, this invaluable resource has it all. Featuring exercises on almost every page, it offers plenty of opportunities for practice, practice, practice. Perfect for ages 8-12. 166 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10½. $14.95

2733084 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH MATH: A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide. Ed. by Jill Hamilton et al. This guide’s innovative visual approach combines colorful diagrams and illustrations with step by step instructions, making math easier to understand than ever before. Covering all the core subjects, it allows parents and kids to work together to solve even the trickiest problems. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


5782965 THE FIR TREE. By Hans Christian Andersen. A little fir tree realizes too late that it did not appreciate the grand moments of life, such as being a Christmas tree, while they were happening. Andersen’s timeless story, which first appeared in his classic Fairy Tales, is revived by strikingly unique illustrations by Sanna Annukka, Graderschoolers, 43 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

582480X THE CROWN AFFAIR. By Joe Dumpty as told to J.F. Ransom. When Jack and Jill go to fetch a pail of water, Jack falls down and loses his crown. But is it lost—or stolen? In this funny mystery for kids, hard-boiled detective Joe Dumpty won’t rest until he’s bagged the bandit. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

5825075 OLD KING COLE. By Iza Trapani. Old King Cole has been preparing for the King Cole Ball, but all that work has worn him out. A serenade from the fiddlers three puts the right to sleep on nothing—not the Three Little Pigs’ squeals, Little Boy Blue’s horn, or Little Bo Peep’s sheep—can rouse him. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3606295 TEACHING OUR CHILDREN TO READ: The Components of an Effective, Comprehensive Reading Program, by Sue Honig. Explores current research from the leading experts in the field of education and presents new instructional strategies that bring all students to higher levels of literacy. Includes phonics instruction and fluency; multiple word identification, spelling, vocabulary, and concept development. And more. 162 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 SOLD OUT

2697513 ACTIVE LESSONS FOR ACTIVE MINDS: Teaching Boys and Other Experiential Learners, Grades 3-10. By Abigail Norfleet James et al. An indispensable, ready to use collection of mathematics, language arts, science, and classroom management strategies to bring focus to a classroom full of energetic minds. More than 70 lesson plans address common challenges, differentiated to match the experiential learning styles of energetic young minds. 232 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

Fairy Tales

4591666 LITTLE BUNNY FOO FOO: The Real Story. By Cori Doerrfeld. Poor little Bunny Foo Foo is so misunderstood. You see, all she wanted to do was bake her cupcakes in peace, but those sneaky mice just kept stealing them. Wouldn’t you want to bug them on the head too? Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Dial. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


5825075 OLD KING COLE. By Iza Trapani. Old King Cole has been preparing for the King Cole Ball, but all that work has worn him out. A serenade from the fiddlers three puts the right to sleep on nothing—not the Three Little Pigs’ squeals, Little Boy Blue’s horn, or Little Bo Peep’s sheep—can rouse him. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

582480X THE CROWN AFFAIR. By Joe Dumpty as told to J.F. Ransom. When Jack and Jill go to fetch a pail of water, Jack falls down and loses his crown. But is it lost—or stolen? In this funny mystery for kids, hard-boiled detective Joe Dumpty won’t rest until he’s bagged the bandit. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95
Fairy Tales

5809975 CINDERELLA: A Folk Tale Classic. By Paul Galdone. The classic story of a young girl living as a servant in her father's house, waits on her stepmother and stepsiblings hand and foot. When her wish to go to the ball is granted by her fairy godmother, Cindrella catches the eye of her prince himself. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. HMH. 8 1/8x1 1/4. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

5820383 MY VERY FIRST MOTHER GOOSE. Ed. by Iona Opie. Words and rhymes are new and magical to small children, and these are the most magical of all are those of Mother Goose. From “Humpidy Dumpy” to “I see the moon” and “Jack be nimble,” these are the rhythms and words that have been recited and relished by generations. Fully illus. in color. 108 pages. Candlewick. 10 1/2x11 1/2. Pub. at $24.99 SOLD OUT

3658287 THE SLEEPING BEAUTY. Told by C.S. Evans. Through simple text and black and white silhouette illustrations, the classic tale of consequences unfolds. A wicked fairy, disgruntled for not being invited to the princess’s christening, casts a spell that dooms the princess to sleep for 100 years. Ages 5-10. 100 pages. Laughing Elephant. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

Silver Penny Treasury: Fairy Tales. This classic collection includes Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs; The Little Mermaid; Cindarella; Goldilocks and the Three Bears; Little Red Riding Hood; Thumbelina; and The Three Billy Goats Gruff. 280 pages. 3 & amp; up. Well illus. in color. Sterling. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

274807X DRESS-UP FASHION DOLL: Blossom Princess. You’re the fashion designer with this glamorous paper doll collection. Rich will steal the show as you mix and match ball gowns, skirts, shoes, crowns, gloves, accessories, and more! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD— NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. In color. Hinkler. Paperback Import. 28 pages. Ages 4-8. Pub. at $4.95

2746077 EMMA IN BUTTONLAND. By Ulrike Rylance. Emma is not happy about visiting Uncle Hubert and Aunt Mischfield. But a surprise awaits: each of the countless rooms in the house holds a secret. One evening Emma stumbles upon a Button Room—one that shrinks her down to button size and transports her to the magical Buttonland! Ages 7-10. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Sky Press. Pub. at $9.99 SOLD OUT


5703239 MY STORYBOOK OF FAIRIES & ELVES: A Collection of 20 Magical Stories. By Nicola Baxter. Explore the mysterious world of the fairies and the elves, where you will share of all the little creatures in their realm, as well as having parties, flying races, singing songs, and laughing. Discover the wonderful world of the dreamland fairies, whose task is to choose the right dream for everyone. And find out about the secret princess fairies, who have special powers to make the world more beautiful. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Hermes House. 8 1/8x11. Imprint: HMH. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

5443974 THE ANNOTATED BROTHERS GRIMM: The Bicentennial Edition. By Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. Edited by Maria Tatar. Celebrates the powerful cultural legacy of the stories collected by the Brothers Grimm. This expanded edition includes over 80 of their best loved stories, including White, Little Red Riding Hood, and some more adult tales rarely seen. In addition, six stories have been newly added. Annotations examine the historical, literary, and psychological importance of the tales. 150 illus., many in color. 496 pages. Norton. 8 1/8x10. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

Fantasy


5733453 ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. By Lewis Carroll. Experience a fantasy masterpiece like never before with this lavishly produced and imaginatively illustrated edition. Ever mesmerizing artwork of Andrea D’Aguno renders Carroll’s mind-bending alternate world in a lively and appropriately surreal light, making for a journey down the rabbit hole worth revisiting time and time again. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. Reader’s Digest. 11x11. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

5825407 BARBIE MOVIE THEATER: Storybook & Movie Projector. This innovative volume features everyone’s favorite movie star! Barbie® displays special story images on the wall as you read three of Barbie’s latest movie releases: Princess Charm School, A Fashion Fairytale, and The Princess and the Popstar. Includes projector and movie discs. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. Reader’s Digest. 9x11 1/4. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

5810345 IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE. By Eve Bunting. When what house is this? Lift the flaps, touch the textures, and explore each nook and cranny to find out. There are spooky Halloween surprises around every corner! Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5821711 STAR WARS MOVIE THEATER STORYBOOK & LIGHTSABER PROJECTOR. A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi are all re-imagined in a special volume that features a lightsaber that doubles as a movie projector. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Reader’s Digest. 11x12. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95
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5809924 BARBIE THE PEARL PRINCESS. Barbie stars as Lumina, a mermaid with special powers—she can make pearls magically dance and glow! When Lumina and her sea horse BFF, Kuda, embark on a journey to the majestic mer-kingdom, she discovers that her pearls are the key to unlocking her royal destiny as a princess. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 9x11. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

5794919 TOTO TROUBLE: A Deadly Jokester. By Thierry Coppee. Written in graphic novel form. Toto may not be charming, smart, or polite, but he knows how to relax! This mischievous miscreant treats every day like a day at the beach. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Papercutz. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

5248924 ME AND MY DRAGON: Scared of Halloween. By David Biedrzycki. Poor dragon. The spookiest day of the year is coming, and he’s scared of werewolves, zombies, and ghosts. So what’s the perfect costume for a dragon with the Halloween jitters? Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

Folktales

4632478 THE ILIAD AND THE ODYSSEY. Retold by Marcia Williams. Colorful comic-strip style cartoons illustrate the retellings of Homer’s classic tales, accompanied by clean, linear text that makes the stories come alive. Ages 7-10. Walker. 10x12½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $4.95


5367526 JACK FROST. By William Joyce. Jack Frost, Guardian of Childhood, wasn’t always Jack Frost. Once, he was called Nightlight, who saved the baby Mabel from being eaten by the man-eating nightmare, the Earth. But in doing so, he fell to Earth and became Jack Frost. His incredible and fantastical tale unfolds here. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 42 pages. Atheneum. 10x10. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
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5810361 JOHN HENRY, AN AMERICAN LEGEND, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Ezra Jack Keats. Describes the life of the legendary steel-driving man who was born and died with a hammer in his hand. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Knopf. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

5807654 QUEEN GUINEVERE: And Other Stories from the Court of King Arthur. By Mary Hoffman. In this retelling of Britain’s legendary King Arthur, the women of Camelot propel their stories through adventure, love, intrigue, enchantment and tragedy. Graded preschool-4. Well illus. in color. 69 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

SOLD OUT


Biography

3653047 CHARLES DARWIN: Discover the World of Darwin Through the Diary of a Ship’s Boy. By Alan Gibbons. This illustrated biography combines non-fiction and fiction to introduce readers to famous historical characters. At ten years old, James Kincaid is an assistant to naturalist Charles Darwin onboard the HMS Beagle. James’s diary covers the exciting journey that led to one of the world’s most groundbreaking scientific studies. Ages 12 & up. 64 pages. Kingfisher. 10x11¼. Pub. at $17.95

5825199 WANGARI MAATHAI: The Woman Who Planted Millions of Trees. By Frank Shaw. This is the heroic story of environmentalist and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, Wangari Maathai. Born in Kenya, where women didn’t normally have a voice, Wangari made sure that she did. Gradedschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 45 pages. Charlesbridge. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

5825024 JOHN MUIR WRESTLES A WILDFIRE. By Mike Dicarlo. When John Muir was an explorer, environmentalist, and founder of the Sierra Club. One moonlit night in April, 1871, Muir climbed the steep trail alongside the Yosemite Falls. While he’s forced by the gods to face trial after trial, his wife Penelope and son Telemanus try to stop Penelope’s new suitors from taking over Ithaca. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Sterling. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

577843X BECOMING SPACEMAN: My Journey to the Stars. By Jerry L. Ross with S.G. Gunderson. Jerry L. Ross is a retired Air Force officer, and a retired NASA astronaut. Colonel Ross is a veteran of seven U.S. Space Shuttle missions and set the individual world record for the most spacecraftflown. His current mission is to raise children’s awareness of the careers available in science, technology, engineering, and math. Ages 10 and up. Fully illus. in color. 35 pages. Purdue UP. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5824990 THE GREAT MOLASSES FLOOD: Boston, 1919. By Deborah Kops. On January 15th, 1919, the city of Boston was met with a surprise: a sea of dark, sticky molasses that ran down the streets, flowing from a large tank that exploded. What happened? Why did the tank explode? And, most importantly, who was to blame? Find out in this fun historical investigation. Ages 9-12. Photos. 102 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

5807153 RUSH REVERE AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Rush & Kathryn A. Limbaugh. New in this Revolutionary American Revolution has begun—Rush Revere, Liberty the Time-Traveling Horse, and the time-traveling crew are ready to rush into a time when British rule had become a royal pain, and rebellion was in the air. Rush and the gang will be on hand to see two lanterns hung in the Old North Church, prevent a British spy from capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with danger at the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Battle Hill. Ages 11 & up. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95


Story of the immigrant experience. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. 37 pages. Charlesbridge. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

History

4624289 LOST CITY: The Discovery of Machu Picchu. By Ted Lewin. The story of professor Hiram Bingham, who in 1911 and guided by a young Quechua boy, carved a treacherous path through the jungles and mountains of Peru in search of the lost city of the Incas, but instead discovered Machu Picchu, a city totally unknown to the outside world. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. Puffin in color. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

5812143 WORLD WAR I: Classics Illustrated Special Issue. Tells the astonishing and horrifying story of the Second World War, tracing the chronology of the costliest war in human history from its outbreak to its conclusion in colorful comic strip form, providing an excellent introduction for younger readers. Includes theme discussions. Ages 10-14. 101 pages. CCS Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95


5825866 LEGEND, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. A story of the immigrant experience. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. 37 pages. Charlesbridge. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

5824990 THE GREAT MOLASSES FLOOD: Boston, 1919. By Deborah Kops. On January 15th, 1919, the city of Boston was met with a surprise: a sea of dark, sticky molasses that ran down the streets, flowing from a large tank that exploded. What happened? Why did the tank explode? And, most importantly, who was to blame? Find out in this fun historical investigation. Ages 9-12. Photos. 102 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

5807153 RUSH REVERE AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Rush & Kathryn A. Limbaugh. New in this Revolutionary American Revolution has begun—Rush Revere, Liberty the Time-Traveling Horse, and the time-traveling crew are ready to rush into a time when British rule had become a royal pain, and rebellion was in the air. Rush and the gang will be on hand to see two lanterns hung in the Old North Church, prevent a British spy from capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with danger at the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Battle Hill. Ages 11 & up. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95


5812143 WORLD WAR I: Classics Illustrated Special Issue. Tells the astonishing and horrifying story of the Second World War, tracing the chronology of the costliest war in human history from its outbreak to its conclusion in colorful comic strip form, providing an excellent introduction for younger readers. Includes theme discussions. Ages 10-14. 101 pages. CCS Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

Learning Books

5819555 THE WACKY & WONDERFUL WORLD THROUGH NUMBERS. By Steve Martin et al. Did you know that 96 feet of silk can be made by a spider every day? Or that 1.3 million Earths could fit inside the Sun? From animals and adventurers to food, fashion, pirates, planets, and more—get ready to be amazed by the world in numbers. Fullyillus. incolor. 128pages. Barron’s. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

5819369 MY FIRST KNITTING BOOK. By C. Montgomery & F. Goble. Learn to knit for hours of fun. Make easy scarves, hats, toys, and much more. Learn basic stitches, increasing and decreasing, changing color, and finishing touches. Projects include a panda hat, mouse mittens, a rainbow zigzag cushion, and much more. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in the color. 129 pages. QCBD. 8½x10⅜. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5810485 NATURE TRAILS BEETLES AND BUGS. By Maurice Pledger. Insects are incredible, and some of the most amazing are the beetles. There are thousands of different kinds of bugs that can be found in all shapes and sizes. Get ready to meet some of these weird and wonderful creatures. Ages 3–7. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Silver Dolphin. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5775897 TIFFANY'S TABLE MANNERS FOR TEENAGERS, FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Walter Hoving. A little guide to the basics, from seating, to which fork to use, to how to eat asparagus and artichokes. Ages 12 & up. Drawings. 95 pages. Random. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

4632230 CHAUCER'S CANTERBURY TALES. Retold by Marcia Williams. A clear, linear retelling of Canterbury Tales accompanied by colorful, cartoon-style illustrations that help move the stories along. Ages 8–10. Walker. 10x12⅝. Paperbound Import. $4.95

4632443 GREEK MYTHS. Retold by Marcia Williams. Colorful, comic-strip style cartoons illustrate Williams’ retelling of eight Greek myths, accompanied by clear, linear text that moves the stories along. Includes the tales of Pandora’s Box, Daedalus and Icarus, Theseus and the Minotaur, and more. Ages 7–10. Walker. 10x12⅝. Paperbound Import. $4.95

5810027 DISNEY FROZEN OLAF’S 1-2-3. Follow along as Olaf the snowman counts from 1 to 10! Ages 3–5. Fully illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

KIT 5825326 TOTALLY SEA CREATURES. By Dennis Schatz. The world of sea creatures is brought to life with this kit. Includes a captivating text about the different sea creatures; mix-and-match cards to assemble five models of sea creatures; 24 fact cards; and a poster. Ages 8 & up. Silver Dolphin. 9x11¼. Paperback $19.95 $14.95

KIT 5825318 TOTALLY BUGS. By Dennis Schatz. Grab your butterfly net and get ready to explore, as the wild world of bugs comes to life with this kit. Includes a text in which you’ll learn about these amazing animals; mix-and-match pieces to assemble five models; 24 fact cards; and a poster. Ages 8 & up. Silver Dolphin. 9x11¼. Paperback $19.95 $14.95

5810558 PLAYFUL PIGS FROM A TO Z. By Anita Lobel. One golden morning, twenty-six pigs leave their pen, race along a country road, and find a field of letters, where twenty-six pigs leave their pen, race along a country road, and find a field of letters, where they play all day until Zeke Pig falls asleep on a Z and they wearily return home by moonlight. Ages 3–7. Fully illus. in color. Knopf. 9x11¼. Paperback $15.99 $9.99 $4.95

KIT 5750385 LEARN ITALIAN TOGETHER: A Fun Way for Kids and Grow-Upss to Learn Italian Together! By Tiziana Serafini. This Fun Pack turns everyday objects and activities into a great way for kids to expand their minds and learn Italian. Includes three activity books and three 60-minute audio CDs, along with crayons, stickers, and a guide for parents and teachers. Ages 4–8. Living Language. 11⅞x9. Pub. at $22.95 $11.95


5777364 PLAY AND LEARN CHINESE. By Ana Lomba et al. Enjoy loads of fun games and activities that help you seamlessly integrate the Chinese language into your everyday life. From taking a bath to going shopping to making lunch, this guide turns daily routines into fun learning adventures for you and your child to enjoy together. Includes a CD of games and expressions with clear pronunciation of Chinese words. Ages 1–7. Fully illus. in color. Random $16.99

62 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x10⅜. Pub. at $5.95

5802717 TIGERS AND SAILS AND ABC TALES. By Malcolm Cormack. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon donated more than 2,000 works of art to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and the citizens of Virginia, including the 26 works which illuminate this ABC book. These cherished treasures reside at the Museum in Richmond for all to enjoy. Ages 2–4. Fully illus. in color. VaMA $5.95


582544X PHONICS FUN: Brain Games Kids. This fun volume includes questions and answers about: phonics, sound blends, vowel sounds, rhyming, sight words, and hard and soft sounds. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. P.I. Spiralbound $4.95

5819385 ONE-MINUTE MATH DEVELOPMENTAL DRILL—GRADES 1-2: Level A Addition. By Theresa Warnick. A systematic program that enables students to master math facts with speed and accuracy. Includes 49 reproducible test pages with an answer key, ready-to-use flash cards, reproducible blackline art for bulletin board patterns, awards, activity sheets, and more. 41 pages. Carson-Delllosa. 8½x10¼. Import. $3.95

5810175 EXPLORERS PLANET EARTH. By Daniel Gilpin. Explore ice-capped mountains, sizzling volcanoes, meet creatures living in forests and seas, and discover the highest, driest, and deepest parts of our planet. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. Kingfisher. 9⅛x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

5833590 VIETNAMESE CHILDREN’S PICTURE DICTIONARY. Learning words in Vietnamese is easier and more fun than ever with this accessible children’s workbook. With 625 entries, each pairing a clear picture with a Vietnamese word, its English equivalent and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, it’s a perfect beginners. Ages 5-10. 112 pages. Hippocrene. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

5810329 I WONDER WHY THERE’S A HOLE IN THE SKY AND OTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT. By Sean Callery. The perfect introduction to the environment, featuring melting ice caps, the ozone hole, solar power and much more. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Kingfisher. 9⅛x11¼. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

582561X MARK THE MOUNTAIN GUIDE. By Mark Seaton. Join in the adventures of Mark the mountain guide and his friends. Meet Leo the mountain dog, Mary Marmot, the three little mountain bears, and the biggest kid of them all, Epic Eddy! Includes a lanyard. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Boxer Books. Import. Pub. by_svc. $14.95

5825623 MARK THE MOUNTAIN GUIDE AND THE COMPASS ADVENTURE. By Mark Seaton. Join Mark and all his friends as he makes good use of his compass and map to get the new cuckoo clock and its cuckoo bird through exciting adventures in the snowy mountains on the way to Middle Alp Village. Includes a compass. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Boxer Books. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


5746302 HIPPOCRENE CHILDREN’S ILLUSTRATED SPANISH DICTIONARY. Kids get their first taste of a foreign language with this colorful reference. Each of 500 entries includes the word in English, its Spanish equivalent, and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, plus a color illustration to help with comprehension. Ages 5-10. 94 pages. Hippocrene. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

581992X FIRST ABC. Originally published in 1969. Pint-sized and beautifully illustrated, this little alphabet book will be more than a learning tool to your little one; it’s a treasured keepsake for years to come. Ages 3 & up. Lutterworth. 4x5¼. Import. $3.95

5819539 TOADS AND TESSELLATIONS: A Math Adventure. By Sharon Morissette. Tessel the shoemaker has to make 12 identical pairs of shoes from only one special piece of leather. His sister asks Enzo, the magician’s son, to help her brother. Enzo tries, but his spells always create chaos. When a spell snafu leads Aida and Enzo to a piece of leather. His sister asks Enzo, the magician’s son, to help her brother. Enzo tries, but his spells always create chaos. When a spell snafu leads Aida and Enzo to a

NEW! ★ 463084X IT CAN’T BE TRUE! Incredible Tactile Comparisons. Ed. by Fleur Star et al. Combining Braille, large print, and high contrast photography with clear and predictive layouts this volume shares incredible facts with curious young minds about the world around us. Designed for visually impaired readers to share with their sighted parents, friends or children. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 73 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8⅛x11. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


5833302 HINDI CHILDREN’S PICTURE DICTIONARY. Ed. by Robert Stanley Martin. Learning words in Hindi is easier and more fun than ever with this accessible children’s workbook. With 625 entries, each pairing a clear picture with a Hindi word, its English equivalent and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, it’s a great introduction for complete beginners. Ages 5-10. 112 pages. Hippocrene. 8⅛x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5824885 FRACTIONS IN DISGUISE. By Edward Chrom. George Cornelius Factor is crazy about fractions. When a brand-new fraction goes up for auction, he’s the first in line for bidding. But after the lights go out, the fraction vanishes! Has the mysterious Dr. Brok stolen the fraction and disguised it? Gradecollectors. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5746299 HIPPOCRENE CHILDREN’S ILLUSTRATED RUSSIAN DICTIONARY. Kids get their first taste of a foreign language with this colorful reference. Each of 500 entries includes the word in English, its Russian equivalent, and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, plus a color illustration to help with comprehension. Ages 5-10. 94 pages. Hippocrene. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5993840 PAINTLESS WRITING, SECOND EDITION. By Jeffrey Strausssr. Filled with ideas on how you can express your thoughts clearly, enliven your writing with vivid images, and avoid the dull passive voice. This guide will help you construct smooth sentences that flow together into lively themes which are fun to write and entertaining for others. Ages 12-18. Illus. 245 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

5746301 HIPPOCRENE CHILDREN’S ILLUSTRATED RUSSIAN DICTIONARY. Kids get their first taste of a foreign language with this colorful reference. Each of 500 entries includes the word in English, its Russian equivalent, and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, plus a color illustration to help with comprehension. Ages 5-10. 94 pages. Hippocrene. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
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6409807 BIG BRAVE BRIAN. By M.P. Robertson. Big Brave Brian’s house is filled with silly bog monsters, giants, and things that go bump in the night. But there is something Brian is terrified of, and it’s in his bedroom! With French and English translations on each page, this is a great tool for children learning to read French. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Frances Lincoln. 9x11. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $2.95

5747792 PANTONE BOX OF COLOR. This beautiful box is brimming with gorgeous PANTONE colors and surprises. The colorful volume for each color is the rainbow—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple—these six chunky mini-book features simple peek-through cutouts that transform as you turn the pages. Preschool & up. Abrams. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

5748280 HIPPOCRENE CHILDREN’S ILLUSTRATED ITALIAN DICTIONARY. Kids get their first taste of a foreign language with this colorful reference. Each of 500 entries includes the word in English, its Italian equivalent, and an easy-to-use phonetic pronunciation, plus a color illustration to help with comprehension. Ages 5-10. 94 pages. Hippocrene. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


4568427 SUBTRACTION: Number Pops. Subtraction is fun with this little pop-up book, featuring airplanes, dinosaurs, cats and mice. By pulling the tabs and lifting the flaps, young learners can perfect their skills. WARNING: CHOKE HAZARD—NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Tango Books. Import. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

5723494 DEAR MALALA, WE STAND WITH YOU. By Rosemary McCarney with Plan International. The inspiring letter to the winner of a Nobel Peace Prize, Malala, from girls around the world expressing their sympathy, sisterhood, and admiration for her. In this beautiful picture book, girls from around the world express their sympathies, sisterhood, and admiration for Malala. In this inspiring picture book, girls from around the world express their sympathies, sisterhood, and admiration for Malala. Ages 4-8. Crown. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

5753538 LIFE IN PRISON. By Stanley Tookie Williams with B.C. Becnel. Williams writes about the brutal life of living in prison. He provides a blunt, riveting account of day-to-day life behind bars, from the humiliations of strip searches to being locked in solitary confinement. He challenges adolescent readers to educate themselves, make intelligent decisions, and above all not to follow in his footsteps. Ages 5-12. Photos. 80 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3611906 AMELIA’S BULLY SURVIVAL GUIDE. By Manessa Moss. As if science class isn’t enough to deal with—even Amelia has the class bully to face. But Amelia isn’t going to let that get her down. Ages 7-10. Well illus. in color. S&S. 6x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

5810383 MAGIC MATH: Learning Fun with Your Magic Spyglass! A wonderful collection of puzzles and challenges. Test your skills at adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing, then check your answers with the magic spyglass that is included. 30 pages. Fully illus. in color. 25 pages. Arborus. 6x9x11. Import. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

More Children’s Stories

46555XX INCREDIBLE BUGS: Build Your Own Amazing Scorpion Model. By Claire Bampton. Experience the incredible world of bugs and scorpions with this colorful volume, filled with extraordinary artwork and amazing facts about where these creatures live, what they eat, and how they catch their prey. Each page includes pop-out cardboard pieces that combine to build a 12 inch long scorpion model. Ages 7 & up. Architus. 10x12. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $11.99

2758474 EVERYBODY CAN HELP SOMEBODY. By R. Hall & D. Moore. Nobody can help everybody, but everybody can help somebody! This remarkable story shows what can happen when we choose to help somebody. Kids will discover that we can all make a difference—no matter how big or small we are and no matter how big or small the task. A wonderful collection of puzzles and challenges. Test your skills at adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing, then check your answers with the magic spyglass that is included. 30 pages. Fully illus. in color. 25 pages. Arborus. 6x9x11. Import. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

4589270 COMPLETELY CLEMENITNE. By Sara Pynn. Clementine is not entirely happy about summer vacation coming up. She’s still not speaking to her father because he eats meat. Her mom is going to have a baby, and Clementine hopes it doesn’t come out to be a dud. And she really doesn’t want to say goodbye to her third grade teacher. Ages 6-11. Illus. 178 pages. Disney. 5½x8. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.49 $2.95

5738814 WEIRD BUT TRUE! STUPID CRIMINALS. Illus. by Tom Nick Cocotos. Laugh out loud at more than 150 silly stories about stupid criminals and the ridiculous ways they get themselves into trouble. Inside you’ll find wacky laws, strange food crimes, crazy disguises worn by bank robbers, the greatest botched getaways of all time, amazing animal crimes, and more. Ages 8 & up. Full color. 178 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95


4558275 THE PROBLEM WITH NOT BEING SCARED OF MONSTERS. By Dan Richards. What happens when you’re not scared of a monster? They get a lot more familiar and have a tendency to ignore your personal boundaries. Sometimes, you just can’t get away from them. What’s a fed-up kid to do? Pawn them off on your little brother and sister. Fully illus. in color. Black Milk. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $15.95 $2.95

5784719 STAR WARS: Ships of the Galaxy. By Benjamin Harper. Featuring starships old and new, this clever collection uncovers amazing facts and little-known trivia about the favorite ships in the Galaxy, including the Jedi starfighters and Star Destroyers to the one and only Millennium Falcon, each craft is explored in detail. Ages 5 and up. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. Reader’s Digest. 9x9x10¼. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971


3602834 SAINT FRANCIS AND THE NATIVITY. By Myrna A. Strasser. Where did the tradition of displaying a manger scene come from? Find out in this engaging storybook, weaving together the history of the first nativity with the tale of a young shepherd boy who helps Saint Francis of Assisi find a way to display the meaning of Christmas. Ages 4-7. Fully Illus. in color. Zondervan. 8½x11. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

4589149 BIRTHDAY RULES. By Laurie Friedman. An exuberant celebration of birthdays, with plenty of good advice on how to spend your special day. From looking your best, to gathering up your friends and family, to eating every bite of cake and thanking everybody for presents, this book will really teach you how to party on your birthday. Ages 3-6. Fully Illus. in color. Carolrhoda. 9½x11. Pub. at $16.99 $2.95

4585151 MR. HAPPY & MISS GRIMM. By Antonie Schneider. Charming, quirky illustrations convey the story of how Miss Grimm’s new neighbor, Mr. Happy, patiently and kindly works his positive magic, slowly altering Miss Grimm’s surroundings and outlook, until her life is also sunny and colorful. Ages 3-6. Holiday House. 11x9. Pub. at $16.95 $2.95

5809959 THE BOOK OF JONAH. By Peter Spier. A retelling of the story of Jonah, accompanied by a reference section on ancient Israelite, geographical notes about the tale, including details about what kind of ship he might have sailed on and a fascinating parallel between the ancient city of Nineveh and its location in present day Iraq. Ages 3-7. Fully Illus. in color. Doubleday. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95


5825520 DISNEY PRINCESS JOKE BOOK. By Courtney Carbone. Have fun with this collection of over 100 jokes from the Disney Princesses! Age 5 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 63 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

5810140 EASTER. By Jan Plenkowski. Breathtaking illustrations accompany text from the King James Bible in this picture book depiction of the Easter story. Presents a clear and meaningful telling of the last supper, the betrayal by Judas, the trail before Pontius Pilate, the crucifixion, and the resurrection of Jesus. Age 5 up. Knopf. 9½x11½. Pub at $19.95 $4.95

363481 DICK TRACY FOR KIDS. By Chester Gould. A Dick Tracy mystery book. That’s right. A Dick Tracy mystery. For kids. That’s a magic formula. This is the first time ever that fans of Dick Tracy can get a first-hand look at the world’s greatest private eye, and how this master sleuth uses his great deductive powers to solve any case. Age 8-up. Martin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

3633071 WHAT IF EVERYTHING HAD LEGS? By Scott Menchin. On a walk home with her mother, one girl’s wish that their house could grow legs leads to an imaginative romp through a zany world where everything has legs. Preschoolers. Fully Illus. in color. Candlewick. 9x10. Pub. at $15.99 $2.95

5891938 FIRST CAROLHS. Share your favorite holiday carols with your little ones using this 1967 classic. Inside its pint-sized, lovingly illustrated pages, you’ll find The First Noel, Hark! The Herald Angels Sing; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; O Come, All Ye Faithful; and more. Ages 3 & up. 40 pages. Lutterworth. 4½x½. Import. $3.95

5809111 ARTHUR’S CHRISTMAS. By Marc Brown. Christmas is only days away and Arthur can’t find the perfect gift to give Santa. Finally he has an idea and with a little help from his sister, Christmas will be a success! Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5848938 BELL LAUGH RIDDLES AND PUNS FOR KIDS. Test your patience and your wits with this collection of unbearably silly riddles. Perfect for long car rides and rainy days, this hilarious compiliation is sure to bring laughter and fun into your home. 133 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

5824575 ALL ABOUT CHINA: Stories, Songs, Crafts and More for Kids. By Allison Aixin Branscombe. Takes youngsters on a journey to China in one fun-packed volume. Through interesting stories, fun crafts, challenging games, and even traditional Chinese songs, kids will learn all about the spirit of this great country and its people. Ages 9-12. Fully Illus. in color. 64 pages. Tuttle. 8x/11¼. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5817011 OH! OH! OH! By Shutta Crum. Follow along as two toddlers have a nearly-silent adventure at the beach. Ages 3-5. Fully Illus. in color. Knopf. 9½x9½. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95
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5810191 FANCY NANCY AND THE WEDDING OF THE CENTURY. By Jane O'Connor. Fancy Nancy can't wait to attend her uncle's wedding. As she envisions the most exquisite celebration to take place—after all, she's never been to a wedding before. But when Nancy learns that her uncle and his fiancé are taking a more nontraditional route, she's afraid it won't be the fancy wedding she had hoped for. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $18.89  $5.95

4585186 NANCY CLANCY—SECRET OF THE SILVER KEY, STAR OF STAGE AND SCREEN. By Jane O'Connor. In books four and five of the Nancy Clancy series, Nancy investigates a mystery from the past, and gets a taste of celebrity. In The Silver Key, she tracks an old key back to its source, which leads to another puzzle. In Star of Stage and Screen, she inadvertently ends up on YouTube, which leads to an appearance on local television. 241 pages in two volumes. Ages 6-10. Illus. Harper. 5/8x8. $3.95


5193180 HAWAI'I. By Shelley Gill. My name is Patrick, and I'm going to take you on a tour of my home state of Hawai'i. We'll kayak around the Big Island, drive to Haleakala Crater, visit the paniolo on Parker Ranch, and so much more. There are tons of sights to see, people to meet, and cool history to learn about the Aloha State. Ages 9 & up. Fully illus. in color. Little Bigfoot. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95


5810744 WHEN THE WIND BLOWS. By Linda Booth Sweeney. When wind chimes start singing and clouds race across the sky, one little guy knows just what to do—a cheeky kite! Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Putnam. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95


5869439 NIV ADVENTURE BIBLE. The New International Version adventure Bible takes you on a fun, exciting journey through God's Word. Features helps like: Life in Bible Times; Words to Treasure; Did You Know?; People in Bible Times; and Live It! Ages 7-10. Illus. in color. 1460 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99  $13.95

5360269 WACKY BIBLE BLOCKHEADS: It's a Fact. By Kim Childress et al. Highlights the "duh" moments in the Old and New Testaments—some you may know, others that may surprise. Meet all the most famous block heads of the greatest story ever told, from Cain and Abel to the biggest block heads of all, Adam and Eve. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. 8x11¼. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

5360277 WACKY BIBLE GROSS OUTS: It's a Fact. By Kim Childress et al. Open your eyes to all the disgusting stuff in the Bible that you never knew was there. Astound your friends with your revolting knowledge, and maybe even inspire someone to pick up the Bible and explore these facts for themselves. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $3.95

5857900 MIRETTE ON THE HIGH WIRE. By Emily Arnold McCully. Gorgeous light-filled watercolors illustrate the story of a girl whose determination to learn to walk a high wire ends up inspiring her teacher. After Mirette has mastered the basics, she discovers that her instructor, Bellini, was once famous but has lost his nerve. Mirette helps him recover to courage. Ages 7-10. Putnam. 8¼x11. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

4593510 THE NUTS: Bedtime at the Nut House. By Eric Litwin. Charming illustrations with a little tongue in cheek references for any adults that might be reading illustrate what happens when a couple of nutty kids refuse to go to bed. Preschoolers. Little, Brown. 9x11. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

3602689 WACKY BIBLE BLOCKHEADS: It's a Fact. By Kim Childress et al. Open your eyes to all the disgusting stuff in the Bible that you never knew was there. Astound your friends with your revolting knowledge, and maybe even inspire someone to pick up the Bible and explore these facts for themselves. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. 8x11¼. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

5893832 HOLY BIBLE—FROST: International Children's Bible. Your little girl will love taking this fun, glistening, shimmering Frost design Bible to church and Sunday school. It comes with its own ice-blue fabric tote bag with a glittry acrylic panel so the Bible can Shimmer through. International Children's Bible text. Ages 7-10. 1291 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $19.99  $9.95


5738806 WEIRD BUT TRUE! RIPPED FROM THE HEADLINES. By Deidre Hester et al. Here are 1,000 of the most hilarious jokes, riddles, and cartoons ever created—all specially curated by the editors at Highlights. Ages 5 & up. Illus. 351 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $2.95


4534964 UNCLE JOHN’S FACTS TO ANNOY YOUR TEACHER. A Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader for kids only! Teachers don’t know everything, but after reading this book you will. Okay, maybe not everything, but you’ll find crazy stories, bizarre history, disgusting facts, celebrity gossip, and some demented puzzles and tricky magic tricks, too. Ages 8-12. 244 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. SOLD OUT

2751437 MY LITTLE PONY—EQUESTRIA GIRLS: Through the Mirror. Adapted by G. M. Berrow. When her new crown is stolen from the Crystal Empire, Princess Twilight Sparkle pursues the thief, Sunset Shimmer, in an alternative world, where she finds herself turned into a girl. Ages 8 to 12. 216 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $9.99. $2.95

4537173 NOT-FOR-PARENTS HOW TO BE-a WORLD EXPLORER: Your All-Terrain Training Manual. By Joel Levy. It’s a wonderful world out there just waiting to be discovered, but are you ready to be an explorer? Here you’ll find all you need to know to survive earth’s many landscapes, with tips and tricks on how to navigate the great outdoors. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95

2759799 DEEP IN THE SAHARA. By Kelly Cunnane. Set in Muslim West Africa, this is the heartwarming tale of young Yalla, who wants nothing more than to be like her mother, her older sister, and her cousin. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Good Books. S/A7. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

276007X ROOM FOR THE BABY. By Michelle Edwards. A little boy frets that the sewing room where his baby brother or sister will sleep will never be emptied of things. His mother has collected from the neighbors for years, but she uses those things to sew and knit everything from diapers to Hanukkah gifts. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

45544190 HARDY BOYS CLUE BOOK #1: The Video Game Bandit. By Franklin W. Dixon. A huge fund-raiser is being held for the Bayport Bandits baseball team, with the megapopular ZCross5000 video game system as the big raffle prize. During the party, the ZCross system goes missing. There are at least three possible suspects. It’s up to Frank and Joe—and you—to figure out who the video game bandit could be. Ages 8-12. Illus. 74 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

2759861 GIDDY-UP, DADDY! By Troy Gouveia. When a child was the world’s best at playing “horse” is lured away by his mother’s friend, his older sister, and her cousin. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. S&W. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

4575601 FARTHER. By Grahame Baker-Smith. Stunning, dramatic illustrations illuminate a nuanced story which explores the possibilities of how scenarios’ dreams can affect their children. This reinvention of the Daedalus/Icarus myth encompasses some darker elements, but a much happier ending prevails. Ages 7-10. Candlewick. 8x11¼. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

2858540 10 DAYS TO A LESS DEFECTIVE CHILD. By Jeffrey Bernstein. When a child’s defective behavior, such as tantrums, resistance to chores, and negativity becomes chronic, it can cause problems within the family. Bernstein presents his groundbreaking 10-day program here, to help you regain control over your defiant child or teen. 287 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95
**Pop-Up Books**

**4605098** MAGNIFICENT MILAN. By D. Cestaro & F. Lugato. Get a 3-D view of Milan’s gorgeous architecture, both old and new, in this elaborate pop-up book. The city’s history, tradition, and art are illustrated in intricate detail. Age 8 & up. Marsilio. Import. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**5808782** ANCIENT EGYPT: A Fact-Filled Book with a 3D Pop-Up Game. Text by Claire Bampton. A fun and fact-packed gateway to ancient Egypt. Explore the secrets of the pyramids, mummies, the Pharaohs and life in one of the world’s great civilizations. Then use your knowledge to play the incredible fold-out 3D game to find the hidden mummies. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Architecton. 8 1/4 x 9. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**5809890** THE LITTLE PRINCE: Deluxe Pop-Up Book. By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. This cherished classic has captured readers’ hearts for generations, and this elegant pop-up edition continues in that tradition. Includes the complete original text accompanied by the author’s delicate illustrations brought to life through paper engineering. Gradeschoolers, 64 pages. HMH. 8x11½. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**5810738** THAT’S MY HAT! By A. Boisrobert & L. Rigaud. A colorful pop-up book unlike any other, taking young readers on a fun and clever quest of shapes and colors they’ll want to experience again and again! A cheeky monkey has stolen a blue hat. Try to spot the captured cap as the monkey hides in a zoo, a bakery, a library, and more. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Thames & Hudson. 8 3/8 x 11. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**5810750** ENDEANGERED ANIMALS: A 3D Pocket Guide. Discover twelve of the world’s most endangered animals with this impressive live foot long unfolding pocket guide. Includes statistics and a glossary of relevant terms. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 4x4½. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

**5820235** THE CHRISTMAS STORY. By Robert Sabuda. The wonder and awe-inspiring story of the birth of Jesus is lovingly brought to life by master pop-up artist Robert Sabuda in six gorgeously imagined scenes. A visual feast and a holiday treasure to be shared with the whole family. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**5820250** THE LITTLE MERMAID: A Pop-Up Adaptation of the Classic Fairy Tale. By Robert Sabuda. Dive into the three-dimensional fantasiaical kingdom where the drama unfolds. From the sea to the ship to the castle, we follow this tale of sacrifice. As the little mermaid gives her heart, she will captivate you in this exquisite story of true love. Ages 3 & up. Little Simon. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**5830506** THE LITTLE MERMAID: A Pop-Up Adaptation of the Classic Fairy Tale. By Robert Sabuda. Dive into the three-dimensional fantasiaical kingdom where the drama unfolds. From the sea to the ship to the castle, we follow this tale of sacrifice. As the little mermaid gives her heart, she will captivate you in this exquisite story of true love. Ages 3 & up. Little Simon. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95


**5902660** SIR SQUEAKALOT: Mouse Tales. By E. Hawkins & N. Belcher. Sir Squeakalot’s success goes to his head—can tiny Squire Titchington bring him down a peg or two? Join these pint-size heroes in a hilarious pop-up adventure to find out which little knight will win the big fight. Ages 4-8. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Templar. Import. $4.95

**5977658** THE RAVEN. By Edgar Allan Poe. Intricate, appropriately gloomy pop-up illustrations illuminate Edgar Allan Poe’s most-known poem in this atmospheric rendition. Abrams. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $27.50 $22.95

**6307445** OLIVIA PRINCESS FOR A DAY: A Pop-Up Storybook. Adapted by Karna Einhorn. An enchanting pop-up storybook starring Olivia! The King and Queen of Poshington are coming for a visit to Olivia’s town, and Olivia can’t wait to meet their daughter, a real princess! When they meet, they can’t help but notice that they look alike—so much so that they trade places! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**5799104** 3-D WORLD ATLAS & TOUR. By Marie Janvies. Much more than an atlas, this is an international travel experience! You’ll see some of the world’s most impressive sights in eye popping 3-D photos, so you can imagine you’re really there! Includes 3-D glasses. Ages 7-14. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Chronicle. 8x11¼. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

**1876470** I BEFORE E (EXCEPT AFTER C): Easy, Cool Ways to Remember Facts. By Susan Randol. Whether you get tripped up by the spelling of a word that makes no sense or the fact that 13 colonies are way too many to remember, this guide will teach you how to recall what you’re learning in school. Ages 9 to 12. 143 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**5723833** THE AMERICAN HERITAGE CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY. Ed. by Peter Chipman et al. Ideal for children in grades 3-6, this volume is rich in content with 1,500 full-color photographs and illustrations, including comprehensive and up-to-date vocabulary, engaging feature notes and guides to phonics, spelling, world maps, and much more. Ages 8-11. 886 pages. HMH. 8x10¼. Pub. at $22.95 SOLD OUT

**5820231** THE MOVABLE MOTHER GOOSE. By Robert Sabuda. A pop-up extravaganza filled with traditional nursery rhymes. Blackbirds burst from pies, a clock with mice appears, and other unforgettable features lavishly emerge. For all ages. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $21.99 $14.95

**4632184** BRAVO, MR. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE! Seven Plays. By Marcia Williams. Colorful illustrations accompany a series of synopses of seven of Shakespeare’s plays. The plots are explained in a clear and sequential fashion and the drawings, sometimes incorporating quotations from the plays, help move the action along. Ages 8-12. Walker. 10x12½. Paperback. Import. $4.95

**3573207** HOW TO TALK TO GIRLS. By Alec Greven. Leave it to a nine-year-old to get down to basics about how to win victory with a girl. This guide features tips such as comb your hair and don’t wear sweats; control your hyperness, and don’t act desperate. Ages 8-10. Weigl. 64 pages. HarperCollins. 7x7. Pub. at $9.99 $2.95

**5736226** THE CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE MOVIES. By Ellen J. Jones et al. Explore the magical behind-the-scenes world of cinema with this guide. Includes child-friendly text and pictures showing how movies work, who makes them, the jobs they have, and the tools and techniques they use. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 141 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
5807611 MY VILLAGE: Rhymes from Around the World. Twenty-two nursery rhymes from Iran to Iceland have been carefully chosen and beautifully illustrated to celebrate cultural diversity. Each poem appears in its original language, next to an English translation. Ages 3-6, 53 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

4575636 I SAW ESAU. Ed. by Iona & Peter Opie. Contains over 170 rhymes ranging from insults and riddles to tongue twisters, jeers, and jump-rope rhymes. Gradeschoolers. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Candlewick. Pub. at $22.00 $4.95

5782139 A PIRATE’S MOTHER GOOSE. By Nancy I. Sanders. With upbeat rhythms and rhyme, this is a collection of choices for those who prefer their Mother Goose with an eye patch. Preschool to second grade. Fully illus. in color. Albert Whitman & Company: 8¾x10¼”. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95


2760398 OH, NO! By Candace Fleming. A frog, and then a mouse, and then Loris, fall into a deep hole only to be saved at last by a very large rescuer. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Schwartz & Wade. 9¾x8¼”. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

3612368 SNOWBALL FIGHT! By Jimmy Fallon. On a snow day off from school, a young boy cannot wait to have a snowball fight. So get out your fuzzy hat. Slip on your moon boots. Build a fort. Then be very quiet and keep your eyes peeled, until—attack! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Dutton. 10x10”. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3583198 DANCE, Y’ALL, DANCE. By Kelly Bennett. Told in a rollicking two-step rhythm, this charming country tale tells the story of one perfect night at the dance hall, where the whole community drops their cares and comes together for some foot-tappin’ action. Preschoolers.

Full illus. in color. Dutton. 10x10”. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

2744287 ROCK-A-BYE ROOM. By Susan Meyers. With lilting rhymes and lush watercolors, this book is a homespun love song from a mother to her child, with a dreamy, rockabilly twist. Perfect complement to any child’s nighttime ritual. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. 9¾x9¾”. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5819554 FIRST POEMS. Introduce your children to the exciting realm of poetry with this endearing little collection. Brenda Meredith Seymour’s treasured illustrations bring to life Shakespeare’s “Where the Bee Sucks,” Graves’ “I’d Love to Be a Fairy’s Child,” and much more. Ages 3 & up. 40 pages. Lutterworth. 4½x4½. Import. $3.95

5807610 THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. By Clement C. Moore. Originally published in 1823, this charming country tale tells the story of one perfect night at the dance hall, where the whole community drops their cares and comes together for some foot-tappin’ action. Preschoolers.

Full illus. in color. Bright Sky. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5810472 NASTY BUGS. Compiled by Lee Bennett Hopkins. Creep, crawl, and skitter through these sixteen poems about the creatures that bite in the night. These poetic odes to insects will delight bug-enthusiasts of all ages. Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dial. 8½x11¼”. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

5938219 THE LITTLE BOOK FOR BOYS. By Sylvia Long. In a variation of an old lullaby, a baby rabbit is shown an assortment of wonders by his parents. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. 8½x8¼”. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95


5530202 THE LITTLE BOOK FOR BOYS. By M.L. Stratton. With songs, poems, lullabies, rhymes, and games, this timeless treasury celebrates all things boy. From Little Jack Horner to Pick-Up Sticks, these time-honored traditions will create unforgettable memories for every kind of little boy for years to come. Adams Media. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95


5819946 FIRST NURSERY RHYMES. Nursery rhymes are an enduring heritage of childhood. This selection of favorites, originally published in 1968, features all the classics every child should have in his or her life: “Mary Had a Little Lamb”; “Little Jack Horner”; “Little Miss Muffet” and more. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus, some color. 40 pages. Lutterworth. 4½x4½. Import. $3.95

3664236 THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. By Clement C. Moore. Originally published in 1823, Grandma Moses’ unique illustrations bring the sights, sounds, and spirit of the Christmas season to life. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. some color. 40 pages. Lutterworth. 4½x4½. Import. $3.95

5830575 HUSH LITTLE BABY. By Sylvia Long. In a variation of an old lullaby, a baby rabbit is shown an assortment of wonders by his parents. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. 8½x8¼”. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

5810137 MARGARET WISE BROWN’S THE GOLDEN BUNNY. This wonderful collection of bunny stories and poems has been reissued for a new generation. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8½x11¼”. Pub. at $19.99

5810136 MARGARET WISE BROWN’S THE GOLDEN BUNNY. This wonderful collection of bunny stories and poems has been reissued for a new generation. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8½x11¼”. Pub. at $19.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
**Science & Nature**


2760096 SPACE EXPLORATION SUPER STICKER BOOK. Discover amazing facts about space ships, the solar system, astronauts and their missions with over 200 reusable stickers. Complete the activities to find out more about the wonders of space and beyond. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Phidal. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.95. **$3.95**

★ 5850649 MY FIRST BOOK OF DINOSAURS. By Katie Woolley. This exciting, easy-to-read book is packed with well-loved dinosaurs such as Stegosaurus and Tyrannosaurus rex, alongside flying reptiles, sea monsters, and other fascinating prehistoric beasts. It's the perfect introduction to dinosaurs for young readers. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95. **$6.95**


★ 454997X THE GREAT BIG DINOSAUR TREASURY: Tales of Adventure and Discovery. By Carol Carrick et al. Eight fun-filled stories about your favorite prehistoric creatures await in this big, bold treasury of children’s stories. Dig for fossils with Curious George; spy tyrannosaurus predators through the eyes of a teenage t-rex named Rex; play dinosaur games with a dinosaur pack. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. HMH. Pub. at $18.99. **$6.95**

5824931 HIGH TIDE FOR HORSESHOE CRABS. By Lisa Kahn. Each spring, horseshoe crabs lurch onto the shores of Delaware Bay in hopes of mating and laying their eggs. Drawn by the eggs, thousands of hungry shorebirds descend upon the bay. It’s one of the extraordinary events of the animal world and this informative storybook gives kids a fascinating look.

Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $16.95. **$4.95**

5820073 THE JOURNEY: Plateosaurus. By Matteo Bacchin. Introduces young readers to the Plateosaurus of the Triassic period, followed by a great herd of plant-eating dinosaurs as they trek from the sea, through the desert and mountains, all the way to their nesting places. Includes a pull-out poster! Ages 9 & up. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Abbeyville. 8x11¼. Pub. at $18.95. **$4.95**

5820081 A JURASSIC MYSTERY: Archaeopteryx. By Matteo Bacchin. Investigates the death of the colorfully plumed Archaeopteryx, a flying dinosaur that was an ancestor of modern birds. Discover how dinosaurs spread throughout the world in the Jurassic period, and how paleontologists interpret fossil evidence. Includes a pull-out poster! Ages 9 & up. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Abbeyville. 8x11¼. Pub. at $18.95. **$4.95**

Dennis Schatz. Ages 6 & up. SmartLab. 8¼x7. **$13.95**

5850444 THE FIELD GUIDE TO DINOSAURS. By Nancy Honovich. Recapture the majesty and terror of the dinosaur kingdom, and then assemble your own dinosaurs. Includes 61 pieces to assemble: 7 dinosaurs, and a removable diorama. Ages 8 & up. Illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. **$8.95**


5837988 EGG: Nature’s Perfect Package. By S. Jenkins & R. Page. Gives children a look at one of nature’s most wonderful creations, the egg. From a mother that carries her eggs piggyback to a father that holds them at his mouth, this colorful and educational little book explores the many ways animals lay and protect their eggs. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. HMH. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

4625951 DINOSAUR SURVIVAL GUIDE. By Clare Hibbert. This exciting fact packed guide contains everything you need to know about dinosaurs. It will also show you how to survive extreme encounters with these prehistoric predators. If you’re planning a trip into the Jurassic jungle—don’t leave home without it! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

5821063 WOODLAND ADVENTURE HANDBOOK. By Adam Dove. Here are ten recipes for woodland adventures, with ten stories to capture the imaginations of your children. Each recipe provides parents and carers with a list of the items required (usually simple household objects) and step by step instructions on how to build up and lead a woodland adventure. You might be building a fairy village, unearthing pirate treasure, or setting off rainbow volcanoes. Ages 2-6. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

5802563 CHRIS P. BACON: My Life in Science & Nature. By L. Lucerno & K. Tracy. Welcome to the world of Chris P Bacon, the adorable baby pig that became a YouTube and talk-show sensation. Chris is unique—he was born without the use of his back legs. His dad, veterinarian Len Lucerno, made Chris famous when he posted a video of Chris learning to use a special cart to get around. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Hay House. 9x9½. Pub. at $14.99. **$6.95**
5738733 FUNNY ANIMALS! COLLECTION. Ed. by Marle Ferguson Delano. Incredible stories about animals and the people who love them. In *Parrot Genius*, a pig does math tricks, a parrot seems to know what she’s saying, and a dog goes skydiving. In *Ape Escapes*, you’ll meet an orangutan escape artist, a “cat” burglar, and mischievous puppy. In *Animal Superstars*, you’ll read three incredible stories of animals that were born to perform. Ages 7 & up. Well illus. in color. 330 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95


572447 ONE LAST TIME: Good-Bye to Yankee Stadium. By Ray Negron. As the New Yankee Stadium opens, Ray the batboy and the Boss summon some of the greatest players who have worn the pinstripes to this hallowed field for one last game. Ages 5-8. illus. in color. HarperCollins. 11x8¼. Pub. at $19.99. $3.95


5807476 THE ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Classics. By Robert Lassion. This collection of stories ranges from well-loved tales of treasure, magical power and quick wits to hilarious romps. It includes a magical romance, and also a scattering of spirited Philipsian heroines. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 84 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9¾x10¼. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

5810418 MARTHA SPEAKS CAMPFIRE STORIES. By B. Akkaya & K. Scarborough. Martha knows how to turn a summer camp-out from yawn to WOWZAA with telling campy campfire stories. You’ll find lur-raising tales such as “Alien Invasion,” “Night of the Phantom Scarecrow,” and more. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 89 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

4639383 FARM TALES: A Little Golden Book Collection. By Cathleen Schurr et al. Whatever your favorite Little Golden Book, chances are you’ll find it in this delightful collection of the Sky Little Pig, Little Orange Farm Animals, and seven other classic stories. Features all the original beloved illustrations, printed on gorgeous gilded edge pages. Preschool. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Gold. 7½x10¼. Pub. at $19.99. $8.95
two remarkable horses she is trying to save. Will her only allies be tracked like prey. No food, warmth, or help, except for a loyal dog and alone on the frigid, snowy Ukrainian steppe. She is pursued by Nazis, 212 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99

573296X THE LONG HAUL: Diary of a Wimpy Kid. By Jeff Kinney. Novel. A family road trip is supposed to be a lot of fun—unless, of course, you’re the Heffleys. But even the worst road trip can turn into an adventure when a one-eyed heifer forgets. Ages 8-12. Illus. 218 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95


7618964 CONSPIRACIES. By M. Lackey & R. Edghill. Novel. Spirit and her friends have managed to defeat the evil force that has been killing students at Oakhurst Academy—or so they think. Then a series of mysterious events disrupts the school, headmaster Ambrosius calls upon Mark Rider to protect the campus—and to start training students for war. Book Club Edition. 342 pages. Tor. $3.95

270107S SACRIFICES. By M. Lackey & R. Edghill. Novel. The Shadow Knights have taken over the Oakhurst Academy campus. The new regime is designed to turn the students into soldiers wielding both weapons and magic. Desperate, a group of students decide to go undercover to spy on the regime and begin losing the trust of one another. Book Club Edition. 300 pages. Tor. $1.95
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**Young Adult Fiction**

**CD 5794714** GULLIVER'S TRAVELS. By Jonathan Swift. Read by Benjamin Soames. Abridged. Novel. Lemuel Gulliver sets out on a series of travels, but each time he finds himself shipwrecked in new and unfamiliar lands. But throughout all his adventures, Gulliver learns to see humanity in a different way. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Ages 12 & up. NAXOS Audio Books. Pub. at $17.98. $3.95

**572628X** PERCY JACKSON AND THE GREEK GODS. By Rick Riordan. Novel. Who could tell the stories of the gods of Olympus better than a modern-day demigod? In this whirlwind tour of Greek mythology, Percy Jackson gives his personal take on the gods and goddesses of Ancient Greece and reveals the truth about how they came to rule the world. Ages 10 & up. 404 pages. Puffin Books. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95


**459309X** THE CUPCAKE CLUB. By Sheryl & Carrie Berk. Novels. Books Four through Six of The Cupcake Club series for children. Jenna’s mom gets married on Ice on the Lake; Delaney gets two twin siblings in Baby Cakes; and the PLC gets in all kinds of tricky situations in Royal Icing. 424 pages in three volumes. Ages 8-12. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. $3.95

**4582559** THE RETURN. By Ridley Pearson. Novel. The Kingdom Keepers, known as such for their battles against Disney’s most nefarious villains, are off to college. It seems our heroes’ future is uncertain until something goes horribly wrong at a Disney convention. Evil can be beaten, but rarely defeated. 344 pages. Disney. Pub. at $17.99. $3.95

**575691X** VISITORS. By Orson Scott Card. Novel. Time-trippers Higg, Umbo, and Param must stop the Visitors from altering the formation of the planet Garden. Can they find a way to save their home world—without destroying all human life on Earth? Ages 12 & up. 598 pages. Scholastic. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

**5736684** THE SECRETS TO RULING SCHOOL (WITHOUT EVEN TRYING). By Neil Swaab. Novel. Middle school expert and life coach Max Corrigan offers advice and practical tips on such topics as how and why to join cliques, how to deal with gym class, pretending to be sick, and acing tests without being caught cheating. Ages 10-14. Well illus. 226 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $16.99. $3.95

**3674134** THOSE SECRETS WE KEEP. By Emily Liebert. Novel. The seemingly perfect lives of three women are anything but. When they unite for a three week long summer vacation in beautiful Lake George, New York, even with the idyllic location as their backdrop, the tensions begin to mount. And they discover that no secret can be kept forever. 311 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95

**573309X** THE ENTIRELY TRUE STORY OF THE UNBELIEVABLE FIB. By Adam Shaughnessy. Novel. When 11-year-old Pru and new kid Abe discover another world beneath their quiet New York neighborhood, where Viking gods lurk just out of sight, they must race to secure the Eye of Odin, source of all knowledge—and the key to stopping a war that could destroy both human and immortal realms. Ages 10 & up. 263 pages. Algonquin Pub. at $19.99. $3.95

**5830346** BRACELET OF BONES. By Kevin Crossley-Holland. Novel. Solweig learns that her father, a Viking mercenary, has gone to join the younger warrior Harald Hardrada in Constantinople. Deciding to follow him, Solweig sets off in a tiny boat on an epic adventure along the Baltic to the Black Sea. Along the way, she experiences dangerous adventures, encounters Swedish traders, a ghost ship, and a Russian king—and even witnesses a human sacrifice. Ages 12 & up. 313 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. $10.95

**573890X** EMILY WINDSNAP AND THE SHIP OF LOST SOULS. By Liz Kessler. Novel. Half-mermaid Emily Windsnap and her boyfriend, Aaron, discover a ghost ship that no one else can see. That’s because it’s caught between realities: land and sea, day and night, life and death. Can Emily save the ship’s passengers before they’re forever lost in the void? Ages 8-12. Illus. 280 pages. Candlewick. Pub. at $15.95. $3.95

**5732506** AYA AND TACO CAT. By Carol Weizenbaum. Novel. When Ava Wren rescues a tawny tabby with mismatched ears, she names him Tacocat. But when he joins the family, he only hides, and worse, Ava’s best friend starts hanging out with Zar, a new girl in fifth grade. How can Ava make things right? And what about that sweet, scared little Taco? Ages 10 & up. 215 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

**4582728** LIGHT OF THE OAKSTOCKS. By Alger McGrath. Novel. McGrath’s scripture-based fantasy series continues. Almost a year after their first visit, Peter and Julia are back in the land of Aedyn, but this time they’ve brought their stepfather. Once there, they find the land devastated—people have been taken captive and forced to toil as slaves at the foot of an active volcano. Illus. 174 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

**5814834** SIGURD AND HIS BRAVE COMPANIONS. By Sigrid Undset. Novel. Inspired by the tales of the hero Vílmur, Sigurd Jonsson and his fellow knights, Sigurd Jonsson and his young friends Ivar and Helge set out to reenact these exploits on their medieval Norwegian farm. Ages 9-12. Drawings. 140 pages. UMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

**5734304** FLUNKED. By Jen Calonita. Novel. Gilly wouldn’t call herself wicked, but when you have five little brothers and sisters and your mom’s new husband is having a baby, you have to get creative to make ends meet. But it seems like Gilly is just getting used to the trouble she’s causing when her bad luck goes horribly wrong. Ages 10 & up 244 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

**5824826** DIARY OF A GIRL NEXT DOOR: Betsy. By Tania del Rio. Novel. Archie Comics’ Betsy, everyone’s favorite girl next door, charts her high school experience in this laugh-filled diary novel. Freshman year is off to a rocky start with some major drama. In high school, social status means everything, so it seems like Betty and longtime friend Veronica can’t be besties anymore. Archie Comics. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

**582270X** THE MACHINE GUNNERS. By Robert Westall. Novel. Chas McGill stumbles across the wreckage of a downed German bomber and finds the ultimate trophy—a working machine gun. Hiding his discovery from the police, Chas recruits his friends and they build a fortress for their prize. Soon friendships and loyalties are tested, and the gang’s actions have dangerous consequences. Ages 12 & up. 206 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $9.95

**2745143** THE BATTLE OF BAYPORT, BOOK 6: Hardy Boys Adventures. By Franklin W. Dixon. Novel. Frank and Joe are participating in Bayport’s first Revolutionary War reenactment when they discover that someone’s tampering is much too far from being just a game. It’s up to Frank and Joe to discover the culprit before anyone else gets hurt. Ages 8 to 12. 146 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

---
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**Young Adult Fiction**

*7668287 THE LIGHTNING CATCHER.* By Anne Cameron. Novel. The first entry of the funny fantasy and adventure series about three 11-year-old friends who discover they have the ability to control the weather at the Perilous Exploratorium for Weather and Vicious Storms. 416 pages. Greenwillow. Pub. at $16.99 $2.95

*2740729 BLACK ICE.* By Andrew Lane. Novel. In 1868, teenaged Sherlock Holmes faces danger in a train station for the dead, a museum of curiosities, and downtown Moscow as he helps his brother, Mycroft, who has been framed for murder. 276 pages. Scholastic. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95

*4566041 BEAUTIFUL CREATURES.* By Michael Cirone & M. Stohl. Novel. In a small South Carolina town, where it seems little has changed since the Civil War, 16-year-old Ethan is powerfully drawn to Lena, a new classmate with whom he shares a psychic connection and whose family hides a dark secret that may be revealed on her 16th birthday. Young Adults. 563 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

*3301322 THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH.* By Norton Juster. Novel. Through the Phantom Tollbooth lies a strange land and a series of even stranger adventures in which Milo meets some of the most logically illogical characters ever met on this side or that side of reality. Ages 10-13. Illus. 256 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95


*2714159 LOST IN BABYLON.* By Peter Lancrags. Novel. Thirteen-year-old Jack McKinley is cursed with a genetic abnormality that causes him amazing but frightening powers too quickly for his body to handle. His only hope is to find the seven lost Loculi that were in the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World by the last prince of Atlantis. Only they contain the magic to save himself or the world. 373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.99 $2.95

*3845347 THE OTHERS.* By Kristin Bryant. Novel. Ryan is on a mission to Earth to find the answers to his distant world’s critical questions. While searching for a mythic figure—a savior—the characters must face a Savannah, a beautiful woman hiding a painful past. As his time runs out, he must decide if he is willing to give up everything he has ever known and loved to stay on Earth. 386 pages. Source Media Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $2.95

*4646371 THE FOURTEENTH GOLDFISH.* By Jennifer L. Holm. Novel. Eleven-year-old Ellie has never liked change and she misses fifth grade. Then one day when a bossy, cranky boy named Luke falls in love with Savannah, a beautiful woman hiding a painful past. As his time runs out, he must decide if he is willing to give up everything he has ever known and loved to stay on Earth. 386 pages. Source Media Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

*5716500 PEANUTS MUSIC ACTIVITY BOOK.* Ed. by Sharon Stosur. A fun introduction to music through songs, games, puzzles, and other activities. Including dozens of kid-friendly contemporary Christian favorites, including renderings of *Eternal God; God of Wonders; Mighty to Save; Shout to the Lord; Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee; Give Me Only My Lamp; Praise Him, Praise Her; Is God So Big; Isn’t He Wonderful; and more.* Somerset. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---

**Music**

*CD 3551512 JOYFUL, JOYFUL!* Sunday School Sing-Along. Fill your heart with up with this lovable, valley-singing vocal CD featuring 20 Christian songs for children. Sixteen tracks include *This Is the Day; This Little Light of Mine; Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee; Give Me Only My Lamp; Praise Him, Praise Her; Is God So Big; Isn’t He Wonderful; and more.* Somerset. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

*CD 3551598 OH HAPPY DAY: SUNDAY SCHOOL SING-ALONG.* Your children will love to sing along with these 15 Sunday School favorites, including ‘I’ve Got a River of Life; Oh Happy Day; Regain the Lost Lord; Away in a Manger; The Holly and the Ivy, We Wish You a Merry Christmas, and many more.* Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

*CD 3551466 GOD OF WONDERS:* Kids Praise. Offers 13 kid-friendly contemporary Christian favorites, including renderings of *Eternal God; God of Wonders; Mighty to Save; Shout to the Lord; Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee; Give Me Only My Lamp; Praise Him, Praise Her; Is God So Big; Isn’t He Wonderful; and more.* MediaMatters. Pub. at $10.99 $3.95

*CD 7661339 LULLABY RENDITIONS OF THE BEATLES:* Baby Rockstar. Presents a CD of 14 rearranged hits as melodies, played by soothing bells, maracas, and sleepy tones and light percussive effects. These calming and dreamy sounds will help you get your little rockstars ready for bedtime and ignite musical curiosity. Includes hits such as *Yesterday; Blackbird; It Won’t Be Like This, Ever Again; Car; What Goes On; and Wait.* Hal Leonard Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---
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**Music**

★ CD 7661312 LULLABY RENDITIONS OF FROZEN: Baby Rockstar. Presents a CD of 11 rearranged hits as melodies, played by soothing bells, mouth organ, vibes and light percussion effects. These calming and dreamy sounds will help you get your little rockstars ready for bedtime and ignite their imaginations such as Let It Go, For the First Time In Forever; and In Summer. Helis/eMusic, $4.95.

**Children's Movies**

★ DVD 2696967 FRIENDS FOR LIFE. Widescreen. After the untimely death of his wife, big city attorney Jim Crawford faces a life alone. But when an unexpected twist of fate (or perhaps even an angel) leads Jim to four orphaned wolf pups facing certain death, he decides to take them in. It's a decision that will change his life forever. 91 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

★ DVD 5741343 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Struggling to keep their farm afloat, Megan Shephard and her parents discover a wild stallion in a nearby forest. Could this majestic young creature be the answer to their prayers? An inspiring tale of family and boundless determination, starring Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland. CC. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95.


★ DVD 4531264 CLASSIC HOLIDAY COLLECTION, VOL. 1: 4 Film Favorites. Make your holiday season magical with four festive films favorite: Christmas in Connecticut with Barbara Stanwyck and Dennis Morgan; A Christmas Carol with Reginald Owen and Gene Lockhart; Beaver Island with Mickey Rooney; and The Singing Nun with Debbie Reynolds. Most in B&W. CC and English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.99

★ DVD 575471X CHRISTMAS ANGEL: THE HOLIDAY COLLECTION. Widescreen. A toy factory owner and his wife find their world is flipped upside down by an unexpected visit from a precocious seven-year-old. Deciding to take the boy in as a foster child, the couple soon discovers all the wonderful things of family. This light-hearted holiday tale stars Toni Collette, Ioan Gruffudd, and Richard E. Grant. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95.

★ DVD 6451780 HARRY POTTER: Wizarding World DVD Game. How good are your magical skills? Test them with this DVD game based on Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire; Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix; and Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince—all you need is your DVD player and remote to play 14 different games! Beginning with your fourth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, you can play with up to three other people to hone your making, dueling and flying skills. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98

★ DVD 5858178 HACHI: A Dog's Tale. Widescreen. Richard Gere stars as Professor Parker Wilson, a distinguished scholar who discovers a lost AkiA puppy on his way home. The dog is unaccustomed to urban objects; from Wilson's wife (Joan Allen), Hachi endures himself into the Wilson family, changing their lives and inspiring the hearts of an entire town. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

★ DVD 2745838 12 TIMELESS CLASSICS. This collection of family films contains Alice's Adventures in Wonderland; Alice of Wonderland in Paris; The Borrowers; A Dog of Flanders; Mary White; Misty; The New Adventures of Heidi; Over the Hill Gang; Over the Hill Gang Rides Again; Seven Alone; Sonny; and Toby McTague. Seventeen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

★ DVD 5858062 ADVENTURES OF THE WILDERNESS FAMILY TRILOGY. Leaving the city to build a home in the Rocky Mountains wilderness, Skip Robinson and his family display courage, resourcefulness, and a deep respect for nature as they face the dangers of the wilds and share the joys of their new life of freedom. Includes all three entries. Three hours. Lions Gate. $5.95.

★ DVD 4602196 FAMILY MOVIE FAVORITES: 12 Movies. Twelve heartwarming family films with stars like Beau Bridges, Donnelly Rhodes, Andy Stovall, Secret Garden; The Whole of the Moon; Sally Marshall Is Not an Alien; Heart; The Marilyn Bell Story; Clown White; The Best Bad Thing; Border of the Heart; Both Sides of the Law; Penny Dollar Babies, Part One & Two; and Revenge of the Land, Part One & Two. Over 17 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

★ DVD 5832922 THE MUPPETS’ WIZARD OF OZ. Fullscreen. Join Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, and all your Muppets favorites as they turn everyone’s favorite classic musical into a musical adventure that shines brighter than the Emerald City! The all-star cast includesinger Ashanti, Queen Latifah, David Alan Grier, Quentin Tarantino, and Jeffrey Tambor. 100 minutes. Disney. $7.95.

★ DVD 5700450 THE MUNSTERS’ SCARY LITTLE CHRISTMAS. Fullscreen. Television’s famous monster family was raised by a man dead in 1996 for this fun-filled holiday film. Eddie Munster (Bug Hall) is homesick for Transylvania this holiday season, so the rest of the Munsters—Herman (Sam McMurray), Lily (Ann Magnuson), Grandpa (Sandy Baron), and Marilyn (Elaine Hendrix)—rally to bring some creepy Christmas cheer. English SDH. 91 minutes. Disney. $4.95.

★ DVD 4651444 THE SPIDERWICK CHRONICLES. Widescreen. From the moment the Grace family moves into a secluded old house, strange things start to happen. As Jared (Freddie Highmore) investigates, he discovers Arthur Spiderwick’s Field Guide and the fantastical creatures hides within our own home. Paramount. SOLD OUT

★ DVD 4558900 FAMILY MARATHON: 12 Movies. Twelve films of fun and adventure for the entire family: The Big Trees; Coach of the Year; Elle: A Modern Cinderella Tale; Hard Knox; Home Team: The Inspector General; Jack and the Beanstalk; The Pied Piper of Hamelin; School of Life; Spy; School; and Wacky Taxi. Stars Kirk Douglas, Steven Guttenberg, Katey Sagal, and many others. Over 17 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

★ DVD 1899457 A STRING OF HOLIDAY CLASSICS. Three Christmas films: In The Year Without a Santa Claus, Santa wonders if the world has forgotten the meaning of Christmas. 90 minutes. Produced in 1974. Directed by Ralphie (Peter Billingsley) dreams of his ideal Christmas. 98 minutes. In Jack Frost, struggling musician (Michael Keaton) turns into a living snowman. 102 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $26.99
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**Children's Movies**

**DVD 2668454**

**THE GOONIES.** Widescreen. Following a mysterious treasure map into an underground realm of passages, booby traps and a pirate ship full of gold, doubling as a band of young adventurers race to stay one step ahead of a family of bumbling bad guys—and a mild-mannered monster with a face only a mother could love. This fan favorite. Steven Spielberg adventure stars Sean Astin, Josh Brolin, and Jeff Cohen. CC. 114 minutes. 

**DVD 2776057**

**MISTY/THE RED FURY/LASSIE: The Painted Hills/The Lion Without a Heart.** Four films celebrate the connection between man and animal. In Misty, a young brother and sister try to tame a mysterious wild horse. In The Red Fury, three people find friendship through a wild stallion. Lassie: The Painted Hills is a 1951 adventure starring everyone's favorite canine hero. And Bill Travers stars in the heartwarming tale of The Lion Who Thought He Was People. Over 5 hours. 

**Price:** $2.95

**DVD 5523130**

**12 DOGS OF CHRISTMAS: Great Puppy Rescue.** Widescreen. The dogs of Doerville are in trouble, but Emma O'Connor (Danielle Chuchran) is there to save them in this song-filled seasonal extravaganza. Mean-spirited mogul Finneas James (Sean Patrick Flanery) plots to shut down the local puppy orphanage, unless Emma can come up with the money to save it. English SDH. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures. 

**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 3589730**

**DISNEY OZ THE GREAT AND POWERFUL.** Widescreen. Director Sam Raimi delivers a new Disney classic, telling the tale of Oscar Diggs (James Franco), a small-time circus magician hurled into the vibrant Land of Oz. He thinks he's hit the jackpot, until he meets three witches (Mila Kunis, Rachel Weisz, and Michelle Williams), who lure him into sinister situations facing the fantastical land. English SDH. 130 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $19.99. 

**DVD 5651315**

**THE LITTLE RASCALS SAVE THE DAY.** Widescreen. Spanky, Alfalfa, Darla, Buckwheat, and the rest of the Rascals are trying to save the money needed to save their grandma's (Doris Roberts) bakery. The only problem is, they can't do anything right! Their only hope is to win prize money from the local talent show—but have you ever heard Alfalfa sing? 98 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. 

**Price:** $5.95

**DVD 5708087**

**FAMILY HEARTWARMERS.** Stories like Anne Archer, Joe Mantegna, and Meryl Streep in four beguiling films. An overworked executive's life is changed by an old-world Italian who goes by the name Uncle Nino. In The First of May, a foster child and an elderly woman join a traveling circus. The Hallmark Channel original movie charts the touching story of the founding of the Safe Harbor Home for Boys, and Windrunner follows a mild-mannered monster with a face only a witless witch aunt can help but resent her. CC. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 650843X**

**A CHRISTMAS STORY TREASURY.** By Tyler Schwartz. Featuring behind the scenes stories; pull-out mementos like Ralphie's membership card to the Secret Society; a Xmas movie poster; and even sound buttons of eight memorable quotes from author/narrator Jean Shepherd; this is the ultimate salute to the beloved holiday film, A Christmas Story. 63 pages. Running Press 10/xx/10/. Pub. at $24.95. 

**Price:** $6.95

**DVD 4634020**

**LEMONY SNICKET'S A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS.** Widescreen. A thrilling misadventure involving two eccentric orphans and an actor named Count Olaf (Jim Carrey) who wants their enormous fortune. It includes Jude Law, a suspicious fire, Meryl Streep, poorly behaved leeches, and an incredibly deadly viper. CC. 107 minutes. DreamWorks. 

**Price:** $5.95

**DVD 5533249**


**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 4633091**

**CASPER MEETS WENDY.** Fullscreen. It's love at first sight in this five-action family film, pairing the Friendly Ghoul with Wendy the Good Little Witch (a young Hilary Duff) as they take on the evil warlock Desmond Spellman (George Hamilton). Also features Cathy Moriarty, Sherry Miller, and Teri Garr as the witsless wench's CC. 94 minutes, 20th Century Fox. 

**Price:** $4.95

**DVD 3644647**

**AN OLD-FASHIONED THANKSGIVING.** Widescreen. Based on a short story by the author of Little Women comes a homely story of family and friends. As the widowed Mary Bassett (Helene Joy) and her three children have hit difficult times on their farms. Mary's wealthy and estranged mother Isabella (Joceline Donahue) offers to provide some needed aid, but Mary can't help but resent her. CC. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. 

**Price:** $4.95

**DVD 5740703**

**NORTHPOLE.** Widescreen. The magical home to Santa and Mrs. Claus, has grown into a huge city powered by the magic holiday cheer around the magic. Yet as people everywhere get too busy to enjoy festivities together, the city finds itself in trouble. One young boy, Kevin, takes it upon himself to save the Christmas spirit in this heartwarming family adventure. Stars Lindsy Thiesen and Robert Wagner. CC. 85 minutes. 

**Price:** $4.95

**DVD 5708079**

**FAMILY ANIMAL ADVENTURES COLLECTOR’S SET: 4 Films.** Four animal stories in one uplifting collection! Katey: A Cry in the Wilderness: Falling out with two—though the lonely boy and his dog—whom team up to win a sled race. Bear Me is the heartwarming story of a surprising friendship between an orphaned bear and a boy called Peter. Heroes follows a canine crime-fighting duo; and The Winter Stallion charts the inspiring adventure of an intrepid young girl and her horse. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Questar. 

**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 5782863**

**KING OF THE GRIZZLIES.** Fullscreen. Moki (John Young), a young brother and sister, follow the charts a pioneer foreman of a sprawling cattle ranch, rescues a bear cub he names Wahb. Years later, a fully grown, 1,300-pound Wahb wanders in from the wild to wreak havoc on the cattle ranch, forcing Moki to confront a hulking beast he once considered family. 93 minutes. Disney. 

**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 4599829**

**BLESS ME, ULTIMA.** Widescreen. A turbulent coming of age story about a young boy growing up in New Mexico during WWII. When a curandera moves in with his family, Antonio experiences a series of mysterious and terrifying events, which cause him to grapple with questions about his own identity and the power of this mysterious woman. Directed by Carl Franklin. English SDH. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.95. 

**Price:** $5.95

**DVD 2776048**

**JACK AND THE BEANSTALK/SEVEN ALONE/THREE WORLDS OF GULLIVER.** Widescreen. Adventure and fun awaits the children have hit difficult times on their farms. The tale of Oscar Diggs (James Franco), a small-time circus magician hurled into the vibrant Land of Oz. He thinks he's hit the jackpot, until he meets three witches (Mila Kunis, Rachel Weisz, and Michelle Williams), who lure him into sinister situations facing the fantastical land. English SDH. 130 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $19.99. 

**Price:** $3.95

**DVD 4608739**

**MOMS' NIGHT OUT.** Widescreen. Allyson and her friends just want a peaceful evening of dinner and conversation. But to get their much-needed moms' night out, their husbands will have to watch the kids for three hours. And a terrifying event, which cause him to grapple with questions about his own identity and the power of this mysterious woman. Directed by Carl Franklin. English SDH. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.95. 

**Price:** $5.95
**Children’s Movies**

**DVD 5748232** THE CHRISTMAS BUNNY: Holiday Collection 4 Movies. Bring some yuletide cheer to your television with four enthralling Christmas classics: The Christmas Bunny (2010) with Florence Henderson; The Littlest Angel (1969) with Johnny Whitaker and Tony Randall; The Nativity (1952) with Miriam Hopkins; and A Child is Born (1955) in B&W with Nadine Conner. Over 4 hours on a double-sided DVD. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 480010X** THE PENGUINS OF MADAGASCAR—OPERATION: DVD Premiere. Widescreen. Roll out the red carpet for Skipper, Kowalski, Rico and Private as they waddle to the world premier of their first feature-length DVD with never before seen missions! CC. 130 minutes with lots of extras. All ages. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 2687062** THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. Tom lives a carefree life in Missouri, but when he and his pal Huckleberry Finn witness a murder, they take a vow of silence and head down the river on a raft. Stars Tom Kelly and May Robson, 91 minutes. Also includes Lil’ Treasure Hunters (85 minutes) and Devil’s Hill (96 minutes). Echo Bridge. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

**DVD 4624912** THE INVESTIGATOR. Widescreen. Disgraced police sergeant James Buanaeore leaves the force to work at a Christian high school, both as a Criminal Investigator and as coach of the struggling baseball team. His faith is wavering when he starts, but it isn’t long until one student changes that for good. Stars Wade Williams, David Sanborn and Kevin White. 101 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

**DVD 3620966** A CHRISTMAS STORY 2. The stories are new, but the spirit is timeless in this hilarious sequel to the favorite holiday classic. Almost old enough to drive, Ralphie has his heart set on a beauty of a car (not to mention a girl to go with it). But when he wrecks it, he and his friends must find jobs to pay off the damage. Stars Daniel Stern and Brandon DeWilde. 85 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 5779693** NEVER ALONE. Despite a pact of lifelong friendship, Jen and Lena have drifted apart over the years. Then, when Lena is diagnosed with a rare and life-threatening disease, the sisters reunite and their faith leads them to a fantasy world of soaring luck-dragons, a childlike empress, and brave warrior Atreyu. CC. 92 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**DVD 5779685** IN GRAMPS’ SHOES. After 20 years of praying for his daughter to let him back into her life, 65-year-old Ty gets his wish when she needs help with baby sister and her rebellious teenage son. Ty takes the challenge with the grandson he never met, preparing the boy for a two-mile race. A touching faith-based drama. 115 minutes. OMV. Pub. at $19.98. $4.95

**DVD 277125X** WALKING WITH DINOSAURS: The Movie. Widescreen. The gigantic voice talents of John Leguizamo and Justin Long lead you on a thrilling and visually stunning adventure through space and time that all ages will enjoy! In a time when dinosaurs rule the Earth, a playful pachycephalosaurus named Patchi must find the courage to become the leader of his herd—a hero for the ages. English SDH, 87 minutes. E One. $7.95

**DVD 5800955** THE FIRST OF MAY. Eleven-year-old Cory (Dan Byrd) is a foster child nobody wants. Carlotta (Julie Harris) is an elderly woman the world has forgotten. Together, they find friendship and family when they join a traveling circus. This uplifting family tale also stars Mickey Rooney, Charles Nelson Reilly and Baseball Hall of Famer Joe DiMaggio in his last screen performance. 111 minutes. Questar. $4.95

**DVD 5862175** NAPOLEON & SAMANTHA. Widescreen. Two young children (Johnny Whitaker and Jodie Foster in her first film role) find themselves in charge of a gentle, aging circus lion. When they are threatened with being split up, the trio embarks on a perilous journey across the wilds of the American Northwest. Also stars Michael Douglas and W. Earl Brown. CC. 91 minutes. CIC. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95

**DVD 5832322** THE THREE MUSKETEERS: Mickey, Donald, Goofy. Best buddies Mickey, Donald and Goofy are small-time janitors with big dreams of becoming Musketeers. They may not look like heroes, but, powered by teamwork and friendship, they soon discover they can accomplish anything if they work together. English SDH, 66 minutes. Disney. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/971
**Children's Movies**

**DVD 5763320 ANNIE CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN.** Widescreen. It's finally time for Santa's daughter Annie (Maria Thayer) to see the world, and what location could be more exciting than sunny California? As she spreads holiday cheer throughout L.A., ultimately taking a job at Wonderland, Toys, Santa's largest concern over which his daughter will choose to take over leadership of the North Pole. The fate of Christmas is at stake! CC. 87 minutes. Gaiam. **$5.95**

**DVD 57543X THE SECRET LIVES OF DOGS! 4 Paw-Some Family Films!** Widescreen. Four films featuring four-legged friends! A young girl's life is changed by a big-hearted stray in *Summer's Shadow*; a frizzy, frumpy dog reveals his true spirit in *Ugly Benny*; fashion-forward doggies steal the summer in *Designer Puppies*; and one faithful canine companion saves his friends from summer camp in *Bandit and the Saints of Mill Creek.* Pub. at $9.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 5853887 BRIGHT EYES.** The first big film created especially for her, this classic helped make Shirley Temple a huge box office star and features her most famous song, *On the Good Ship Lollipop.* When a tragic accident leaves little Shirley orphaned and a pilot godfather (James Dunn) sets out to adopt her. But he’s not the only one who wants to keep the adorable youngster. CC. A colorized version of a B&W film. 83 minutes. 20th Century Fox. **$7.95**

**DVD 3628701 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF/CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG.** Widescreen. Two family favorites! First, start your engines with *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,* about an eccentric inventor (Dick Van Dyke) who creates an extraordinary family car that takes the children on a trip to a magical world. Then, it’s the beloved musical classic *Fiddler on the Roof,* following poor milkman Tevye (Topo) as he navigates life in the growing hardships of czarist Russia. CC. Three hours. MGM. **$9.95**

**DVD 3551776 THE GREENING OF WHITNEY BROWN.** Widescreen. Whitney Brown (Sammie Kennally), a spoiled pre-teen from Philadelphia, is forced to move to the country when her parents (Brooke Shields and Aidan Quinn) feel the squeeze of economic hard times. A fish out of water, she befriends an amazing horse, and embarks on a journey to find the true meaning of family. CC. 88 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. **$3.95**

**DVD 5832284 MUPPETS MOST WANTED.** Widescreen. Kermit, Miss Piggy, Animal, and the entire Muppets gang head out on world tour. But mayhem is hot on their heels when they find themselves arrested for securities fraud. She has to leave her cushy home and loses her prize horse to stay with her gruff uncle, Sam. There, she’ll meet “Stormy,” a different kind of horse that will ultimately teach her the true meaning of family. Stars Kristy Swanson, Kevin Swanson, and C. Thomas Howell. CC. 110 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $20.99. **$5.95**

**DVD 5779677 I WAS BROKEN.** Widescreen. Jesse is a homeless ex-convict with a hardened heart. After a startling spiritual encounter, he arrives on the doorstep of Wayne, his brother and a man of strong faith, who himself is recovering from the lingering pain of the choices he has made. Can they repair their relationship with God—and with each other? 120 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $14.98. **$4.95**

**DVD 6535968 MARLEY & ME/MARLEY & ME—THE PUPPY YEARS.** Jennifer Aniston and Owen Wilson unleash huge laughs in *Marley & Me* as John and Jenny Grogan a young couple contemplating the decision to start a family. Then comes an adorable Labrador pup who flunks obedience school and quickly turns his new home into a disaster area. The family fun continues in *Marley & Me: The Puppy Years:* The world’s worst dog is back—and now he has a voice! CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$7.95**

**DVD 366265X STORM RIDER.** Widescreen. Spoiled 16-year-old Dani Fielding’s world is turned upside down when her哥哥 gets arrested for securities fraud. She has to leave her cushy home and loses her prize horse to stay with her gruff uncle, Sam. There, she’ll meet “Stormy,” a different kind of horse that will ultimately teach her the true meaning of family. Stars Kristy Swanson, Kevin Swanson, and C. Thomas Howell. CC. 110 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $20.99. **$5.95**

**DVD 5779650 THE GOSPEL WRITERS’ AUTOGRAPHS.** Loner Mitchell Dyer’s (Leo Kham) dying car takes him to Marley & Me’s Tiny Toon Adventures, a topless, large-cocked, and blase truckstop. Vance Marlow (Markus Porter), a young farmer, arrives with his newly invented time-traveling device. Together, they set out on a hilarious and eye-opening quest to get the autographs of the four Gospel writers. *Matthew,* *Mark,* *Luke,* and *John.* 104 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $14.98. **$4.95**

**DVD 5741351 A MILE IN HIS SHOES.** Widescreen. Baseball coach Arthur “Murph” Murphy (Dean Cain) needs a miracle to help his struggling minor league team. But then the real Murph arrives when he stumbles upon Mickey (Luke Schroder), a young farmer with an incredible pitcher’s arm. However, the boy also has Asperger’s syndrome, making his parents worry about letting him join the team. CC. 89 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$4.95**

**DVD 4917428 THE LAST WINTER.** Set in the mid-1950s, this is the story of young William Jamison, a boy of great imagination who stumbles between fantasy and reality and who, at the gentle guidance of his Grampa Jack, discovers that they can be one in the same. Stars Brendan Fraser, Jenna Elfman and Steve Zahn. **$3.95**

**DVD 2776030 INVISIBLE DAD/MY MAGIC DOG/PRINCE STORIES.** There’s fun for the whole family in this triple feature. Includes the live action films *Invisible Dad* and *My Magic Dog* plus the animated *Prince Stories.* Includes three tales: *Young Hercules,* *Secret of the Hunchback,* and *Moses.* Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. **$2.95**

**DVD 5857317 LOONEY TUNES: TUNES Back in Action.** Fullscreen. The fate of the human race is in the hands of Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck, teaming to wreak hilarious comic mayhem in a fast-paced family adventure combining live-action and animation. The Tunes in the Tunesters as they try to obtain the powerful Blue Monkey gem and stop Acme’s grab for worldwide domination. Stars Brendan Fraser, Jason Elliott and Steve Zahn. **$5.95**

**DVD 5779642 ELEVATOR TO SALVATION.** Widescreen. On Christmas Eve, two men enter a mysterious 1930s elevator by mistake. Possessing a mind of its own, the elevator forces the men to overcome a series of challenges that will test their endurance, resolve, and faith. A stunning religious thriller. 89 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**

**DVD 5832268 A MUPPETS CHRISTMAS: LETTERS TO SANTA.** Widescreen. When Gonzo forgets to mail three letters to Santa, he convinces Kermit and the gang to help him deliver the notes to the North Pole. This heartwarming and hilarious holiday story features a cacophony of big name guest appearances including Whoopi Goldberg, Uma Thurman, Nathan Lane and more! English SDH. 56 minutes. Disney. **$7.95**

**DVD 5779675 ANNA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN.** Widescreen. When Gonzo forgets to mail three letters to Santa, he convinces Kermit and the gang to help him deliver the notes to the North Pole. This heartwarming and hilarious holiday story features a cacophony of big name guest appearances including Whoopi Goldberg, Uma Thurman, Nathan Lane and more! English SDH. 56 minutes. Disney. **$7.95**

**DVD 5841757 IN THE VALLEY OF THE FROZEN.** By Charles Solomon. Filmed with hundreds of pieces of concept art and including interviews with the artists, this spectacular volume offers an insider’s look at this epic animated film. 160 pages. Chronicle. ISBN: 1-57687-003-2. **$15.95**

**DVD 575436X THE APARTMENT.** Widescreen. A young man (Jesse in *The Apartment* as they try to obtain the powerful Blue Monkey gem and stop Acme’s grab for worldwide domination. Stars Brendan Fraser, Jason Elliott and Steve Zahn. **$5.95**

**DVD 5841757 IN THE VALLEY OF THE FROZEN.** By Charles Solomon. Filmed with hundreds of pieces of concept art and including interviews with the artists, this spectacular volume offers an insider’s look at this epic animated film. 160 pages. Chronicle. ISBN: 1-57687-003-2. **$15.95**

**DVD 5779675 ANNA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN.** Widescreen. When Gonzo forgets to mail three letters to Santa, he convinces Kermit and the gang to help him deliver the notes to the North Pole. This heartwarming and hilarious holiday story features a cacophony of big name guest appearances including Whoopi Goldberg, Uma Thurman, Nathan Lane and more! English SDH. 56 minutes. Disney. **$7.95**

**DVD 5841757 IN THE VALLEY OF THE FROZEN.** By Charles Solomon. Filmed with hundreds of pieces of concept art and including interviews with the artists, this spectacular volume offers an insider’s look at this epic animated film. 160 pages. Chronicle. ISBN: 1-57687-003-2. **$15.95**

**DVD 5779675 ANNA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN.** Widescreen. When Gonzo forgets to mail three letters to Santa, he convinces Kermit and the gang to help him deliver the notes to the North Pole. This heartwarming and hilarious holiday story features a cacophony of big name guest appearances including Whoopi Goldberg, Uma Thurman, Nathan Lane and more! English SDH. 56 minutes. Disney. **$7.95**

**DVD 5841757 IN THE VALLEY OF THE FROZEN.** By Charles Solomon. Filmed with hundreds of pieces of concept art and including interviews with the artists, this spectacular volume offers an insider’s look at this epic animated film. 160 pages. Chronicle. ISBN: 1-57687-003-2. **$15.95**
**DVD 463213X A DENNIS THE MENACE CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Six year old Dennis Mitchell is looking for the perfect gift for his grumpy old neighbor, Mr. Wilson. What he needs is a miracle—and that’s just the start of an adventure, involving the town in a mission to impart the Christmas spirit. Stars Robert Wagner and Louise Fletcher. English SDH. 87 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 2677067 A CHRISTMAS CAROL.** Fullscreen. “May it haunt [my readers] houses pleasantly,” Charles Dickens wrote in the preface to his classic holiday yarn. The 1938 version offers one of that timeless work’s most pleasant screen hauntings, bustling with a lavish backlot re-creation of Victorian London. Stars Reginald Owen as Scrooge. In B&W & CC. 89 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 5843723 LOVE COMES SOFTLY.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Marty and Aaron Claridge (Katherine Heigl and Oliver Macready) travel west in search of a new opportunity. But when tragedy strikes and marty is suddenly widowed, the young woman must face the rugged terrain, bleak weather, and life among strangers alone. That is, until a handsome widower (Dale Midkiff) suggest a platonic and temporary marriage of convenience. CC. 88 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5608464 RED RIDING HOOD.** Widescreen. Joey Fatone and Lanie Kazan (My Big Fat Greek Wedding) and newcomer Morgan Thompson light up the screen in a magical, musical take on the classic fairy tale, reimagined with a modern twist. CC. 82 minutes. Key Video. $3.95

**DVD 5843715 LOVE BEGINS.** Widescreen. From Leave It to Me Comes Softly series. After their father’s passing, Ellen Barlow (Julie Mond) and her sister Cassie struggle to maintain their family farm. When Clark Davis (Wes Brown) stops by on his way to California, Ellen agrees to hire him to work off his debts. Neither is expecting an attraction to form—but it does. English SDH. 88 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5779669 GRAMPS GOES TO COLLEGE.** Widescreen. A workaholic computer programmer, Ivy Bunds retires with a mission on his mind. Following the news that he and his family are going to war against secular humanism and to mentor a new generation in seeking the truth of God. 102 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

**DVD 3556553 DR. SEUSS’S THE 5,000 FINGERS OF DR. T.** Fullscreen. Young Bart is a hilarious little boy to perform a colossal concert on the grandest grand piano. When Bart attempts to escape, he comes in contact with the strangest characters imaginable. CC. 89 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**DVD 3551873 THE CLASSIC CINEMA COLLECTION: Houdini/Money from Home/Papa’s Delight.** In Houdini, Tony Curtis is the great Houdini, the struggling circus performer who emerged as the world’s most captivating magician and escape artist. Money from Home is a hilarious comedy� from Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, who try to get rich fixing a horse race; and in Papa’s Delicate Condition, Jackie Gleason stars in a warm-hearted look at one family’s larger than life father. CC. Five hours on 3 DVDs. Legend. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**DVD 5843758 LOVE’S EVERLASTING COURAGE.** Widescreen. From the Love Comes Softly series. With the bank threatening to seize their farm, Clark Davis (Wes Brown) and his wife Ellen (Julie Mond) struggle to strengthen their family with a sense of purpose—to beat the drought. To make ends meet, Ellen takes a job in town—until scarlet fever claims her life. Devastated, Clark is determined to raise his daughter on the love and help Ellen loved. English SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5832306 PLANES: Fire & Rescue.** Widescreen. Disney’s skyborne adventure continues with this thrilling comedy-adventure. When world-famous air racer Dusty learns that he may never race again, he shifts gears and launches into the world of aerial firefighting. Joining with a team of veteran firefighters, Dusty learns that he is capable of taking a true a hero. English SDH. 84 minutes. Disney. $7.95

**DVD 2717549 BABES IN TOYLEAND.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite nursery rhyme characters come magically and musically to life in this delightf ul animated feature. Based on a beloved fairy tale before Christmas, and the Toyleand Toy Factory has just received its biggest order ever. But the evil Bamby has plans to shut the factory down. Features voices of James Belushi, Michelle Chabert, Bronson Pinchot, and Charles Nelson Reilly. CC. Over 70 minutes. MGM. $2.95

**DVD 2717556 THE LORD OF THE RINGS: The Two Towers.** Fullscreen. The Fellowship has broken, and Frodo and Sam must enthrust their lives to Gollum if they are to find their way to Mordor. Meanwhile, the remaining members of The Fellowship, along with the creatures of Middle-earth, prepare for battle. Includes a second feature of extras. Stars Elijah Wood, McKellen, and Viggo Mortensen. CC. 179 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $3.95

**DVD 7589891 SAVANNAH SMILES.** Neglected by her politician father (Chris Robinson), little Savannah (Bridgette Andersen) decides to run away, hiding in her aunt’s car. When two bumbling criminals (Mark Miller and Donovan Scott) steal the car—and the girl inside—they decide to demand a $100,000 ransom for her return. But no one is expecting the friendship that emerges. 105 minutes. Chet Flicks. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 2774399 SHIRLEY TEMPLE FAMILY COLLECTION, VOL. 1.** Features nine Shirley Temple films, including The Little Princess; Dora’s Dunking Donuts; War Babies; and Merrily Yours. Also includes Jungle Book and Lassie: The Painted Hills along with two Three Stooges shorts, Malice in the Palace and Sing a Song of Pants. In Color and B&W. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Pop Flix. $3.95

**DVD 2677423 THE GOONIES.** Following a mysterious treasure map into an underground realm of passages, booby traps and a pirate ship full of gold doubloons, a band of young adventurers race to solve one of a kind puzzle before a trio of bumbling bad guys—and a mild-mannered monster with a face only a mother could love. This fan-favorite Steven Spielberg adventure stars Sean Astin, Josh Brolin, and Jeff Cohen. CC. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 267758X HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL: The Concert.** Be a part of the incredible concert event as the High School Musical phenomenon hits the stage! Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Tisdale, Corbin Bleu, and more of the cast of the award-winning perform their chart-topping songs in front of a live audience. It’s an experience you’ll never forget! English SDH. 57 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**DVD 5754194 SNOW QUEEN/HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN: My Life as a Fairytail. The man behind The Little Mermaid; Princess and the Pea; The Emperor’s New Clothes and more, Christian Andersen is comically adapted in this double feature. Snow Queen, one of Andersen’s most enduring creations, is adapted on the screen by star Bridget Fonda. Then, the author’s own story is told in the biopic Hans Christian Andersen. Horseshoe Life as a Fairytail. CC. 58 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 1837036 RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S CINDERELLA.** A sparkling fantasy of music, magic, and romance, Rodgers & Hammerstein’s classic captures from onscreen to film with the original stage’s and film’s stunning performances. Stars Lesley Ann Warren, Walter Pidgeon, Ginger Rogers, and Celeste Holm. CC. 83 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $14.95

**DVD 5754194 SNOW QUEEN/HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN: My Life as a Fairytail. The man behind The Little Mermaid; Princess and the Pea; The Emperor’s New Clothes and more, Christian Andersen is comically adapted in this double feature. Snow Queen, one of Andersen’s most enduring creations, is adapted on the screen by star Bridget Fonda. Then, the author’s own story is told in the biopic Hans Christian Andersen. Horseshoe Life as a Fairytail. CC. 58 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95
**Children's Movies**

**DVD 6468470 IZZY & MOE/FAMILY PLAN: Double Feature.** Fullscreen. A double dose of family fun. Izzie and Moe reunite with friends and family. 190 minutes. Timeless Media. $2.95


**DVD 5843731 LOVE'S ABIDING JOY.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. From the Love Comes Softly series. Missie (Erin Cottrell) and her husband (Logan Bartholomew) have set up a new homestead out West. And now that the railroad line connects the states, Missie’s father (Dale Midkiff) is able to visit. But when tragedy strikes, the faith and love of their family is challenged like never before. 86 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 3569225 WINNIE THE POOH: A Very Merry Pooh Year.** Get ready to ring in the season with a full-length adventure straight from the heart of the Hundred Acre Wood! Join Pooh, Tigger, Eyore, Roo, and the rest of the gang in the holiday classic that’s an inspiring celebration of friendship. English SDH. 64 minutes. Disney. $11.95

**DVD 5754313 FAMILY ROAD TRIP: Triple Feature.** Hit the road in a trio of films your whole family will love. A trip to Vancouver turns into a nightmare for one family in Are We There Yet? An 11-year-old boy embarks on a journey to find new parents in North. And a boy gets to relive The Last Day of Summer over and over again—but how can he make it stop? Stars include Ice Cube, Morgan Freeman, Elijah Wood, and John Cusack. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. $9.95

**DVD 4593988 THE CONFESSION.** Widescreen. Raised by an Amish family, Katie Lapp (Katie Leclerc) always felt the call of another life. Carol Christian. An 11-year-old girl becomes engaged to her first love and is determined to find her birth mother. Laura Mayfield-Bennett (Sherry Stringfield), has drawn her into the world of the Englishers, and brought her head to head with a scheme that could deprive her of an inheritance. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**DVD 2717670 FLICKA: Country Pride.** Widescreen. Lindy Jenkins’ (Lisa Hartman Black) horse training and boarding farm is struggling, and her tomboy teen daughter Kelly (Ali Larter) is certain that the answer is to move on. New hope comes when Kelly volunteers to train Flicka, a wild horse owned by Toby (country music star Clinton Black), the new stable manager. CC. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5843774 LOVE'S UNFOLDING DREAM.** Widescreen. From the Love Comes Softly series. Missie’s (Erin Cottrell) adopted daughter Belinda (Scout Taylor-Compton) is determined to become a doctor, but Doc James C. Henry (Frankie Faison) is forced to leave. Will they're reunite? Their relationship becomes strained as Belinda is determined to make her dreams come true, and with faith and hard work, they will. CC. 88 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4563506 FAMILY FAVORITE TREASURES: 3-Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. Enjoy hours of heartwarming stories as hilarious hijinks with three beloved classics: Dr. Seuss’ The Cat in the Hat, starring Mike Myers and Dakota Fanning; Babe starring James Cromwell and featuring amazing animatronics by Jim Henson’s Creature Shop; and Beeple. 3 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 1900545 THE MUPPETS CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Craig Shemin. Play the music, light the lights, and meet the Muppets in this comprehensive guide. Discover everything you wanted to know about 150 of the most memorable and best-loved Muppet characters of all the TV series and movies, from Kermit the Frog to Miss Piggy, Animal and the rest. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**DVD 3648674 4 HOLIDAY KIDS MOVIES.** Celebrate the season with four heartwarming animated family adventures. An All Dogs Christmas Carol, Christmas Carol: The Movie; A Pink Christmas (featuring The Pink Panther); and Babes in Toyland. CC. Over 4 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 1900543 LOVERS UNITE.** Widescreen. Missie (Erin Cottrell) knows it’s time to move on. She heads home to be near her parents and return to teaching, certain that she’ll never love again. When the “orphan train” arrives in town, Missie directs her love to Belinda, a feisty young teenager. But new struggles lie in store—along with new romance. CC. 84 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 584374X LOVE'S ENDURING PROMISE.** Fullscreen. From the Love Comes Softly series. Missie Davis (January Jones) is devoted to teaching and family. When a handsome railroad heir (Mackenzie Astin) starts to woo her, Missie is nearly swept off her feet—until a mysterious stranger (Logan Bartholomew) with a troubled past shows up. CC. 87 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5799002 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Forever in My Heart.** Movie Four of Seven Series. From celebrated author and TV creator Anne Oke (The Love Comes Softly series) comes a rigorous and romantic adventure as epic as the wild frontier. Erin Krakow, Daniel Lissing, Jack Wagner, and Lori Loughlin star in this heartwarming period drama from the Hallmark Channel, charting lives and loves in a rustic country town. CC. 84 minutes. Shout! Factory. $11.95

**DVD 4561351 A LITTLE CHRISTMAS BUSINESS.** Widescreen. Don Collier has a wonderful life and family, but no time to enjoy it. His boss has him collecting signatures for a huge project the day before Christmas. But as he goes office to office, it seems that every signer is a ghost from his past, teaching him a heavenly lesson to teach. Stars Daniel Baldwin. 75 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**Blu-ray 4555163 MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET.** Widescreen. In this modern update of the 1947 classic, little Susan has doubts about childhood’s most enduring miracle—Santa Claus. But after meeting a special department store Santa who’s convinceing the people of the city, Susan’s faith in the most precious gift of all—something to believe in. Stars Richard Attenborough, Elizabeth Perkins, Dylan McDermott and Mara Wilson. CC. Includes DVD. Blu-ray, and Digital versions of the film. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95

**Blu-ray 5453917 THE MUPPETS.** Widescreen. While on vacation in Los Angeles, Walter, the world’s biggest Muppet fan, his brother Gary, and friend Miss Piggy uncover the diabolical plot of a greedy oil millionaire to destroy the Muppets. Now the Muppets must reunite Kermit, Miss Piggy, Fozzie Bear and their friends to stage the greatest Muppets telethon ever and save their beloved theater. Includes both a Blu-ray version and a Digital version. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Children’s Movies</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5765527 PINOCCHIO: The Making of the Disney Epic.</strong> By J.B. Kaufman. Released in 1940, the story of the little wooden puppet who wants to be a real boy has captured the imaginations of children worldwide. From the story of Jiminy Cricket’s inception to the film’s impact on the world of animated cinema, this volume tracks the complete history of the film. 200+ illus., many color. 352 pages. Pub. at $50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 5754089 THE 5,000 FINGERS OF DR. T. Widescreen.</strong> The tun-filmed fantasy by Seuss involves a music-loving adventurist, Young Bart Collins, lured to sleep by the monotonity of his piano lessons, dreams of a castle ruled by his piano teacher, the eccentric Dr. Tervilliker. Having bared all other musical instruments, then the dungeon, Dr. T. lures 500 boys to perform in a colossial concert on the grandest grand piano ever built. 89 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 5832241 MARS NEEDS MOMS.</strong> Widescreen. Nine-year-old Milo (Seth Green) finds out how much he needs his mom (Joan Cusack) when she’s nabbed by Martians who plan to use her to raise their own young. In a race against time and oxygen, Milo embarks on a quest to save her. English SDH. 88 minutes. Disney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 5785790 THE SMURFS.</strong> Widescreen. When the evil wizard Gargamel chases the tiny blue Smurfs out of their village, they tumble from their magical world and into ours. Now trapped in the Big Apple, the Smurfs must find a way back to their village before Gargamel tracks them down. Stars Neil Patrick Harris, Sofia Vergara, and Hank Azaria. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 2744813 TWINKLE TOES.</strong> Widescreen. Grace “Twinkle Toes” Hastings has a secret—she gets terrible stage fright in Widescreen. Nine-year-old Milo (Seth Green) finds out how much he needs his mom (Joan Cusack) when she’s nabbed by Martians who plan to use her to raise their own young. In a race against time and oxygen, Milo embarks on a quest to save her. English SDH. 88 minutes. Disney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 3652637 SANTA CLAUS: Collector’s Edition.</strong> Widescreen. This bizarre yet strangely charming children’s classic is packed with every magical, wacky, and just plain weird holiday oddity—and then some. Somewhere, Pitch, the chief minion, on a mission to turn all the other musical instruments to the dungeon, Dr. T. lures 500 boys to perform in a colossial concert on the grandest grand piano ever built. 89 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 5748299 THE CHRISTMAS STORY LADY: Holiday Collection 4 Movies.</strong> Sit down with the whole family and pop in these heartwarming holiday tales: Christmas Story Lady (1981) with Jessica Tandy; Beyond Tomorrow (1940) with Charles Winninger; Scrooge (1935) with Seymour Hicks and Robert Cochran; and A Star Shall Rise (1952) with Raymond Burr and Joan Crawford. Most in B&amp;W. Over 4 hours on a double-sided Blu-ray.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 5748305 A DIFFERENT KIND OF CHRISTMAS: Holiday Collection 4 Movies.</strong> Four heartwarming holiday movies the whole family will enjoy: A Different Kind of Christmas (1996) with Shelley Long and Barry Bostwick; The Blessed Midnight (1956) with Maureen O’Hara; Christmas with the King Family (1967); A String of Blue Beads (1953) with Louis Jordan. Each movie is sold separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DVD 5779826 THE BORROWED CHRISTMAS.</strong> Widescreen. Jon Dale (Jeff Rosser) is a man who has everything. But with no family in town, the one thing he lacks is a good, old-fashioned Christmas. Desperate, he turns to the local florist for help and asks to rent a tree, presents, decorations—and a family. To save her struggling shop from closing, Anne Weston (Sherry Morris) decides to take the unusual order. 95 minutes. Rosser/Roth Entertainment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** Prices and availability subject to change. Please check individual websites for updates.

---

**More titles at erhbc.com/971**
Children's Movies

**DVD 5708052** 4 CLASSIC DOG ADVENTURES. Our furry canine companions are the star of this family-friendly four-pack. Dreaming pups thwart would-be kidnappers in Little Heroes; Kayla is the inspiring story of a lonely boy's unbreakable bond with a wild dog; Dogs that Changed the World is a heart-warming trip from Home & Nature charting the relationship between humans and canines, narrated by F. Murray Abraham. And lovable dog that saves a troubled young boy.

**$3.95**

Sheba! Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Questar.

**2696940**

**2697095** SHIRLEY TEMPLE: Footprint Classics—4 Movie Collection. The little girl that captivated a nation charms her way through three feature films and a collection of eleven adorable shorts. She joins stars like Richard Greene, Randolph Scott, Noah Beery, and Mitzi Kapture for The Pine Tree, 

**$9.98**

Hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

**1856960** CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG. Fullscreen. Dick Van Dyke stars as eccentric inventor Caractacus Potts, who creates an extraordinary car that not only drives but flies and floats. This car leads him, his two children, and his beautiful lady friend, Truly Scrumptious (Sally Ann Howes), into a magical world of pirates, castles, and endless adventure. CC. 145 minutes. MGM.

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**2686163** TIMELESS FAMILY CLASSICS: 50 Movies. Enjoy Hollywood’s all-time favorite families, from the silent era up to the early 1970s. This collection spans all genres and features many of Hollywood’s most beloved performers such as Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Ginger Rogers, Kirk Douglas, Jack Benny, Shirley Temple, John Wayne, Gary Cooper, Douglas Fairbanks, James Cagney, and many others. In Color and B&W. Nearly 63 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**6535909** DIMPLES. Shirley Temple stars in this delightful old-fashioned musical comedy. The cutest girl with the biggest dimples in Hollywood dances her way from poverty to stardom. When a society lady adopts the penniless darling, Dimples is discovered by the woman’s nephew, who needs someone to play little Eva in his upcoming production of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. CC. A colorized version of A B&W film, 78 minutes. 20thCenturyFox.

**$2.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**6383599** DOG LOVERS FILM COLLECTION: 20 Movies. A tail-wagging collection of twenty pup-tastic movies the whole family will enjoy! Includes The Karate Dog; Chilly Dogs; Behave Yourself; Moom Goes to Hollywood; Pardon My Pups; Lassie and the Painted Hills; The Return of Rin Tin Tin; My Dog Shep; Fangs of the Wild; Skull and Crown; and more. Stars include John Wayne, Leslie Nielsen, Mickey Rooney, and of course, Rin Tin Tin and his companion of a powerful mob boss, has been adopted by a new family. The problem is, just before leaving his master master, Sonny swallowed his priceless ring! Comedy ensues as two bird-brained henchmen try to retrieve the trinket from the dog at his new home, 88 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $13.95

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**3569268** THE CHRONICLES OF NARINA: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader. widescreen. When Lucy and Edmond Pevensie, along with their twin in Eustice, are swallowed into a painting and transported back to Narnia, they join King Caspian and a noble mouse named Reepicheep aboard the magnificent ship The Dawn Treader to embark on a voyage that will determine the fate of Narnia itself. Stars George Henley, Skandar Keynes, Ben Barnes and Tilda Swinton. English SDH. 113 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.99

**$6.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**581278X** SHIRLEY TEMPLE: Everyone’s Little Princess. Celebrate Shirley and friends with over fourteen hours of family entertainment. Contains 8 classic movies, including The Little Princess; The Red-Haired Alibi; The Green Promise; and The Misfit; plus 15 episodes of the TV series, including Glad Rags to Riches; Our Gang Fillies; The Pie Covered Wagon; Pardon My Pups; and Dora’s Dunkin’ Doughnuts. In B&W.

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**


**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**7535074** LIKE FATHER LIKE SON/VICE*VERSA. widescreen. Trading places has never been funnier than in this double feature of switcheroo hilarity! In Like Father, Like Son, a tycoon hires his mob boss’ 11-year-old son (Fred Savage) live a day in each others’ shoes. In Vice*Versa, a divorced work-a-holic (Judge Reinhold) and his 11-year-old son (Fred Savage) live a day in each others’ shoes. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**$5.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**5762847** HANS BRINKER OR THE SILVER SKATES. Fullscreen. The beloved children’s novel comes to the screen. In 1860s Holland, it follows young Hans Brinker, forced to support his family when his father is injured in an accident. Joined by his sister Gretel, Hans competes in Amsterdam’s annual ice-skating tournament in hopes of winning the prize money for his family. 90 minutes.

**$5.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**5741130** THE DOGFAATHER. widescreen. Sonny, the beloved bulldog companion of a powerful mob boss, has been adopted by a new family. The problem is, just before leaving his master master, Sonny swallowed his priceless ring! Comedy ensues as two bird-brained henchmen try to retrieve the trinket from the dog at his new home, 88 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $14.98

**$4.95**

**2695481** BABE: Pig in the City. Fullscreen & widescreen. This sequel to the beloved family classic sees Babe the pig, Fern and Lon Hogg on a road-trip to the Midwest. In the midst of a large city where despite incredible obstacles, they’re able to turn enemies into friends, raise enough money to save the farm and continue two worlds into a magical film”—Roger Ebert. 95 minutes. Universal. **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**1853635** A BRIEF HISTORY OF WALT DISNEY. By Brian J. Robb. Presents both an illuminating account of Disney’s own significant artistic creations, from the iconic Mickey Mouse to the groundbreaking Snow White, and an insightful history of the entertainment behemoth he created, from Dumbo to Pixar’s Toy Story, as well as the hugely popular theme parks. 291 pages. Running Press. Publication Date: May 4, 2004. Pub. at $19.95

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**Blu-ray** 3569268 THE CHRONICLES OF NARINA: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader. widescreen. When Lucy and Edmond Pevensie, along with their twin in Eustice, are swallowed into a painting and transported back to Narnia, they join King Caspian and a noble mouse named Reepicheep aboard the magnificent ship The Dawn Treader to embark on a voyage that will determine the fate of Narnia itself. Stars George Henley, Skandar Keynes, Ben Barnes and Tilda Swinton. English SDH. 113 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.99

**$6.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**581278X** SHIRLEY TEMPLE: Everyone’s Little Princess. Celebrate Shirley and friends with over fourteen hours of family entertainment. Contains 8 classic movies, including The Little Princess; The Red-Haired Alibi; The Green Promise; and The Misfit; plus 15 episodes of the TV series, including Glad Rags to Riches; Our Gang Fillies; The Pie Covered Wagon; Pardon My Pups; and Dora’s Dunkin’ Doughnuts. In B&W.

**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**


**$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**7535074** LIKE FATHER LIKE SON/VICE*VERSA. widescreen. Trading places has never been funnier than in this double feature of switcheroo hilarity! In Like Father, Like Son, a tycoon hires his mob boss’ 11-year-old son (Fred Savage) live a day in each others’ shoes. In Vice*Versa, a divorced work-a-holic (Judge Reinhold) and his 11-year-old son (Fred Savage) live a day in each others’ shoes. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**$5.95**

**SOLD OUT**
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